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NOTES FROM SAURASHTRA

K. S. Lavkumar

Of late I have noticed that Gujarat is featuring quite often

in the Newsletter and it is heartening to note that all those

who have something to say, have nice things to say about our

State. V/ell.I may say another very nice thing about our part

of the country. If I am not mistaken, we shall soon be the

first state to have a checklist of birds. This is bei-.g brought

out by the Department of Information and Tourism of Oujarat

and it will form a part of the 1973 Tourist Diary. Tie diary

will contain thirteen paintings of some of our common and

colourful birds. These will also be separately printed in sets

of greeting cards. Unfortunately the diary has been delayed

in the press on account of a strii-e last month by Government

employees. Also, very soon to be out is a rather ambitious

publication on the birds of Nal Sarovar which I think is the

first of its type for a particular sanctuary. I am happy to

have been actively associated with both these projects and I

hope the other States would encourage their local birdwatchers

as Gujarat has its.

Lalsinh Raol writes and tells me that he has seen his
first Crab Plover on the tidal mud at Rozi Pier, Jamnagar.-

I had seen this bird for the first time also there and at

about the same time! If anyone wishes to see Oystercatchers,
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then I would suggest his going to the same place. The Jamnagar

coast is a fascinating stretch of bird haunt. It might be a

worthwhile endeavour to have some conducted birdwatchmg done

along this coast in winter, the mangrove-covered tidal flats

and labrynthian channels between them are most faesinating.

Mt Girnar with its well-wooded valleys is another wonderful

place to visit particularly after the rains, Girnar itself

being a sort of base for the Longbilled Vultures of the area.

It is a thrilling sight to see these great birds soaring

around the sheer rock pinacles and gliding along the weathered

cliff-faces. The valley forests are abounding in birds, the

commonest being Tickel's Blue Flycatcher.
Talking of vultures reminds me of seeing some time back a

vulture feeding among others on a dog's carcass by the road-

side while on the way to Jasdan. The bird wore a bold numbered

arm-band. This bird is one of the thirty so tagged in the Gir

Forest last year. Robert Grub of the Bombay Natural History

Society informs me that it is a Whitebacked Vulture. I suppose

I should have at the time identified the species, but I was

so taken by surprise that I quite forgot to note the species

and only remembered the number^ A week back, a^ain on my way

to Jasdan and a couple of kilometres from the place I saw a

fine specimen of Black Vulture picking up a small, twiggy

branch from the ground and then flying off with it to some

large trees nearby where its mate sat close to an already

bulky stick platform. The drought promises a very successful

season for the vultures. But, we shall see much havoc to all

the other populations of birds and animals. This year the fam-

ous Nal Sarovar is a myth. Most of the reservoirs are drying

up rapidly if not already depleted. There is frighteningly

nightmarish period ahead for all concerned. Ft a time though,

Rajkot appears to be living in a fool f s paradise with full

flow of water since the Aji Lake was lucky enough to receive

two rather sharp showers 3 t the onset of the monsoon rains.

Our gutters are all brimming and we have White and Yellow
waotails tripping around and in the open- cesspools one can

see Little Ringed Plovers, Redwattled Lapwings, Yellow-wattled

Lapwings, stints, sandpipers and occasionally a few Ruffs
and Reeves and rarely a Blacktailed Godwit. Blackwinged
Stilts are always present in pairs and small parties. Though

it may reflect rather poorly on our civic authorities, I am

sure a round of our open gutters and their overflow catch-

ments would bring much admiration from the next European
tourist interested in birds who may happen my way.

• Going to leave my daughter to shcool in the mornings makes
it possible for me to see Pied, Desert and Isablelline wheat-

ears. They live in the most open stretches and one can hardly
imagine any insect life to subsist or let alone be as active

and jaunty as they invariably are. On the school building

it is not unusual to see a Blue Roclc Thrush bobbing its fore-
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part and flicking its tail and wings. Then of course there are
quite a few Tawny Pipits running about and small parties of
Ashycrowned Finch-Larks and pairs of Rufoustailed Finch-Larks.

It speaks volumes for the predatory instincts of Man that
wild animals and particularly birds distrust us when they will
happily feed a few inches away from the eyes of "a grazing
horse or cow. I have often longed to be able to turn myself
into any sort of animal at will as did the ogre of Puss in the
Boots fame; what immense possibilities would then open up in
the field of birdwatchingi The pleasure of handling birds
while mist-netting is difficult to describe; every texture of
the feathers, the smallest details can then be examined and
one can feel the very vitality of a lovely bird often so small
and delicate that one wonders it is capable of such vibrant
living. It is at such moments that I have understood the true
nature of a child wanting to kill a bird to handle and the urge
of men who kill for sport and at the same time I have felt the
futility of sich actions and the pleasure of being a human
being who above all can enjoy the loveliness of creation around
him. Conservation is the correct sublimation of the inate
instinct of the hunter in each member of our spe cios. I have
seen a lioness kill in broad daylight and at the moment of her
triumph it was quite apparent the bodily ecstacy she was experi-
encing, holding the warm prey in her powerful grip. Beincj a
human being and that too one who has been strongly influenced
by the gentle yet forceful concepts of the Budha, I have been
thrilled when wild creatures have come within arm's distance
from me. The feeling which Adam must have experienced in his
Eden. I vividly remember all such encounters and will try to
resurrect a few of them.

On 16th January 1973 I was pruning a pomegranate in my back-
yard when from a thick foliaged tree nearby a Lesser White-
throat flew out and alighted on one of the branches of the
tree I was working on. It sat there for a moment ooiBGd so
close I could have touched it and I could see all" the lovely
details of its soft toned greys and browns and the distinct
white throat. I was a good deal chagrined when it suddenly
realised its error in misplaced trust and hastily withdrew.

Near the same tree, a few days earlier I came face to face
with a female Blue Rock Thrush. She had alighted on the com-
pound wall and both of us paused to look each other up. It was
quite obvious she had arrived straight from the Budhist Ladakh
where men are infact not feared by birds and possibly she had
not been subjected to any traumatic experiences enroute. I
could clearly see the fine barring on her breast, the bristles
at the base of her bill, and the scales on her legs. She.
bowed and flicked her wings a couple of times and then with
another flick flew onto another perch again close by uttering
her subdued tuc-tuc . After examining me for a moment she flew
off around the house.
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Black Redstarts are always a pleasure to meet. I have often
sat motionless and had one of them slowly work up to me almost
to the feet. Even the subdued toned females are lovely birds
and when so close, the littie ring round the feminine eye can
be clearly seen. The cocks are terribly attractive.
A fortnight back I had dropped in on an old colleague of

mine for a cup of morning tea. He ha s a rather overgrown garden
of which he is very proud and spends most of his mornings
pottering around spraying water. Though not a garden which
would fetch any tropics, it certainly is haunted by a number
of birds. Outside his window is a tangle of jasmine and a
red-flowered shrub. Both these attracted White-eyes and Purple
Sunbirds. I could watch these birds at whisperable distance
from behind the curtains. At this aange White-eyes are truely
colourful birds. I made out each feather or the white eye
ring! The glisten of nectar on the sunbird's bills could also
be seen and the soft flutter of their wings and the throaty
chuckles uttered to one another were audible. I had become a

part of their intense and vitality packed existence.
I can go on and on about such intimate encounters, the

Whitecapoed Redstarts with a nest-load of young just a foot
above my head where I stood during devotional singing at
Badrinath, the nest brimming with young Tickel's Willow War-
blers in a thorny bush being fed by the fussy little parents
as I sat close by muDchinc my lunch on a trek in trans-Himalayan
country, in Tibet a pair of Robin Accentors feeding lustily
chirping young with my face only two feet away, and a Horned
Lark feeding superbly camauflaged chicks at my very feet,
while here at home the Yellow-wattled Lapwing which I could
stroke or gently lift off her eggs J

It is quite apparent that if wc could all be less billigerent
and train our children not to throw stones etc., then wild
birds would accept us as part of their world and we would
satisfy our desire for holding the lovely birds by having
them close enough to look at intimately and yet enjoy their
confidence and share their vitality. We 'would be able to
resurrect the Garden of Eden and like Adam walk with the
beasts and the birds.

HOW SOON CAN THE WEAVER WEAVE ITS NEST?

A. Navarro, S.J.

Note . This has reference to the article T A trend into the
Anatomy of the bird's nest ' which appeared in the
July 1972 issue of the Newsletter (Vol. 12, No. 7).
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The time factor. With reference to the time factor, spoken of
in Vol. 12(9), September 1972 issue of the Newsletter by Horace
Alexander of Rutgers Ave.., Swarthmore, Pa., USA, the weaver
birds require to collect and weave together the number of
fibres needed to build their nests, I would state that the
time factor is dependent on the weather, the variety of mater-
ials available, and the distance from which it has to be
collected.

The n ^^ u
_
en

_
c
_e_ _

^ weather . The influence of weather may be of
paramount importance in the case of the weaver bird, in order
to carry on the formidable task of building in a short period
of time- more than one nest, since the weavers are polygamous.
Weather plays a very important part in the proceedings of the
breeding cycle; hence the weaver depends entirely on the mon-
soon. They c annot commence their breeding activities until the
monsoon has set in and there is abundance of grass available
to provide material for construction of the nest. In fact, if
there be a time when the monsoon totally fails, there may not
be a breeding activity for the weaver.

The number of fibres used in the construction and building
of the nest varies greatly, being dependent upon the material
available, and upon the initiative of the builder. The weavers
usually attach their nest on pfilm trees and acacias; most of

these trees are usually found in open areas with abundant
grass, or near the rice fields. On one occasion I found a

colony of weavers whose nests were suspended from a babul
tree. Most of the nests were, in shape and size, replicas
of the usual standard weaver nests. The material used was a

short and curly fibre, which gave the nests a very untidy and
flimsy appearance, very easily torn off. The nest when stret-
ched out was found to be rather flexible and I have never
understood how the fibres were bound together in this case.
In such cases I do not doubt that the number of fibres to
construct a nest of this type will be rather high.

Since the weather affects the breeding cycle, the weather
may sometimes accelerate or even retard the tempo of the nest
building activities, as happens in India, when suddenly there
is a long spell of dry weather at the middle of the monsoon
season. At this time one may notice several nests that have
been started and almost finished and as the rains ceased, the
heat warms the atmosphere and the weaver seeme to cool down
and almost forget its nesting activities.

It is only when the rains resume that the weaver colonies
revive and there is a frenzy of shrills and activity.

The psychological behaviour . At this stage we are. faced with
another factor: the psychological behaviour of the weaver
during the building activity - another important factor which
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controls the time and the tempo of the activity.

Once a colony of weavers had settled on a large ibenysn tree;

there must have been, altogether, almost a hundred nests. The

banyan tree was on a slight elevation, surrounded by rice

fields and large patches of grass. The activities of the colony

could well be compared with a beehive during the spring

season - weavers flying off and on from their nests in all

directions, but no weaver flew further than fifty to seventy

metres from its nest. By way of curiosity, we tried to time

the assorted flights; we found en an average of a hundred to

a hundred twenty-five seconds, some weavers had accomplished

two trips. The flying off and on was rather swift, the cutting

and making of the fibre was slower than the action of weaving

Now and then some weavers were moving around their nests as

if they were supervising their own job.

Observations in Pune (Poona) . Being in Pune for a short holiday

just at the time when the weavers started their building oper-

ations, I noticed that a large colony of weavers had settled

down in that area. Most of the trees were acacias and there

was a small sprinkling of palm trees. The colony was made up

Of separate units, each unit of a different proportion - some

containing up to 50 nests, and others no more than about 6 or

even less. Just near my room I observed an acacia with nests
that had just begun to take shape. Every day, not much ear-

lier than 5.30 a.m. I could hear the sharp shrills so typical
of the weavers when they absorbed in their building activities;
the feverish assortment of shrills and fights and flights went

on throughout the day with a brief interruption at noon when
the activities appeared to slow down. Here again, by timing
the activities I found that some weavers were weaving at the
rate of 75-120 seconds per fibre* Considering that the breed-
ing season has more than thirteen hours of daylight, it seems

quite possible that with eight to ten days they can accomplish
their arduous 'task of making and weaving together about 5000
and more- fibres to produce the wonderful weaver's nest.

The making of the nest . As already pointed out in my last
article, f I have net been able to find any reference to the
time the weavers need to build their nest 1

. Later in a series
of notes on the Beya Weaver by Dr Salim Ali and V. C. Ambcdkar,
I found some enlightening information: the amazing speed with
which the weavers can accelerate their building activities.
" By August 7th or 8th fresh building activity has already
restarted with great vigour; the majority of the nests were
now in the early stages - from the initial attachment to the
bell or helmet stage; the strong invasion of prospxting females
spurred the tempo of their activities; thus$ one nest started
at 8.00 a.m. had the loop and one side of the dome completed
by 3.30 p.m. wi^h the blob of mud stuck within "
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Nest repair . 'On the fifth day of incubation at 9.32 a.m. an
oblong slit was made in a nest (number 17), then containing 2
eggs. At 9.34 a.m. the female alighted on the nest and examin-
ed the hole, looked here and there and entered within. She
came out again at 9.35, but re-entered at 9.36 and spent nine
minutes on the egcs. At 10.1 she inspected the hole again and
tried to pull the fibres at the cut edge across the hole with-
out success. At 10 a.m. *"he male who had not been there up to
the time, saw the hole. He went away but came back at 10.36
and started directly to repair the nest, at first unsuccess-
fully by means of the existing fibres; later with the help of
fresh material. At 11.30, i.e. in just under an hour, he had
repaired the mutilation completely. 1

Compared with the behaviour of other birds, the behaviour
and activities of the weaver bird at the time of breeding
somehow turn to be reversible. The courtship, the singing, the
selection of the pair, all that pocedure takes place once the
nest is built. For we know that the female does not select the
male partner; she selects the nest. That may be the reason why
the male weaver undertakes such arduous and vigorous task in
the construction of the nest.

A VAIN ATTEMPT BY AN IMPERIAL EAGLE

R. S. Dharmakumarsinhji

Most ornithologists do not speak highly of the courage of theImperial Eagle. I have seen this species year in and year out
in Western India. Much of its prey is, robbed from smaller birds
of prey and I have, however, seen it plunging to capture water-fowl not larger than a goose. Brahminy duck in their winterquarterS> graze some distance from the waterside unmindful ofan Imperial Eagle settled close by or soaring high in the sky.During the last week of December 1972, we in Saurashtra ex-perienced a cold wave, not really very cold or freezinq, butcomparatively cold for the winter season. I was in central
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ndaL22d w® were out on tne Bhader tank environson 31st December 1972. There were quite a number of EasternCommon Cranes in the open fields and while disturbing a smallflock of about ten to twelve birds, I was amazed to see an

eagle fly down from a tree and fly low with all his speed
Tlu
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J
cranes - The cranes seemed to realize the attack

and the birds accelerated with quicker wing-beats. I almost
thought the eagle would catch up and strike but for some
unknown reason it could not fully catch up and just missed
making the final six or eight feet it was from the cranes.
This attempt to catch a large crane from a flock is the most
courageous effort I have ever seen an Imperial Eagle (adult)
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make to capture its prey. The eagle after making the vain
attempt returned to the same tree. The time was about 5 p.m.
The Imperial Eagle is not an uncommon migrant with us as I

have seen it every year, generally close to tanks and in dry
desert areas also.

BIRDING IN THE VIHAR AND TULSI LAKE AREAS OF BOMBAY

G. De

On the 7th January Bombay Natural History Society arranged a

Nature Walk for birdwatching near the Deer Park of Borivli
National Park and surely some members would report about their
individual bags. My experience of that morning is not a rich
one.

The chief pleasure came from watching 10 Brahminy Duck on the
western bank of the Vihar Lake near the motorists 1 halting point.
They were resting and preening - some on ground and others in

water. Five of them had bright ferruginous plumage. They flow
away after about 20 minutes on the approach of a person - 2 in
one direction and eight in the opposite, all the time honking.
After an hour the former two returned to a nearby spot to rest
among Common Teals. There were 18 toal f sunning and preening.
They were roughly separated in two groups, one of 7 males and
2 females and the other having the remainirg ones. But I did
not see any other duck on the ground or in the water, far and
near, which is rather surprising, especially when I found more
than 800 teal in the Powai Lake while returning home.
Among other birds, "4 Vihar Lake were: one female Pale/Mon-

tagu's Harier, one Marsh Harier, and one Blackwinged Kite. The
last came along the bank, alternately hovering and moving for-
ward and ultimately settled on a nearby tree, where I left it
half-an-hour later. 3

My query about the dirth of duck was to some extent answered
on the 13th January, when I saw more than 600 Common Teal sun-
ning on the bank of fulsi Lake near the old bungalow. Among
them were, at least, 25 male Pintail too. It is the first time
in the last five years that I have seen duck in the Tulsi Lake.
Among other things seen in the jungle on my way to the old bun-
galow were a male and a female Scarlet Minivet, female Blue-
headed Rock Thrush, b Forest Wagtails and one Haircrested Drongo.
The last three forms were seen by me for the first time in
Bombay. I was first attracted to the drongo by its rather crow-
like bill, albeit narrower, and "then gradually hairs of its
crest and upturned ti^s of its outer tail feathers became evi-
dent. Forest Wagtails were feeding on the forest road and were
not particularly shy. The thrush was perched for some time on
the lower branches of a shrub in a shady spot and can then be
easily mistaken for a flycatcher both in form and behaviour.

I

.
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NOTES AND COMMENTS

The Editor would like to remind readers about the decision
taken at the last Annual General Meeting when a pri*e of Rs25/-

was offered for the best photograph of the year, either in
colour or black and white.

This is the tine when the attempt should be made. The Flame
of the Forest ( Butea monospermn ) , the Silk Cotton ( Salmalia
malabarica and insigne ) and the Coral ( Ervthrina suberosa )

are in flower and afford excellent opportunities for photo-
graphy.

incidentally the flowering of the Flame of the Forest in

the Borivli National Park this year is magnificent. J. S.

Serrao says that he saw the first flowering of the Flame of
the Forest this season in late November at Pali Hill, Bandra,
Bombay. This is most unusual for normally those trees only
come into flower about early January. The Editor has also
been informed that crows have started their nesting activities,

and House Crows were seen collecting and building as early as
19th January. Perhaps there is some connection between this
and the extraordinary weather we are experiencing.

Membership

.

So far 61 members have paid up for 1973. Will thosewho have
not paid please send in their subscription. The Editor hopes
to be able to list the names of members, Statewise, in the
Newsletter at a later date-.

CORRESPONDENCE

Sad state of our natural soots

I hope your garden is a veritable paradise with Forest Wag-
tails. Ground Thrushes, etc. May I seriously suggest that
(this) lovely spot be bequeathed - with all its population of
Nature Lovers - to the' Nation as a monument to sanity and
culture? How impossible it is to preserve such beauty though
it need not come in the way of development. Human happiness
would increase. The senseless legislations being enacted by
the Gujarat Government in the name of Socialism will deal a
mortal blow to the already beleagured Hingol Gadh jungle. Vie

are suffering terribly on account of the senseless, short
sighted policies of the Government and the cruel exploitation
of the land by society. Even in the Gir Forest and the Girnar
where the most dreadful droughts saw shaded retreats and fresh
springs, water is not available. The rivers are either dry
or heavily polluted, the forests a memory, and wells are piti-
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ful puddles wetting the floor of deep holes. It is tragic. All

this
P
land, all the sunshine and all we have "dust ^rages

and parched winds! Each succeeding drought will perforce be

severer than the preceding until- sense prevails and steps arc

liken with dedicated fervour to mend the terrible damage done.

K. S. Lavkumar
Rajkot

t

A dangerous act of a Black Eagle

It was middle of September last and because of heavy rains

we abandoned our vehicles about 8 miles ahead o. Tehri town

in Tehri-Garhwal region of Uttar Pradesh. The/Iterrtate means

of transport, i.e. mules and coolies were used and it took us

three days to reach our destination.

It was on one of these days that we got a bus and I was sit-

ting in the front seat. The road was kaccha and the weather

very hot and humid, as it usually is in September at this

altitude of 3000 to 5000 ft. On the way there wore plenty of

common hill birds and most beautiful ones met that day were

the Scarlet Minivet, Blue Magpie, Himalayan Woodpecker, Wnist-

linq Thrush, Himalayan Tree-pie, and wagtails.

In addition to these I was able to spot on solitary Blnck

Eaqle flyinq at c. 300 ft above ground circling round one spot.

I iuspected it orpreparing itself to catch some pxey. My

guess was correct, as very soon it dived^ down to the ground.

But to my surprise it did not fly up again, which in t:,e nor-

mal course it should have done after catching its prey. I

became a little more interested in the incident and watched

carefully as our bus approached that side. I could now see-

the eagle fighting with something unseen on the ground and

stxuqqling a lot. The eagle would sometime be flapping its

winqs! and at others it would turn upside down with paws

towards the sky. I tried to, but could not either in out

guess as to who was the other fighter. Our bus took about one

minute to take the turn and reach near the spot while from

the other side three villagers came. Seeing the villagers,

the eagle separated from its fighting partner and flew away.

By now I was within 40 feet from the spot and saw a black

cobra, about 3 ft long with an expanded hood with a very pro-

minent U mark swaying from side to side. The villagers ,rom

the other side started throwing stones and after about two

minutes the cobra dashed into the rocks.

After this encounter I could not wait to iind out ii the

eagle again came in search of the snake. But all the time

that day I was trying to attribute some reason for this tight,

but failed. Could it be that the eagle wanted the snake as

food? Or could there be some other reason for the two to
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become enemies? Secondly was it the eagle who left the snake
after seeing the villagers or vice versa? In my personal
opinion it was the eagle that left the snake. Unfortunately I

did not have my camera with me that day, otherwise I would
have teen able to get some very good snaps*

Sohan Singh Saini
Asst. Conservator of Forests
Preinvostment Survey of Forest
Resources, Northern Zone
Kenedy House, Simla 4

A comment on the Newsletter for Birdwatchers

These days the Newsletter for Birdwatchers does not carry
any news about the activities of the various institutions and
government for protection and welfare of birds. This matter
is important and valuable for bird lovc-rs. As such matters of
this nature should get significant place in the Newsletter .

Indra Kumar Sharma
Bhagwati Bhavan
Ratanada Road
Jodhpur 20

Zafar Futehally
Editor, Newsletter for Birdwatchers
32-A, C. D. Barfiwala Marg
Andheri, Bombay 400 058
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A TRIP TO PONMUDI - A tale of disappointments and delights

K. K. Neelakantan

To a birdwatcher ' marooned ' in the heart of an overcrowded,
noisy city, with absolutely no prospect of indulging in his
hobby unless some kind soul takes him out to the countryside,
an invitation to a famous hill-station 3000 feet above sea
level cannot but seem to be a gift of the gods. So, at 6 a.m.
on 221 xi. 1972 I found myself sharing the hard and narrow
bench at the back of a jeep with another. We were bound for
1 PONMUDI ' (literally f Peak of Gold T

) nearly 40 miles away.
We were camp followers of a bevy of zoology students of a

local women 1 s college, out on a collecting trip. They had gone
ahead by bus and we were to join them at Ponmudi.

From the foothills at about 2000 feet there was fairly thick
forest on both sides of the road and an occasional bird call
could be heard above the loud purring and groaning of the
gears. From time to time the two Parameswarans (one of the
local D.F.O. and the other the Professor in charge of the
expedition) who were sitting in front reported some bird run-
ning into the bushes or flying off; but from my canvas cage 1
could see only solitary grey wagtails which gave us the right
of way and then carried on with their insect hunt.

At 9 a.m. when the jeep stopped and I. stumbled out to straig-
hten my back, I saw that we were almost at the top Of the hill.
On one side was a patch of tea and on the other an ocean of f
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arass. A flock of swallows was busy mopping up the remnants

of an insect host. We were at the gate of a tea estate and a

prominent board warned us '' VISITORS ARE NOT WELCOME '. Never- *

theless, a smart, young Assistant Manager not only welcomed

us but put his house at our disposal so that we could eat our

breakfast in style. His little garden had attracted a brown

shrike, a leaf warbler, an ashy drongo, redwhiskered bulbuls

and a reed-warbler which went on check-ing an.d churr-ing all

the time. A shikra soared about. Later, in the estate itself,

I saw a kite-sized bird of prey which' I could not put a name

to.
There were few trees within two or three miles of our ! base

camp '. The whole area was rocky. Where the estate ended, grass

took over - coorse, tall grass, spiky, and with razor-sharp

leaves. After breakfast we drove to a spot not far from the
Upper Sanatorium, the now-disused and fast disintegrating
summer home of former Maharajas and Governors of the State.

Here we found some' thick sholas, and one side of the hill was

clothed in thick forest. There was a pool close by, in which,

according to legend, Seetha had bathed on her way from Lanka

to Ayodhya.
,

The zoologists went into a small shola. Soon the place was

resounding to their shouts, screams and laughter, for they

found a thousand little slimy things hiding under stones and

rotting tree trunks and greeted every discovery with a miTxture

of disgust and joy. For me, however, there was only unadulter-
ated disgust in store. It was insufferably hot, and every bird

in the place had withdrawn into the forest. There were a few
• -—^"swallows flying low over the grass, hawking what I
thought wert? ;— t^hle insects. But I was, soon proved wrong.
The insects were only xuv -^iKi a . ?»nd en w*s T +n them. Hund-
reds of gnats and tiny flies formed clouds around my head, and
alighting, began to explore my epidermis. Luckily they were not
after my blood. Still, the nuisance value was considerable. I
beat a hasty retreat from the spot, -wading through waist-high
grass. Suddenly I found myself plunging into a four-foot pit.
It was a relief to find that it was not equipped with pointed
strips of bamboo or a gin-trap or something worse. Later I was
told that there were many such pits, nicely camouflaged by the
tall grass, and that they were the legacy of an army camp at
which lessons were given in jungle warfare. The army should add
as the final lesson in the manual instructions on how to fill
these pits and trenches after their use is over. It wasn't any
consolation to me when the D.F.O. said that he too had tumbled
into one of these pits.
Having come all this way to see birds, I decided to get into

the forest. I would have scaled stone walls and swum across the
deepest moot; but the thick and thorny undergrowth on the edge
of the forest beat me. Behind this impenetrable screen were any
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number of birds. But the noises they made were most confusing
and my recollection of hill bird calls so hazy that the only
voice I could identify was that of the scimitar babbler. My
search for some gap in that thorny wall, a stream bed or a
game path, was infructuous. After taking a good look at a
party of small sunbirds which flitted about in a bush full
of tiny flowers, I resumed my struggle with the grass. My hope
of disturbing at least a pipit or an owlet as I crashed through
the waves of grass remained unfulfilled.

Then there appeared in the sky, as if in response to my silent
prayers, an angel. An elegant snow-white form with just enough
black on its wings to make the white look more brilliant, it
hovered just above me with gestures benedictory, only slightly
marred by a touch of palsy. It was a lone blackwinged kite out
for an early lunch or late breakfast. However, the poor thing
was destined to go hungry. For an hour it sailed round and
round the hill, hovering and falling repeatedly; but it never
came down to the grass or the ground. It was an object lesson
in patience and perseverance to me as I walked about cursing
myself having lost a day's casual leave only to look at a s<*a
of grass and be roasted in the sun.

Perhaps the bird did really bless me, for the zoologists
decided that they would leave at 3 p.m. and stop in the forest
on the way to collect a few more creepy-crawlies. So, at about
4 p.m., leaving the zoologists to probe the mud in a little
pool, I walked along the quiet road for half a mile. Coming
to a spot where the hill fell away steeply from the road, 1
sat down to watch a party of fairy blue birds leaping about
in the canopy of a tree. Parties of hill mynas, bluewinged
parakeets, minivets, a southern tree pie, an imperial pigoen
and a few woodpeckers provided pleasant diversion. But then
something happened wjiich made me ignore everything else.-

A

pair of lorikeets came into view as I was scanning the bran-
ches on which the fairy blue birds were leaping about. The
lorikeets were courting. I was also lucky enough to watch
the consummation, a sight I think few birdwatchers could have
seen in the wild. •

I hope the blackwinged kite which blessed me was also as
fortunate as I was and found some thoroughly unexpected
delicacy at the end of its frustrating search in that sea
of grass.
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BIRDS AROUND A SUSSEX GARDEN

Owen Martin

When I moved from London to the Sussex country, one of my

first jobs was to put up a nesting box for tits. There _ was

an old ivy-lovered stump in the gafen which seemed a likely

spot, but as Spring was then advanced, I did not really expect

tenants that season. But next morning a pair of Great _ Tits

was prospecting, and in the afternoon the hen began air-liftinc

nesting materials. First she took in small root and grass bits;

later she used strands of nylon from carpet off-cuts I had

dumped in the garden for burning.
Apart from an early and unsuccessful attempt by Blue Tits

to hijack the nest, all went well with my family and seven

weeks later I saw the eight fledglings fly away with their

parents.
When I cleaned out the box I found that all the inner nest

lining was nylon; no traditional moss or hair had been used.

Other birds also collected the ran-made fibre; two Pied Wag-

tails took it to their nest in a hole in the wall of the barn,

and inevitably Passer domesticus cashed in. Soon the gutters

and eves of the~"Kouso were festooned with his straw and nylon

To revert to tits, our Great Tit Parus major is a brilliant
bird - safron yellow, olive-green and glossy black; his Indian

cousin is a very dull monochrome fellow in comparison. One of

our commonest tits, he T s at home in city parks and the depths

of the country. The Blue, Parus caeruleus . — smaller and a

more uniform blue, with no yellow - is equally common. The

British Handbook records a race in western Asia; I do not know
whether this would include NW. India. I did not see any during
my years there.

Three other tits come to the garden: Coal, Marsh and Long-

tailed. The first two are small, dull variants on the Great
Tit pattern; the Longtailed is the odd man out: pink, white
and brown, with a tail longer than its little button body. It

also departs from the usual hole nesting habit and builds a

beautiful domed affair of moss, lichen and cobwebs, always
lined with feathers.

With May came the flood of migrants: Swallows, Black-caps,
Cuckoos, Martins, Flycatchers and the rest. Two cock "/ill

Warblers claimed territories in the nearby orchard; they
advertised for wives with song which could fool you they were

Purple Sunbirds. Typical phylloscopi these Willows, green
above and yellow below, with a pronounced pale eye-streak.
Except in good seeing, you cannot tell them from Chiffchaffs;
different song is the reliable guide.
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Collared Doves Streptopelia decaocto (Ring Doves to you)

were around when we arrived, and soon became commensal thanks
to a daily grain ration. They were joined by migrant Turtle
Doves, Streptopelia turtur who dust bathed in the sandy ground

I was trying to coax into a garden, and tur-turred in court-

ship on the power lines. (The literature is confusing on the
Turtle Dove races. Ours iook like S^_ t^ arenicola shown on

plate 38 of Vol. 3 of the Indian HandboolcTl

One evening in June white Barn Owl . Tyto alba came hawking
over the fields. It stopped and rose with a Field Mouse dang-

ling from a talon. Then it headed away over the hills: amazing
how silently they flyi Later I learned from our village
policeman (as interested in birds as in preserving the law -

he has logged 143 different species in his five miles square
beat) that the nest was in a hollow oak tree 200 yards from

my house. Thereafter both birds usually came just before
sunset; often they used the power pole as a machan, and

removed many troublesome mice from the garden.
Tawny Owls hoot from the wood but I have not yet seen them,

they are more nocturnal than tte Barns. But a Little Owl
Athene noctua is a daytime hunter. When these owls were intro-

duced into the U.K. many years ago it was feared by some
naturalists that they might prove troublesome; but they inte-
grated happily with the resident avian population and no

racial problems arose. Politicians, Dictators, please note?
To attract birds, we keep a hanging wire basket filled with

pea nuts. Nuthatches soon found and now regularly patronise
this free lunch counter; their uptuned sword-stick beaks are
ideal tools for the job.

Like the tits, they take readily to nest boxes, but cannot
curb their impulsive urge to daub mud round the entrance
holes - which may already bo a tight fit. Why in evolutionary
ages have they not lost this habit? As far back as post
glacial times the encroaching forests must have provided holes
of all shapes and sizes to suit the most fastidious nuthatch
needs without mud-daubing, so why has the habit persisted? One
can only assume they were originally rock cleft nestors like

the Wall Creepers. Mud daubing of over-sized holes to keep
out predators would then make sense.

Our nuthatches are Sitta ouropea . to my eyes very like your'
Chestnut-bellied Sitta castanoa .

Of the local birds, the Groat Spotted Woodpecker Dondrocopus
major is one ofthe most spectacular - snow white, jet "Black
and the most glorious salmon pink. And a beak like a pneumatic
drill. We have a hazelnut tree: when the nuts ripened, the
pair of woodpeckers stripped the c rop in a matter of days.
They took the nuts to a convenient forked branch whore they
cracked them with a single hammer-blow; the kernels wore
swallowed whole.
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The most closely resembling relative I can find in the Indian

Handbook is the Himalayan Pied, Plate 53, but our bird is much

£righ?cr . (And confusion confusion, Dendrocopus seems to have

becore Picoides . The experts make things difncult for the
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January winter- s day Rooks , Jackaws am
1
Gulls

- Blackheaded, Common, Herring and Blackbacked -- are quarter-

ing the, stubble for. worms and grubs, and Vfood Pigeons ore

gleaningNthe last of the bar lev dropped from the cosine har-

vester. Lapwings mew plaintively and continuous rattling

clatter comes from a flock of Fieldfares, Turdus pUaris --

big, handsome brushes wintering here fr©«f5cana"inavi a and oven

from behind the Iron Curtain. Spl 3ndid birds they are, slate

grey and olive-brown above, cream and chestnut below, with

the typical speckled breast. They will be with us now until

AP
fhe* Fieldfares bring my local bird spx-ies to 63 - hardly

comparable with the Delhi 24-hour record - but then the count

was made in a radius of only 200 yards from the house. And of

these 63, over half appear on the Indian list or have closely

allied Indian races. This merely shows that with birds, you

can feel at home anywhere.

FURTHER NOTES FROM SAURASHTRA

K. S. Lavkumar

Centres at Delhi and Bombay; also directly from the Director

of Tourism, Sachivalaya, Gandhinagar, Gujarat. There is one

very big omission which could have been avoided had I thought

of it in time, but the time was so limited that we had to do

a rush job. I should have edited the notes on the various

places of Tourist interest included in sucn oiaries and added

short notes on the bird haunts around each spot in addition to

the usual information regarding archaelogical sites. A pity

but now there is nothing that can be done The twelve lustra-
tions and the cover picture have been specially prepared tor

this diary by our member K. P. Jadav. If there are any complaints

regardinq the selection of the birds illustrated, it is I who

should be taken to task. In the list I have purposely refrained

from mentioning Saurashtra in the range of the Quaker Babbler,

but I wish I had not because apart from the very qlc. record

from Raikot which has occasioned raised eyebrows, we now again

have a fresh record, one captured in netting operations at

Hingolgadh. Unfortunately, the information got to me well after
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the printing had been taken up. Qenanthe picata . 0* capistrata
snd 0^ opistholeuca are included under the same species and
subspecies in the Synopsis and as such they do not appear sep-
arately though the last two forms have been noted on several
occasions.

I would be grateful if members who have been watching birds
in Gujarat could send me notes of any errors in the status of
individual species and of any additions they' make to the birds
listed here. In this way, we shall be able to keep this list
up to date and whenever we are able to bring out a new edition
the corrections can be incorporated.

Shri Nirmalkumar Dhadhal stays the entire year at Abu and
when he was last here, I had asked him to prepare a checklist
for the place as I consider this would indeed be most useful
and in great demand.

BIRDS AND CRICKET

R. S. Dharmakumarsinhji

By birds I do not mean the unfeathered bipeds that tend to
swamp our earthly environment and pollute the aii Nor in cri-
cket do I mean that chirping insect which the artful Chinese
have trained to sing and fight in their ingenious manner. I
mean the birds of the Order Aves and that too only those seen
in the Brabourne Stadium at Bombay during the five days of Test
Cricket played between India and the M.C.C. (England) from 6th
February to 11th February 1973.
Normally, as I watch from my flat or from the chairs of the

C.C.I. , I see mostly crows and pigeons and common kites flying
over the Stadium and alighting on the roofs, trees and on 'the
yellowish green lawn of the Brabourne Oval* With a closer view
innumerable house sparrows dot the periphery, feedinc on any-
thing they find from crumbs to seeds and insects. The crows
and kites search for worms and insects which are forced to the
surface when the ground is flooded in patches. V/hereas, wag-
tails and swallows feed upon the minute insects which cover
and fly above the ground. Normally, there are large number of
crows and pigeons under the iron roof tops and verandas of
flats and the trees afford roosts and shelter.

When the Test Cricket was played, all stands v/ere packed
full and many of the surrounding roofs and terraces v/ere also
packed with spectators. In all there were about b0,000 or more
people. The sound of human noise at times reached a magnitude
as would make the loud drone of an aircraft sound like a mild
hum of a bumble bee. This intermittent hooting and shouting
seemed to have an unusual effect on the birdlife of the Stadium.
It caused the pigeons to fly across the ground rapidly as if
chased by some imaginary falcon wheTeas the crows seldom ven-
tured across the field. The two pairs of kites flew over the
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sheltered stands and soared higher than they do normally. In

the morning, some white wagtails kept to the shade of the East
Stand. Bbt the Common Swallows were the boldest as they flow
low and circled in single file over the players. Evidently
there was much to be gathered as food by way of minute flying
insects over the open ground; they made all kinds of patterns
in the air as they foraged and rose higher on thermal currents
at midday. House Swifts wore seen at dusk when play ceased,
balling up over the flats. The usual flocks of pigeons were
seldom seen. I saw a 31ackheaded Gull enter the Stadium limits
but it soon left for tho bay on the west side. A pair of kites
had nest in the west stand near the seventh column and through
the binoculars I saw the bird brood. Although the pair of
kites resented the noise they keept near the nest site with
one of the pair brooding undisturbed. The jam-packod crowds
gave no room for the crows and the few that were there never
attempted to alight near the East Stand whore pools, of fruits
and debris were thrown. Even after play, crows did not get a
chance to pick up the food owin3 to tho immediate cleaning of
the ground of all rubbish. On the penultimate days of play, I
saw one flock of pigeon ali'jht ntar the screens on the North
side and a group of sparrows collect the periphery near the
NE. side; otherwise single sparrows hurriedly crossed the
playground. On the 9th, a rost day for players, my wife saw
pigeons, crows, sparrows, kites, and wagtails behaving normal-
ly.
During the lunch hour on 7th February I saw a pair of crows

chasing a kite which was carrying some food in its bill. The
kite circled up with quick win£-beats as the pair tried to
snatch the food which eventually it could not succeed in doing.

Two butterflies, a White Emigrant and a Brown Tiger, were
seen to edge into the around as the match was in progress and
pass through the stands only to disappear amidst the crowds.

The rustic swallows flow incessantly over the whole field
in their quest for food and they appeared the least disturbed
of all birds. The Swallow was the bird of tho match for it was
seen at all times of the day, from morning to evening, and it
is interesting that it had enough food to eat at all hours of
the day.

PLAYFULNESS OF A GULLBILLED TERN

Lalsinh M. Raol
I

While watching birds at Porbjndar, I once saw a Gullbilled
Tern (Gelochelidon nilotica ) flying fairly high with a fish
in its bill, I was curious to know as to how it would manage
to swallow it while in flight. Suddenly, it dropped the fish
but no sooner did the fish come down by a couple of feet, than
the terr. caught hold of it by a neat dive and ascended in the
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air. I thought that the fish might have slipped from its bill
while it was trying to hold it more favourably. But no J The
fish was being dropped .again and again, and was being caught
in mid air every time. It was a pleasure to watch the. bird's
graceful manoeuvres in dropping and catching the fish. I count-
ed 26 such repititions. At la,st I got weary of it and diverted
my attention to other birds, but "the tern evidently seemed not
to be' tired of the game.

At the same place later on I saw once more a gull (probably
the Brownheaded) which somehow dropped a fish from its bill
while flying. It tried to catch hold of it in the air but
proved to be a failure. The fish fell down into the water.

Really the terns are masters of agile and graceful flight.

NOTES AND COMMENTS

Brig. A. N. Jatar, Commandant, Armoured Corps Centre and
School, Ahmednagar kindly invited the Editor to give a talk
on birdwatching last December. It was such a joy visiting the
Cantonment. Cantonments exude evidence of good housekeeping
- the trees are unmauled, the roads well swept and all the
litter in the right place.

I had told the Brigadier that in the records of the Bombay
Natural History Society there was a reference to a Marbled
Teal ( Anas anqustirostris ) shot at Ahmednagar by an Army
Officer and I wondered whether he would be in a position to
look up the old records relating to this duck. He was good
enough to write back and say that from the Game Book of the
Central India Horse he was able to ascertain that the bird
was shot on 25th January 1947 at Kaperwadi about two miles
from Ahmednagar Cantonment. The remark read: ' Very rare for
this part of the world. ' As a matter of fact there are no
other records of the Marbled Teal having been collected in
the Dec can.

Mr N. K. Bajpai, Timber Extraction Officer, Kulu, writes:
Would you please make it a point to arrange a tour programme

in any part of Himachal Pradosh, particularly Kulu. You are
requested to inform all other members who intend visiting Kulu
to get in touch with me. '

I am sure that many members of our Club who trek in the
mountains will be glad to contact Mr Bajpai, when they are in
Kulu,

-
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CORRESPONDENCE

flird news from England

Just after Christmas I found a Tawny Owl dead on the lawn.
Now the remaining one of the pair hoots To-woo-woo woo but
there is no reply To- whit . 1 hope to hear a pair in the garden
again shortly when mating instincts are aroused.

D. A». Stairmand
Oddicombe House Hotel
Chillington,Kingsbridge

S. Devon

Isabelline or Pale Brown Shrike in Bombay

On 28 January 1938 in the Vihar Lake environs, Dr S. R.
Amladi drew attention to a shrike in a tangle of euphorbia
and babul on the edge of the forest on the Lake side. As it
was difficult to identify the bixd with ease notes were made
on its colour pattern and later compared with specimens at the
Bombay Natural History Society. It is being determined as the
Isabelline or Pale Brown Shrike /Tardus collurio ( isabellinus)7

This shrike is an exceptional visitor to our area and the

wuui, ana a remaxe was cc .lectea by J. M. Mason on the Esplan-
ade in Bombay on 14.xii.1899. The second record is by Mr Humayun
Abdulali who tollected a male on 13. ii. 1935 at Andheri.

J, S. Serrao

Zafar Futehaliy
Editor, Newsletter for Birdwatchers
32A, C. D. Barfiwala Marg
Andheri, Bombay 400 058
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AN AMATEUR BIRDWATCHER

Mrs Clarice D»Souza

Looking out of our dining room window one day, my daughter
Shaila and I chanced to see a brown and white bird perched
on the drumstick tree, preening away like a well-trained
model. We stood fascinated, until it flew away. ! What bird
is it?

|
asked my daughter. I did not know, but I said we

could find out. I remembered having bought an illustrated
volume of Common Indian Birds by Salim Ali and Laeeq Futehally.
We located the book but could not identify the bird. This
little incident started us, as a family, on a new hohby --
birdwatching.

Yes, birdwatching right at our doorstep and outside our bed-
room window! Is it possible that we lived in this locality
of the United Services' Club at Colaba Point for five years
and yet did not notice the wealth of nature's bounty around
us? Recently while on a Bird Walk, Mr J. S. Serrao said to us
that flora and avifauna must go together. While we are keen
gardners and conscientious tree planters, we somehow failed to
notice the birds in our immediate environment.
Outside our bedroom window we have three trees - custard

apple, guava and a variety of kurvanda. These trees appear to
be a resting haven for many a small and large bird. Our interest
started with the Koels. Every afternoon both male and female
would come exactly at 1 p.m. At sunset they disappeared. Where
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did they go? Why did they come at this particular time? It

was interesting to see how the whole family got involved with

the koels. My husband, home for lunch, would go to the window

to watch for these birds. The children, back from a wonderful

yet exhausting day at School, made a bee line for the trees

to see if these new friends were waiting for them. The trees

now became the centre of family interest and it is amazing

how discerning the eye has become and how sensitive the ear.

A rustle in the leaves is noticed by my younger daughter who

comes whispering, with the air of a conspirator, and with her

eyes alight with joy and wonder, * Come and see Mama, such a

beautiful bird! '. To Anjali who is 11 years old, artistical-

ly inclined and a dreamer by temperament, birdwatching has

been a rewarding experience.
Last Sunday (25. ii. 1973) she identified a Coppersmith. At

Liiwvt, av Kin, «»»— — »—--^ — — — —— — — — - -— - -

could be clearly seen. 'Je referred to our Bird Bible. Yes, i

was a Coppersmith and this accounted for the unusualcallof
the bird that we had mistaken for the working M a rice mill.

Our biggest thrill so far has been to see the Paradise Fly-

tail moving as it flew to the branches of the banyan tree.

It was later seen on the Club premises and was enthusiastical-

ly admired by the Staff. The interest in birdwatching is

apparently infectious!
The Pangara (= Indian Coral Tree) is in bloom, and the Oolt

Course is dotted with these trees so attractive at this time

of the year. I have had a thrilling evening and morning,

birdwatching - this experience has prompted me to write this

To come back to the Pangara - the birds are having their

fill of nectar. These trees are full of birds and I noticed

that only one species of birds on a tree at a given time. The

crows appeared to be attacking the flowers; flocks of para-

keets screeched their way from one tree to the other, rhey

created such a din that I wondered if their dazzling plumage

was a cover for their harsh voices. The Common f-iynas were

daintly going from flower to flower. I saw a Flowerpecker

unobtrusively flying from branch to branch, its colour merg-

ing with the tree. At a nearby water point was a flock of

Jungle Crows - our golf ball snatchers. The nesting season

^

must have begun because I have seen one with nesting material

in its beak. Three Cattle Egrets were walking gracefully

Unfortunately my dog, insensitive to my interest- in birdwat-

ching. had a go at them, and seemed rather surprised that

they flew away. Five Hoopoes were feeding around the golf

green. They apparently believed in peaceful co-existence for

i
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my presence near them did not worry them. They were magnifi-
cent, with powerful beaks, I could not resist the desire to
see them in flight, so I disturbed them and they gracefully
flew off, only to settle about 30 yards away.
My next conquest was a Blue Jay. It was resting on the top

of a water tap - immobile, beautiful. I stealthily walked
closer but it flew a distance of 10' yards only toperchon
4he pin of the golf green. That short glimpse of its flight
made my day - such glorious wings. The Blue Jay soon disappear-
ed into a nearby tree.

The grass on the golf course is drying - apparently has
gone to see. There are a variety of birds feeding in groups.
Pigeons and doves and sparrows in plenty, Babblers by the
sevens; I saw a flock of Skylark (I hope my identification
is correct) and a pair of Magpie Robins. Feeding and flying
were two pairs of Little Green Bee-eaters. I saw only one
Black Drongo resting on the lower branches of a casuarina
tree. Three tawny eagles encircled the sky and gracefully
landed on a golf green. Aren f t they privileged? To a non-
golfer like myself stopping on a' green is ta°oo'J 0n tne last
flight before dark was a flock of Palm Swifts. What a wonder-
ful time I've had. I've seen nearly twenty different kinds of
birds on a single day. And these alone I can identify. How
many more must my untrained eye have missed!

To conclude, I .have not seen the brown and white bird that
first aroused our interest in birdwatching again. Was it
really a bird or was it a winged spirit sent by Nature to
gift us with an awareness of the world around us? To that
winged creature, spirit or bird, I am grateful; for it has
shown us the way to many hours of quiet happiness; to my
school-going children it has made them sensitive to the joy
and wonder of Nature. What better giftcan we give to our
children who live in an urban fast moving world.

Postscript . Other birds seen in the area: (l) Blackheaded
Oriole (2) Shikra (3) Common Sandpiper (4) Little Ring Plover

Tree Pie (6) Tailor Bird (7) Indian Robin (8) Sunbirds
Munia.in
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BIRDWATCHING IN A DR0U3HT

S. R. Shah

For- 15 days from 6.ii.l973 we combined birdwatching with

social visits. Travelling by bus we covered Surat f Olpad,
Jambusar, Baroda, Pavagadh, Dakor, Mehmdabad and Ahmedabad.
Vie were pleasantly surprised to see migratory waterbirds —
ducks and waders - in eight ponds out of eleven.

We had learned from Shri S. K. Damania, a birdwatcher who

had visited Nalsarovar in December 1972 that the migratory
birds were not present as there was very little or no water
there.
We felt they divided themselves in their onward flight

according to their mysterious urges. And how have they dis-

tributed themselves?. At first we thought that the birds have
rationed themselves according to some factors like the size

of the pond, its area which v/ould be comparatively free from
disturbance and molestation by man, the richness or otherwise
of the food available at these ponds, the pond ! s remoteness
from cities or" populated places, etc. We could not draw any
conjectures. Here are some of ourobservations. The numbers
given should be treated as approximate.

Olpad pond visited on 9.ii and 20. ii. 1973; size c^. 5 acres:
It lay along an extremely busy thoroughfare yet on the 9th we
saw 1000 ducks (Brahminy majority), pintails, spotbills. Dab-
chicks, coots and half a dozen Painted Storks were also pre-
sent. On 20. ii we saw 300 coot, 100 dabchick, and 100 other
unidentified duck. The Brahminy, pintails, spotbills and
painted storks were absent. Not a single Blackwinged Stilt;

other waders hardly 20.
Jambusar . An exquisite pond, c. 50 acres, 10. ii. 1973: Saw

30 duck - majority Brahminy; 300 Blackwinged Stilts; 200 other

waders like sandpipers, plovers, stints, snipe, etc. In the
mango grove on the bank were a number of greyheaded-, red-
breasted- and fantail flycatchers and common redstarts. In a

nearby leafless tree we saw what appeared to be buntings or
yellowthroated sparrows - we could not identify them.

Baroda . Saw no birds at the Sayaji Bhag, a vast garden,
except crows, common mynas and two peafowl.

We did not see a single bird at Sursagar . a tank, c^ 6
acres, near Nyaya Mandir. But at a Sev-Ghatia-Chiwda shop a

furlong away there were 3000 Bank Mynas because they are fed
by the shopkeepers between 5 and 6.30 p.m. In the morning
there were hardly a dozen present here. There were no Common
or Brahminy mynas for the feast*

Earlier on 7.ii I had seen 5000 Bank Mynas near Surat Sta-
tion bus stand.
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Pavaoadh . elevation 3300 feet, 13, ii. 1973: A couple of grey
tits, scavenger vultures, and crested buntings.
Mehmdabad . a lovely pond, area c^ 7 acres, 15.ii.1973: Saw

200 duck, majority Tufted Pochards: 200 waders including 100
Blackwinged Stilts. On a nearby solitary bare tree were c^ 600
Red Turtle Doves.

Kankaria-Ahmedabad area, masonary built tank c^ 50 acres,
16. ii. 1973: Saw 2000 duck: spotbills highest, Br?hminy duck,
dabchicks, pintails, tufted pochards; common teal hardly a
dozen. There were 1000 waders of various species but no black-
winged stilts and no coots.

Chandola-Ahmedabad area, lake c^ 100 acres, where water exist-
ed, 17. ii. 1973: This lake has appeared a couple of times in
our Newsletter . Here we saw 20 duck (Brahminy 8), 600 waders
including 100 blackwinged stilts; 2 flamingoes, 2 grey herons,
12 openbills, 4 sarus, 1 pied kingfisher, and I Largo Egret.
Jetalpur . c. 5 acres, 18. ii. 1973: Saw 100 ducks, 200 waders

including 100 blackwinged stilts.
Aslali . c. 2 acres, 18. ii. 1973: 100 duck, 200 waders includ-

ing 100 blackwinged stilts.
Gandhinaoar - 18. ii. 1973: In the bed of the Sabarmati as far

as we could see there were 50 duck, 50 waders, 50 grey heron,
8 s arus, and 2 large unidentified birds like Stone Curlews
but without T goggles !

.

Dakor. area 75 acres, 19. ii. 1973: Birds were centred in the
remotest 5 acres; 600 ducks (majority tufted pochard). 200
blackwinged stilt, 500 other waders, 100 spoonbills, 12 paint-
ed storks, 6 grey herons.

The most unusual thing we felt was that we did not see a
single oriole in 15 days and saw more than a couple of thous-
and Rosy Pastors on a single peepal tree at Ahmedabad,
We road in a local Gujarati daily a news item attributed to

Shri David Reuben, which said that the ducks had visited Kan-
karia probably for the first time. If the people behaved well
and did not molest them, they would visit it again and again
and Kankaria would become as interesting as Nalsarovar. Wo
visited Kankaria twice and I have a feeling that hardly anyone
took notice of the birds or felt that it was a rare or beauti-
ful event.

/Mr S. R. Shah's note on the migrants in Gujarat during the
present drought is very interesting. It would be worth while
for members to watch how the migrants would react to the lakes
and ponds listed by Mr Shah in 1973-74 migration season. In
this connection J. S. Serrao brings to my notice a note entitled
A VISIT TO THE NULL AFTER IKE FAMINE, by Reg. Gilbert (J. Bombay
nat. Hist. Soc. 13: 702-3; 1901). The note gives the authoFHi
experience of Nalsarovar in February 1901 following the drought
of 1899-1900. Reg. Gilbert in the years prior to the drought
was a regular camper at Nalsarovar during Christmas, but was
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away from India during 1899 drought to observe for himself

how the migrants reacted. He was informed by friends that

during 1899 winter the lake was absolutely dry and there were

no migrant waterfowl in Nalsarovar. In 1900 the rainy season

happened to be scanty, and paucity of migrants was reported

from all over the Bombay Presidency. The author on his return

visited the Nalsarovar in February 1901 and found that various

aquatic migrants, enormous numbers of which made a winter

home of Nalsarovar absented themselves though it contained an

average quantity of water. In mid February however a few

duck appeared, but no snipe; a .few pelicans and flamingos^

were seen and geese heard at night. Coots were not in their

usual numbers; quail was not about. Puzzlingly however Nal-

sarovar which was absolutely dry during the drought teemed

with fish, and his men pulled out quite some 3-pounders from

it. Concerning the waterfowl Reg. Gilbert was hesitantly of

the view that in 1899 the birds must have come to Nalsarovar

as usual but finding no water thought it useless to come

again in 1900-1901 v/inter. - Ed^/

BIRDING IN THE BORIVLI NATIONAL PARK, BOMBAY

S. R. Amladi

The morning of 28th January 1973 was unusually cold but this

did not deter about thirty odd birdwatchers from joining the

Nature Walk arranged by the Bombay Natural History Society.

Starting from the Deer Park we strolled in groups through the

woods towards the edge of Vihat Lake where all the groups
converged to compare notes on the birds seen that morning, We
1 bagged ' about 58 birds, but as most of them were those

that are commonly encountered" in that area I shall mention
only a few of the interesting species we saw.

In the scrub bordering the Lake a Stonochat flitted from

bush to bush a^d all our efforts to approach it close were

thwarted. A female Marsh Harrier perched haughtily on a pro-
jecting rock presented a fine sight against the light of the

morning sun. As we were watching the harrier it took off
gracefully to sail and glide a few feet off the ground. A few
Desert Wheatears were scattered about the lake ! s edge, and we

could observe one of them foar a long time. It would pick up a

titbit from the ground and fly off to sit on a boulder which
was peppered with its droppings. Presumably this was its

regular feeding ground. Among the mixed assemblage of Grey

Wagtails and Common- and Spotted Sandpipers 'we picked out a

solitary Yellowheaded Wagtail. A small flock of ten Brahminy

Duck (Ruddy Sheldrake) and about a score of Common Teal floated

lazily on the lake close to a spit of land jutting into it.
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The Brahminy Duck were much paler, almost whitish, that the

illustration in Dr Salim Ali's The Book of Indian Birds, and

Mr Robert Grubh remarked that this was because the duck were

in their winter plumage*
Across a little nullah which flows into the Vihar Lake from

Tulsi Lake we could see our Editor, Mr Zafar Futehally, shoot-

ing away at birds with what appeared to be a small cannon

mounted on a tripod. I wonder what troptkies he bagged with his

Spiratono lens. As we were about to call it a day we were

regaled by a Blackwingod Kite which gave a superb aerodynamic

display of hovering flight a few hundred feet directly above

us. While we were still watching it agog Mr J. S. Serrao f s

keen eye spotted a Blackeared Kite. To the uninitiated it

would certainly have looked like an altogether different

raptore.
We parted company eagerly looking forward to the next Nature

Walk.
The next Nature Walk was held on 11th February this year m

the environs of the pond at Borivli National Park. The pond
formed by the damming of a stream, had a luxuriant growth of

waterlilies and wo spent over two hours watching waterbirds

at this pond. Our count showed Lesser Whistling Teal, Coots,

Indian Moorhens, Bronzewinged Jacanas and Pheasant-tailed
Jacanas, among other common birds. It was quite refreshing
change to see these waterbirds which would move out of the

area as the pond dried up.
While scanning the edge of the pond one of us saw a dead

myna suspended from a branch of an acacia bush. Some of us

hurried to the spot and found that the myna had died some days
earlier as its body v/as dried up and shrivelled. It was found
hanging suspended from the branch by a strong thread which was
entangled in the toes of one leg, the other end of the thread

having entangled in the thorny branch. It could be seen that

this was not the handywork of man but v/as a chance occurrence.

It is difficult to say how this tragedy might have been brought

about but what is obvious is that the myna did not use its

beak to break the thread and free itself but rather frantically

tried to fly thus exhausting itself to death.

THE BOOTED EAGLE IN SAURASHTRA

R. S. Dharmakumarsinhji

I have been for years watching the movements end behaviour of

the birds of prey in the western parts of India and wherever
I travel.

,
. ,

In Saurashtra, the Booted Eagle, is being seen regularly and

in fairly large numbers. It is, I fear
?
taking the place of

the Tav/ny Eagle, which seems to be losing ground. The Booted
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Eagle as far as I know him, is a migratory eagle with us and
can be easily confused with the immature Brahminy Kite or even
Common Kite if not seen clearly. A small eagle, it is the
one now generally seen from autumn to spring and although it
may hunt in pairs during the nesting season, I generally see
him hunting alone, though one- or two birds are often seen in
the same vicinity.

Two instances on 22 and 23 January 1973 convey to me the
oagle*s courageous behaviour. On the 22nd I saw a Booted Eagle
dive down in the shallow creek of Gaorishanker Tank, Bhavnagar
and catch hold of a coot. The eagle was unable to lift the
bird from the water and kept the prey submerged. In making
attempts to fly, it got its wings wet and had to keep them
above water lest it should sink. For over 20 minutes I watch-
ed the eagle make attempts to fly with its prey but in vain*
Other birds including waterfowl and storks and pelicans came
near to watch. The coot could have been drowned but somehow
it was not, and finally, the eagle had to let go the coot
v/hich though very dishevelled joined its group.

The second instance is of a Booted Eagle diving down on a
Black Ibis v/hich had loft the waterside on an islet on the
tank on 23. i. 1973. A quick turn of the Ibis as it roso made
the eagle miss its prey. The ibis is a heavier and larger
bird than the eagle. In my Birds of Saurashtra I have given
a good description of the Booted Eagle for easy identification,

NOTES AND COMMENTS

_B_o.rivl.i_ National Park , Bombay

Several members of our Club who are regular visitors to the
Borivli National Park have drawn the attention of the Editor
to the unchecked cutting of trees v/hich goes on in this Park,
Regretfully the Editor too has on almost every occasion

heard the sound of the axe, and has on a number of occasions
apprehended woodcutters carrying away headloe.ds. It is evident
the situation is most serious and the authorities must think
of new ways of tackling the problem.

The appointment of Honorary Tree Wardens is a possibility
which should be considered.
Members are requested to send in their comments on this sug-

gestion^ to the Editor. If there are a sufficient number £f
people in the Bombay area who are prepared to give their time
for the preservation of the Boriitli National Park a delegation
could go to the Minister of Forests with concrete proposals.
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A Request

If any member has a spare issue of the November 1972 News-
letter would he please send it to

Mx H. R. Bhat
Virus Research Centre Field Station
Post Office Box No. 29
Sagar (Shimoga Dist)
Mysore State

CORRESPONDENCE

A heron colony in Himachal Pradesh

While staying at Ghumarwin, Dist. Bilaspur in Himachal Pra-
desh we observed a big colony of herons on a largo Krishna Chura
tree adjacent to the local police station in the heart of the
town. Enquiries indicated that the birds were new comers to
the area»

The colony consisted of nests of the Little Egret (cqretta
garzetta). the Cattle Egret ( Bubulcus ibis ) and Paddy Birds

-
(Ardeola grayii).

R. N. Mukherjee & M.Chandra
Solan, Simla Hills
Himachal Pradesh

Callousness to trees

During Holi festival a certain element of people tradition-
ally go out with axes and choppers to cut down live trees for
Holi fire. I would request you to co-ordinate with the Police
Department to save our trees. I am particularly referring to
the Dadar Parsi Colony and surrounding areas like Five Gardens
and Matunga area.

B. A. Palkhivalla
785A, Manchorji Joshi Colony

Dadar, Bombay 14

^Just before Holi festival, the Police Commissioner issued
a public notice warning people against indisciplinary behaviour
during Holi. It is important that in the coming years the
Notification should include acts of violence against trees dur-
ing Holi a large, number of trees are hacked and burnt by lawless
elements. - Ed^/
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An attempt to increase our membership

Taking a hint from the report of the Annual General Meeting
of the Birdwatchers 1 Field Club of India, I have made arrange-
ments to get the names and addresses of those members of the
local Efcitish Council Library who regularly borrow books on
birds. lf

f
when the list reaches you, you could send them

specimens of the Newsletter and suggest that they should
become members, the response may not be bad. I too shall try
to contact the persons and persuade them to get the Newsletter
regularly.

K. K. Noclakantan
Trivandrum, Kerala

ERRATUM

News letter Vol. 13, No. 3 - March 1973

p. 10 for 28 January 1938 read 28 January 1973

Zafar Futehally
Editor, Newsletter for Birdwatchers
32A, C. D, Barfiwala Marg
Andheri, Bombay 400 058

NOTES & COMMENTS ( Addenda )

In response to a letter written to Shri M. B. Chaudhari.
Minister for Forests, Government of Maharashtra, drawing his
attention to the urgent need of instituting strong protection
measures, the Chief Conservator of Forests, Shri S. S. Buit
has written to the Editor regardincj the formation of Honorary
Wardens. Members will be kept informed of further developments
but we do hope all those who can will agree to lend a hand
and assist in the preservation of this beautiful National Park.
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WHY DOES A CROW SLEEP WITH A MYNA?

Madhav Gadgil

Why does a crow sleep with a myna? Or a parakeet with a kite?

Or, for that matter, why do egrets prefer to sleep in large

crowds instead of just by themselves or with their spouses?

These are some of the questions currently puzzling students

of bird social behaviour.
Quite a few species of birds seem to prefer sleeping in a

large crowd. Examples familiar to all of us include the House

Crow and the Jungle Crow; the Common Myna and the Rosy Pastor,

the House Sparrow and the White Wagtail. Many lines of evi-

dence indicate that such social gatherings, also known as com-

munal roosts, are a very deliberate affair. The birds really

want to sleep together. It is not as if they are forced to

crowd tooether for want of space, but in fact go in for a lot

of advertising stunts to ensure that a large number collects

together at the roost.
These communally roosting bixd species not only advertise

their roosting site, but also the flight path and toe various

intermediate stations on the way to the roost. Let us take

the Common Myna as a typical example. The mynas will be noti-

ced feedina in pairs or in small loose groups until an hour

or an hour'and a half before the sunset. At about this tune,

though, they begin to lose their interest in feeding and
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start consultations with other pairs or groups about their
plans for the night. They will repeatedly give the _ flight
intention call without taking off. This is the familiar
ahmmmm sound invariably made by any myna as it takes off the
ground. The calls may go on for five to ten minutes before
all the mynas in the area are ready to quit. Then, the whole
group may take off and start flying in the direction of their
roost which may easily be at a aistance of some five kilometers.

The groups beginning this roostward journey will be small;
of four to eight birds. As they fly along they keep on a chanv .

chanv call. This call serves to advertise the roostward flight
to other mynas. Groups which are still on ground become
attracted to a flock flying overhead and may join it. With
increasing size the flock becomes more and more attractive to
other mynas and the flock may soon sv/ell to twenty or thirty.

3y this time, the flock wiil spot a large gathering of mynas,
perhaps a little but not much out of the way of the boeline
to the roost. The flock will be attracted to this gathering of
a hundred or more and land amongst them. This is an intermediate
stop: a place where the various flocks from perhaps a third of
the area feeding the communal roost will hold a gathering for
half an hour or so. Birds in the gathering call a lot, and do
some desultory feeding.
After a while, the gathering begins to dissolve and flocks

of ten to fifty mynas ta'<e off and head directly to the roost.
Hundreds, sometime thousands of mynas thus congregate at the
communal roost. It is at these roosts that the most spectacular
mass displays of birds are to be witnessed. The birds at first
settle rather loofely around the roost; but they gradually form
tighter and tighter groups of several hundred birds. Then, all
or" a sudden, the group takes off. How the mynas manage it so
that the entire group is off in a neat formation within a split
second has always been a source of wonder to me. The formation,
perhaps twenty abreast, and several hundred strong may describe
a semi-circle of a hundred or a hundred and fifty metres before
settling down again. Even a solitary myna with its white wing-
patches looks pretty enough in flight; these aerial displays
of hundreds of mynas are, to me, one of the most beautiful
sights. One may witness five or ten such flights before the
group settles in for the night in some large tree; a peepul, a
copperpod ox may be a rain tree. 3ut having chosen one or two
neighbouring trees, they pack themselves in just those trees
ignoring all others around. There is plenty o." lively activity
in the process. The birds fly to and fro incessantly. One day
I timed them and found that no bird stayed at one place for
more than a minute and a half. This is accompanied by a great
din of hundreds of birds talking at the snr.e time. This lasts
for some thirty minutes before the birds quieten a.^d doze off.

Vfhat is the purpose of these gatherings? One very good guess
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is that it is to share information on where the feeding is
good. When the birds wake up in the morning, some may know of

a good place from the previous day's experience and will fly
straight in that direction. Others, who had a bad time the
previous day may simply follow them and thereby be led to a

good patch of food. If this is the true function then most^
communally roosting birds should also be flock feeders. This
is broadly true, but there are exceptions like the Pariah
Kite.
Another possible function is defence against predator. Al-

though the large roosting group may be more conspicuous to

predators, it may protect the members more effectively by the
use of warning calls. In a large croup of several hundred, the
chance that at least one bird will detect a f.redator before it
can strike must be pretty good. In fact some experiments in
England showed that it was impossible to catch by hand even a

single White Wagtail sleeping in a communal roost. If however
the wagtails were disturbed when they came to the roost and
were forced to sleep as scattered individuals, then it was
quite easy to catch them one by one. The prevalence of mixed
communal roosts such as those of parakeets, mynas, and crows
also favours this hypothesis. Since a crow has little to tell

a parakeet about food location, their affinity is more likely
to be due to a common hatred of owls and a desire to foil them.

There are other, more fanciful, hypotheses about the function
of communal roosts. One such suggests that the birds gather
together to find out how many of them there are in the area. If

they figure that there are too many, they can wisely decide to

pack up and -leave in search of greener pastures; or, ev^n more
altrustically, not to marry this year; or, if already married,
not to produce any babies. Many scientists feel that the birds
could not really be so public-spirited. But then they may 'mere-
ly be judging others by themselves.

THE MYSTERIOUS ABSENCE OF THE CROW IN THE PALNI (PULMEY) RANGE,
KODAIKANAL, SOUTH INDIA

Br A. Navarro, S.J.

Almost twenty years since my last trip I was once more in Kod-
aikanal in the October of 1972, with full determination to

verify and confirm some curious observations concerning the
absence of crows, i.e. the Common House- as well as the Jungle
Crow, in the Palni (Pulney) Hills. Father Ugarte, Professor
at the Sacred Heart College, Shembaganur, Kodaikanal, and one
who has spent most of his life there, and Father Fuller, a keen

and a very efficient collector, have both made a valuable col-

lection of the avifauna of the Palni Hills. Part of Fr Fuller's
rallertinn 1« at nresent with the Bombav Natural History Society
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WINTER VISITORS TO JUHU, BOMBAY

Winston Creado

In addition to the usual winter migrants, e.g. golden orioles,
hoopoes, wagtails, etc., I have recorded the following species
this season:

The Redbreasted Flycatcher (without the red breast, of course)
stayed for quite some time and this is the first time that I
have recorded it here.

One morning in November (1972), a juvenile Blackbird pursued
by crows flew into the drawing room and perched upon the pelmet;
later, it descended and sat upon the settee all morning.

The Pied Crested Cuckoo was observed in my garden on the 19th
of November (1972) and I am sure this is the earliest pre-monsoon
sighting*.

The Kestrel also visited me once, as it did last year. I saw
a kestrel also on the western edge of Bhavan's campus at Andheri,
and this is probably the same individual that sometimes strays
over the Juhu area.
With Mr Richard Waller, a British ornithologist, I visited

the swamp bordering the Juhu Airport, and there, Mr Vfaller
identified Kentish Plover, Bartailed Godwit (winter olumaged).
There was a large cluster of Avocets in the middle o'f the swamp,
as also little egrets and reef herons, redwattled lapwing,
brahminy kite, blackbellied finch-larks, and a large' assortment
of terns and gulls. We also saw a Yellowheaded Wagtail in a
rather faded plumage.

This swa-p, as I have mentioned before, at its best moments
resembles a mini-Bharatpur, with snowy drifts of gulls and
egrets fluctuating across its burnished face. This is because
the birds have easy access to it from the open sea, by crossing
a narrow strip of coconut groves, and because of the wide open
airport lands adjoining it; and it is perhaps the only spot
within the city itself, where such a spectacular cnnoregation
of birds may be observed.

If the Juhu airport were to be abandoned, as recently suggest-
ed and

#

the airport lands leased out for building, then this
gathering ground for waders would cease to exist.
A lesser danger is from the ever- increasing cluster of hut-

ments that have sprung up on its northern flank.
Perhaps the Birdwatchers' Club could make some attempt to

preserve this spot as a small sanctuary.
To return to my garden: Every evening for some days, a group-

ing of 20-30 Grey Wagtails was to be observed, cavorting through
the sunset, alighting on and upsurging from the neighbouring
trees and terraces.

*19.xi.l972 is the latest date of stay of the Pifid Crested
Cuckoo in Maharashtra rather than T earliest pre-monsoon siqht-
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Some time in December 1972 I was truly delighted to observe

a female Scarlet i.iinivet upon the casuarma tree. I dont sup-

pose it was an escaped cage bird as it was in a very well-

groomed condition. It stayed here all through the morning, in

spite of being pestered by the ever-belligerent black drongo.

SULTANPUR LAKE BIRD SANCTUARY

Ranavijay Pratap Singh

For one who wants to capture both the subtle charm and the

conspicuous splendour of the beauty and poetry 01 birdlife

Sultanpur Bird .Sanctuary is an ideal place. 45 km from Delhi

and 13 km from Gurgaon, easily approachable by road, it is

gradually becoming a vital point of attraction for tourists,

naturalists and lovers of the opon air.

Various species of waterbirds congregate here in winter. In

the early winter mornings this,.Lake exhibits a soul-stirring

panorama of birdlife in ail its glittering glory. Unforget-

table are the white dazzling lines of the flamingos with

brilliant scarlet in their wings, the lovely and lively bar-

headed geese swimming buovantlv, thousands of duck of many
species with almost all the colours in the world joyfully

feeding in the Lake or idly dozing on the bare margins, terns

and swallows showing acrobatics in the air above the surface

of the water, pelicans, ibises, storks, cranes and herons
decorating the sobre water of the lake, the various formations

of flights of cranes, pelicans, flar.ingos and spoonbills

garlanding the blue sky above, the honkinc;, quacking, trumpet-

ing and many other sounds, the splashing of the water and

whistling of the wings, all these combine to captivate the

heart of the observer.
There is much to be enjoyed and explored at the Sultanpur

Lake. Many important pages from the great Book of Nature are

flying here and there. If one has tho enthusiasm to gether

a few of them and the patience to go- through them then he

certainly will add much to his knowledge.
Various speciss of birds of prey hopefully visit tho sanc-

tuary and there is no scarcity of those species of birds which
have nothing to do with the Lake or its water. From our mag-
nificent and majestic National Bird down to the lovely little
Purple Sunbird, I have been able to list 230 species around
tho Sultanpur Lake area during 1972.
A couple of years ago this Lake was a veritable paradise for

the greedy guns. Professional hunters, joy-shooters and local

shikaris all used to fill the air on this lake with the smoke
of gunfire. Death loomed large at this Lake as hundreds of

pretty living things were bagged mercilessly to be cut and
put into cooking pots and finally to be devoured by watering
mouths.— -• - +
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Thanks to the Haryana Forest Department that they heard the
pitiful cries of one of their many forsaken and neglected
babies and changed a slaughter house into a life-emitting
sanctuary.

It is a pity that we have very few sanctuaries both in the
Panjab and Haryana while compared with the groat influx of
migratory birds that visit us during the winter season. Many
wetland areas are vanishing rapidly. In Ludhiana district of
Panjab the great expanses of natural sanctuaries along the
Sutlej river which still live in my memory of early boyhood
days, have completely disappeared giving place to the so called
progressive farming. lie human beings are indeed climbing the
rungs of the ladder of evolution rather very, very quickly,
trampling underfoot our life-mates which are on the "lower
rung. After travelling days and nights and covering thousands
of miles when the feathered foreigners visit our country with
high hopes of food and refuge r we welcome them with the bang,
bang of guns filling their empty bellies with pieces of lead.
Instead of providing them with well-fgrnished resthouses with
all the facilities in the world, we are depriving them of even
the minor things of life. How hospitable and highly evolved
we Homo sapiens are when we are constantly destroying the
natural welcome and reception houses for the great, bold
travellers, the messengers of international peace and the
living examples of the free citizens of the World Federation^
Cannot India have many more sanctuaries like the Sultanpur

Lake Bird Sanctuary?

NESTING HABITS OF THE PURPLE SUNBIRD

Kameshwar Pd Singh

The nest was situated on a branch of a lemon tree just by the
side of my house in Barh (Patna), about 10 feet away from a
building under construction. The noise and the crowd of labour-
ers would not deter the birds from building the nest, just
5 ft above the ground. It was mostly of cobwebs, dry leaves
of the lemon tree and strippincs from the gunny bags lying
near by, and lined with soft straw and dry grass. On the out-
side, the nest looked like a lump of co'-.webs and was oerfectly
camouflaged.

The female took prominent part in its construction. The male
only came occasionally and took no part in the building acti-
vity. The first egg was laid on 17. ii and the second was found
on the morning of 18, ii. The female brooded all niqht and gen-
erally left the nest about 7.»30 in the morning. The male visit-
ed the nest from time to time but was never seen brooding. The
female left the nest in the noon and returned only in the even-
ing.
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On 20. ii when the female was brooding the mala visited the

nost. The female gave a shrill warning cry and the male left

in a hurry. On 21. ii I examined one of the e99#« lt w^s point-
ed at one end and was dull white spotted with grey, the spot-
tines being dense at the round end. By 24. ii the female began
brooding day and night and only left the nest. for one or two

hours for feeding. On 9.iii the nest was found empty perhaps
stolen by the children of the neighbourhood.

On 17,iii morning I again fo.;nd the female brooding; when
she left the nest I examinpd its contents and found two eggs.
On 28.iii the oggs hatched. The female remained for some time

in .the nest. Perhaps the newly hatched chicks did not need
much feeding. Feeding was generally done in the mornings. The
male- now also joined in the feeding but its rounds of the nest
were not so frequent as those of the female's. On 5.iv the

chicks were developing feathers on wiw;:s and undersides, the
underside feathers being bright yellow.

On 6«iv the nest was torn by a foolish servant who rrtis-took

it for a bunch of cobwebs. I became very anxious about the

chicks in the nest but was happy to find by evening that the
female had repaired the nest to sor.ie extent and was sitting in

the nest.
Feeding was generally done by the female. In toe morning

the male also took part in the feeding of the chicks. The fre-
quency of feeding in the morning was every 8-10 minutes. Very
small insects and grubs formed the diet. In the evening the
frequency slowed down, to about once in half an hour. On 9.iv
tail feathers were seen developing and the beak was becoming
pointed. 11, iv the chicks had developed feathers all over the
body. They resembled the female with the difference that their
breast and undorparts were a bright yellow.

When a chick fallen from the nest was handled both the
parents flew near me and boldly dashed at my hand as if they
would snatch the chick therefrom. The chick was restored to
to the nest. On the 12, iv morning the injured chick was found
lying dead on the ground and the other chick sitting on a
branch being fed by both the parents. The chick v/as being
attended to by the parents on 13. iv morning. At last they were
able to fly one on^ chick. It appears that the loss of eggs
and chicks is very large in these birds.

NOTES AND COMMENTS

Dr Salim Ali has received' so many awards and medals that
one more or less does not matter too much. Hov.evcr, the latest
addition to his galaxy is the Ivanowsky Institute of Virology
Jubilee Medal from the'U.S.S.R. Academy of Medical Sciences,

* * *
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Ma' im Watorbird Sa actuary

Members of our Club will be deliohted to hear that finally
on the initiative of Begum Ali Yavar Jung, the wife of the
Governor of Bombay a 3ird Sanctuary in the Ma'rim Creek is
going to bo established and its formal inauguration will take
place on 1st of May 1973.

Readers will recall the letters written in the press about
the desirability of creating this Sanctuary in view of the
fact that it was the home of so ma.'y resident a^<2 migratory
birds, including such spectacular ones as the Avocct, the Bar-
tailed Godwit, the Blickwinged Stilts and the Large Reed
Warbler. Unfortunately a great part of the creek has been
reclaimed and much damage has already been done to a most
beautiful natural area. However, one must be grateful for
small mercies and if the Government and the Municipality
agree even now to take energetic steps and prevent further
aesthetic and ecological erosion, gulls, terns and waders of
many kinds will continue to flock here and be a source of
enjoyment to the citizens of Bo way.

As presently conceived the Sanctuary will cover an area of
15 acres between the Vaitarna ^ator Supply Main Pipeline and
the Railway. However, an additional area of 80 acres between
the pipeline and the Mahim-Dharavi Link Ro.d as well as the
area on the west of the Railway Lines up to the Mahim Causeway
is yet available. Let us hope that the authorities will be
persuaded to designate this entire area as a Sanctuary in
course of time.

Honorary 'Wardens for- the Borivli Na -ior.al Park, 3ombav

In continuation of the Notes and Comments item in April 1973
issue of the Newsletter a list of 30 names from a* ong the mem-
bers of the Bombay Natural History Society and the Birdwatchers
who could act as Honorary Wardens has been sent to the Forest
Department. The Department's response is now awaited.

CCflHHSPONDBiCE

2$Jzl£$J'\s OPt for AanriqrJ.a Lcks noar Hajkot juiarat
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all in one direction in an organised ' drive f as it were,

their big bills and eyes prominently set for any fish which
erred within striking range.
On the west shore of the Lake, Thakore Saheb Shri Pradyuman-

sinhji has a beaotiful bungalow on a 200 feet high ridge
from which a lovely panorama of the Lake can be had - an ideal
spot for birdwatchers. Very few people know that the Pradymna
Bag situated close to the Randarda Lake is a Sanctuary for
birds. Shooting is prohibited. Once 40 species of birds were
counted in this 40 acre orchard of mango trees. The most pro-
minent among these are partridges, quails, crov/s, parakeets,
peacocks, hoopoes, flycatchers, robins, sunbirds, doves,
pigeons, wagtails and lapwings.

During the months from November to February, the usual visi-
tors among migratory birds are: ducks, Derr.oselle Cranes,
storks, terns and pelicans. This year, the onslaught of peli-
cans is heavy because the Nal Lake of Saurashtra has become
bone dry due to scarcity of rains during 1972 monsoons.

Sursinhji S. Jadeja

Blackheaded Bunting in Salsette . Bombay

On the evenings of 14th and 16th April 1973 the surround-
ings of Vihar and Powai lakes in the Salsette Island were
teeming with Blackheaded Buntings ( Emberiza melanocephala )

.

It was a sight to see s" many of them either feeding on the
•jrass or flying in twos and threes to the water's edge for a
drink.

I have never mot with these birds in the Salsette Isl-ind
in my earlier peregrinations. Neither did the Bombay and
Salsette Survey come across it in the Salsette though it
recorded the bird from the mainland of Bombay.

Could it be that they visit us for a short duration on their
return journey to their breeding haunts - there v/ere none pre-
sent at Powai Lake on 22. iv? Or is this just an adjustment
the birds made in their itinerary induced by the prevailing
drought conditions in the country?

J« S. Serrao

Zafar Futehally
Editor, Newsletter for Birdwatchers
32-A, C. D. Barfiwala Marg
Andheri, Bombay 400 058
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AN INNOCENT IN ICELAND

Aamir Ali

At the end of April, I spend a day in Iceland on the way to
New York and thought wh a t fun it would be to try ! a day's •

worth of birds l in that remote country. The scheme misfired
a bit, partly because many migrants had not yet arrived there,
and partly because a very nippy little gale blew throughout
my stay. In spite of pullovers, gloves, socks and ha ts, which
my overwhelmingly hospitable friend Jon had provided, our
excursions were limited to spasms of about 15-20 minutes,
after which we gladly retreated to the car to warm up. Jon was
armed with the Icelandic version of A Field Guide to the Birds
of (Iceland) and Europe : I with the English version. How many"
buyers can there be for the Icelandic version in a country with
the delightful total population of 200,000?
Round the coast, of course, there are masses of gulls. Sev-eral of the rocky islands - black rocks sticking out of the

!
e
?,-^?

r0
u^? Protected space for nesting colonies. 3e climbed

a little hill facing a cliff rising from the sea, and sawscores of gulls getting ready to nest. The wind, which constant-ly tried to blow us off our cliff to see if we could fly too
twe lay down on our stomachs to cheat this design) did not seem
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to bother the gulls at all. They perched on the tiniest led-
ges, unconcerned. How is it that when they fly they can use
the lightest of air currents, but when they sit the wind does
not seem to affect them at all?

Do others have as much difficulty as I do in distinguising
between different species of gulls? These I took to be Her-
ring Gulls ( Larus aro.entatus ) though dammed if I could see
the red spot on the bill. Later we saw hundreds of these gulls
(and others) in the fishing village of Grinkavik and in and
around Reykjavik itself, I was a little nervous lest the fish-
ermen take us for spies of British cod fishermen, but nothing
happened, I also think I identified Common Gulls (Larus canus )

and the Great Blackbacked Gull ( Larus marinus ) One wnXch gave
me particular pleasure was the Blackheaded Gull (Larus. ridi-
bundus ) which we saw not only on the coast but inland "over some
of the flakes as well. I had waved goodbye to thousands of these
gulls in Geneva only a few weeks ago as, having acquired their
black caps, they took off northwards after their winter sojourn
there., Or could they have come from India, where they also
winter?

Golden Plovers ( Charadrius apricarius ) were frequent, trim
and very dapper. They had only just arrived and Jon told me
that ^ the Icelandic saying is * One plover doesn't make Spring 1

.

Rending my head into the glacial wind, fumbling with binoculars
which had grown stiff with the cold, I couldn't but agree with
him. I took it from this that swallows don't get to Iceland,
but I see from the Field Guide that they have occasionally bred
there. What is the difference between the Golden Plover and
the winter visitor to India ( Pluvialis dominica )? Or between
the Pluvialis^ dominica and Charadrius dominie^, the Asiatic
Golden Plover?

We made a fascinating trip to the Pingavalla Lake, (or Vatn,
if you want me to prove that I know Icelandic) north of Reyk-
javik. On the shore at the upper end of the lake is one of
Iceland's most notable historic sites, where the Althing, or
Parliament, first met some 1100 years ago. Every June, the
Icelandic notables gathered ".here to adopt laws and settle
national affairs. There is a canyon where their horses could
be_left and couldn't stray away; a deep pool where women con-
demned to death were thrown in with a stone round their necks
(men were executed). If the British have the ;"Mother of Parlia-
ments, they say in Iceland, we have the Grandmother. The Decla-
ration of Independence was made at this same historic spot on
17th August 1944.

However, we found no assembly of elders, no criminals being
executed or thrown into pools, but only two Greylag Geese
(Anser anser) feeding among the half frozen marshes. They had
orange bills, so presumably were a. a- anser, or the W. Euro-
pean race, and different from the one with the flesh-pink bill
which winters in India. Jon told me that there were large
breeding grounds of these geese further inland. often visited by
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Peter Scott. A development project threatened to flood the
area and destroy this breeding ground, but there was some of
organising a fight against this. Alas, even Iceland is not
immune from the catastrophes of development.
Along the lakeside, at various points, were summer houses

belonging to Reykjavik residents. They were unoccupied at
this season, except for Redwings ( Turdus musicus ) which were
common, and allowed two half-frozen birdwatchers to approach
quite close.

On the way back, from the car we saw 3 Ptarmigan ( Lac;opus
mutus ) which the Icelanders eat for their Christmas dinner.
They obviously lack not only swallows, but turkeys too.
At one place, farmers were burning grass in the field and

Jon told me they were hurrying up with this because after 1
May they would not be allowed to do so. Why? Because it dis-
turbs nesting birds. What a civilised law.

V/e also saw ravens ( Corvus cprajc) and two raptors winging
their way slowly alon9 a cliff- face. They were too far off
to identify but after a consultation of the Fiel __' Guide I

feel they must have been Gyr Falcons (Falco rusticolusT. A
similarly frustrating long distance view of some swans led to
more agitated consultation of the book, and the conclusion
that they must have been Whooper Swans ( Cvgnus cygnus )

In the heart of Reykjavik, there is a lake, rich in water
birds: among them Mallards { Anas platyrhvnchos ) and Horned
Grebes ( Podiceps auritus ). Nearby were so;.ie Oystercatchers
(Haematopus ostralegusj; another species which, I believe,
winters in India too.

In Reykjavik, in a flower shop with a hot house, there was
an Indian Hill Myna ( Gracula religiosa ) in a cage. I tried to
speak to it in Hindustani, but it spoke only Icelandic. These
grackles seem to be increasingly popular as cage birds in
Europe; a few months ago I saw one in a remote mountain inn in
the French Alps. I wonder if much is known about the conditions
in which they are caught and shipped?

The bird list for the day appears a little meagre, but it
was a fascinating day in all respects.

OBSERVATION ON THREE SPECIES OF BHUTAN PHEASANTS

Major Gen. T. V. Jeganathan, PVSM, AVSM

Over the past three years, I have kept under observation at
HA DZONG, 9200 feet three of the several species of pheasants
found in Bhutan, viz. Monal, Blood- and Kalij pheasants. They
are housed in a half inch mesh aviary some 35 feet in diameter.
Within I have planted high altitude bamboo ( Arundinaria ). the
flowering shrub Budelia lindliana and a few other bushes.
Standing willows, junipers and plum trees have also been encom-
passed by the netting. A small brook flows through the enclo-
sure and its purl adds to the natural surroundings.
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One of the disadvantages to even the half-inch mesh is that

a timid bird in its earl/ captivity tends to dash itself

against the netting damaging the base of its bill, olood Phea-

sant in particular is -crone to this. I have lost several on

this account dying from, it so appeared, bill injury, and no

doubt shock. One may consider a still smaller mesh.

Birds were trapped fc/ the local method of snarcs, Monal and

Blood Pheasants at 12,000 ft and Kalij at 9800 it. For their

roosting. I erected a few wooden platforms eight feet nign ana

three foot square. Only the Monals favoured these roosting

platforms whereas the other two species preferred the shrubs

or boughs of the treeo.
MonaJ

.

In the first year of the monal' s captivity no eggs

were laM. Hist Late Majesty, a keen naturalist, suggested

that some animals should bo inducted along with the pheasants

and kindly presented me with a pair of musk deer for the pur-

pose. The exoeriment was successful for in the next season,

the two monals, served by the single male, laid nine eggs.

Alas, none hatched as the birds would sit only for an hour or

two each day and thon leave the nest. Eggs were laid on the

platforms, initially constructed as roosting places.

Being wiser this year, I removed the eggs of both oirds and

have placed them under domestic hens in clutches of f^ur,

three, four and one. Another single egg is in an incubator

at PARO, 7500 ft and kept at a temperature as for poultry eggs

at 1Q2/1Q3°F
Of the first clutch of four placed on. 5 April 1973, one egg

was found broken on 27 April, and apparently consumed by the

hen. The few parts of the shell remaining were broken into

very tiny fragments. On 5 May another was broken and a partial-

ly formed chicken with distinct feathers was seen.

The mating season is mid March to the end of April. The mat-

ing call of the female is distinguishable from the normal -Call*

The answering call of the male to the mating call ox tne female

is very different to its normal call. Both have been recorded

on a taoe. Egos were laid between 4.30 p.m. and 6,45 p.m. on

dates Viven below. Wnen about to lay* the bird makes a low

moaning sound likened to a cat in pain. Details of eggs laia

by both birds are as follows:

3ird j A j Bird ' B |

Average weight 60 g 60 $

Colour Buff Burf

Markings Reddish brown blotches No blotches

Size 2.5 inch length, 1-.75 2.5 inch length,

inch diameter 1.75 inch diameter

Eggs laid 11 (2, 4, 8, 12, 21 5 (2 4, 12 April^
to 23, 24, 27, 30 and 21 & 23 April)

April and 3 7 8 May)

Some time back I had sent a few specimens of Monal skins to

the Bombay Natural History Society. Mr Humayun Abdulali who

was then cataloguing the birds wrote the following:
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Bhutan Moi ial

Juno 1973

9 others including one
from Sikkixn

(1) Crest c. 50 mm and much shorter
than Tn others Longer

(2) Baeal shaft of sp 3tulate feathers Shaft naked and with
of crest with narrow edging no fringes

(3) Head, crest, neck and upper back Metallic green
bronze green

(4) Upper plumage, rump, tail-coverts With purple gloss
djrk shiny green

(5) Very slight traces of metallic More prominently marked
colour on tips of a few under
tail- coverts

The size and the well-developed spurs render it unlikely that
a juvenile plumage is represented.

Blood Phoasants.. During tho mating season which is the same
as that for /tonal, the female seemed to call all through the
day. But unlike the Monal, there appeared to be no difference
in the call of the two females. .The blood red colour of the
male at this season turns richer and deeper. One was trapped
in early April this year and laid no eggs. The other, caught
as a chick two years ago, laid eggs as per details below:

Average weight : 28-30 q; Colour ; Deep buff; Markings: Heavi-
ly blotched with brown varying sizes, some very tiny; Size :1.8
inches length and 1.3 inches diamter; Shape : That of a small
country hen T s egg but sharply pointed at one end, even to the
tou?h; Eggs laid : 5 (2, 4, 7, 9 and 11 May).

Of the three, this species seems less timid than tho other
two and possibly could bo tamed with porseverence.

Eggs were laid on a tree in an artificial nest moss (?). It
rejected the more convenient platform nearby.

Till the day (25/iv) it laid its first egg, it showed no
interest in the nest, but on that day it flow to a platform,
seemed to discard it, and finally chose the nest as its laying
place. Eggs were laid between 3.30 p.m. and 5.30 p.m. and the
details are as below:

Average weight: 35 g; Colour : Buff with tiny grey markings;
Size : That of a small country hen's egg; Eggs laid : 8 (25, 27,
30 April and 2, 4, 7, 12 & 13 May).

A clutch of three was placed under a domestic hen and four
in an incubator.

Hatching. Four sitter hens were locally procured to hatch
these eggs. The details of eggs placed under each hen and the
incubator at PARO up to date are given below:
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Sitter

Hen No.l

Hen No.

2

Hen No,

3

Hen No.

4

Incubator
between
102w-103oF

Incubator

4 Monal

3 Monal

6 Monal
1 Monal

j

3 Kalij

{

1 Monal
1 Blood-
1 Kalij

1 Monal
3 Blood-
1 Kalij

Date

5.iv.l973

18* iv. 1973

27. iv. 1973

30. iv. 1973

5. v. 1973

18. v. 1973

Remarks

(a) On 27. iv one egg bro-
ken, the shell found in
very small pieces, most
of the contents missing,
presumed eaten by hen

(b) On 5.v one egg broken
a semi-formed chick with
small feathers found

(c) Hen still sitting on
38th day. Eggs removed
on 39th day.

All three eggs hatched on
16 May

No result yet

At the time of writing, it has been 38 days since the first
batch of eggs were placed under sitter No. 1. As I was begin-
ning to have doubts on the success of my experinents, Sitter
No. 2 hatched all the three monal eggs on the morning of 16. v.
It would appear that Monal eggs placed under country hen hatch
out in about 28 days, while the weight of each egg was approxi-
mately 45-50 g. The colour of the chicks is akin to the female
monal. One of the chicks hov/ever was larger than the others ar.j
is slightly darker. Mould this turn out to be m3 le? I am fairly
confident the sitters No. 3 and 4 would hatch their
fully.

I am leaving Bhutan shortly. His Majesty has very
agreed to let me take the animals and birds with rae

eggs success-

My plans are to shift
the Delhi summer

kindly
to Delhi

them to Delhi in October/November to avoid
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MIGRATORY RESPONSE OF THE REDHEADED BUNTING

Mervyn Sequeira

On 30th March 1973 we obtained a pair of Redheaded Buntings
( Emberiza bruniceps- ) and housed them along with other birds in
our aviary They settled down rather well and in a few days
got into excellent condition.

Then on the night of 10th April I heard an occasional peep
call, very much like a sparrow's, coming from the aviary, and -.'

found that both these birds were flying about and trying to
get out of " that end of the aviary facing the garden and the sky.
This we observed for the next six days, and realised that they
were feeling the urge to migrate. This restlessness would start
at about 8„30 p.m. and la.st as late as 2 a.m. (later than that
I have not stayed awake to cbeck). They could see perfectly '.in

the dark. What is interesting is that during the day they were
totally inactive, only moving about to eat, drink and bathe.
On 16th April we got them ringed with the Bombay Natural

History Society's rings, with serial numbers 69301 for the male
and 69302 for the female. In the evening we placed them in a

cage and placed the cage on the terrace. As usual they were
calm till about 8.30 p.m. and then they started flying about
and trying to get out. What was amazing was that they continu-
ally faced North-Northwest direction and tried to get out only
in that direction (which would be the correct direction as'ithey
are supposed to migrate to Europe, via Pakistan and the Middle
East).

It was a clear night and at about 10.30 p.m., convinced that
they were well oriented, we released them.

I think that it is fairly obvious that these birds are night
migrants that rest and foed during the day.

I hope they will reach their destination. If they are ever
found again I would like to be informed. .

MAHIM CREEK AS A V/ATERBIRD SANCTUARY

J. S. Serrao

It is gratifying to read (Newsletter . May 1963). that the Mahim
Creek is being declared by Government into a Waterbird Sanctu-
ary on ,the initiative of Begum Ali Yavar Jung.
.The earlier history of this bird refuge is wrapped in oblivion^

Neither that keen observer Maria Graham who left her impressions
of Mahim in her Journal of a. Stay in Bombay in 1809, nor the
Gazetteer of the Donbey City and Island noted for information
given in footnotes to its pages tell us anything about the con-
gregation of birds in the Mahim Creek. The CreeTc must have been
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a traditional haunt of the migrant hordes from times imnooori-.

al because of the cultivated and wooded country which continu-

ed to prevail in the Salsette till very recently. And the

miqrants in their numbers must have fallen victims every season

to the powder and shot of " Anton, Pascal, Dominic or what you

will B
. the then sportsmen " of Salsette immortalized by Dr

Salim Ali and Mr Humayun Abdulali in the introduction to their

paper on the birds of Bombay and Salsette £J. Bombay nat^ Hist.

So'c. 39(1): 90; 19367-
.—The Second World War in 1939 came in as a real saviour to

these migrants. In the wake of the War came in the Defence of

India Rules prohibiting shooting for sport either by civilians

or army personnel within the limits of Bombay. Thus an end was

put to the holocaust of the innocent migrants by pot-hunters

in the Mahim Cre.ek.

With Independence came the Bombay Wild Animals' & wild birds

Protection Act of 1951, considered to be a model of an _Act for

the whole of India as far as wildlife is concerned. This Act
closed Bombay and its suburbs for shooting and thus rendered

the area now covered by the present day Greater Bombay into a

vast sanctuary. But as all sanctuaries are of little use

unless adequately guarded (a difficult task indeed) Mahim

Creek was a happy hunting ground for reclaimers of land and
beautifiers of Bombay. Let us, hope that this vandalism is now
ended for good,

NOTES AND COMMENTS

Excursions •

The Editor would like to draw the attention of our members

to the fact that a number of Bombayites, viz. Dr S. R. Amladi,
Dr G. De, Dr R. N.' Vasa, Mr Bansi Mehta and J. S. Serrao go

almost every week either to the Borivli National Park area or
elsewhere on Nature Walks. All of them are keen naturalists
and knowledgeable birdwatchers. Members interested could
arrange to go with them after contacting them in advance.

Remittances from Members

In many cases money orders come in without the full name
and address of the remitter on the coupon of the M.O. form.

This creates complications while posting up these amounts.
Will members kindly take the trouble to put in their full name

and address on the coupon in the future.

Economic Ornithology "

_

[

The Bombay Natural History Society recently organized a

seminar on Economic Ornithology. The Proceedings will soon be
published by the Society.
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CORRESPONDENCE

Drought and Birdlife in Saurashtra

The present drought conditions are very severe and the desic-cation is complete. The birdlife is suffering acutely and quite
hu^ne^r1

?- *f-

U S endan9ered by the time rains come. Evenhumans are finding it more and more difficult getting enoughwater for drinking. Something very drastic on a countrywise

worle
G undertaken if the future is not to be

This morning (2l.iv.73) we have placed water receptacles atvarious places in the compound for .birds. A p a ir of RedwattlodLapwings are making ready to l ay orl the back lawns and ifis^f SM nV? T t0h
?heir b^avioJr. Of course the chichs have

;°?R S £5*2,^ ^
h
?re is no water *«* ^ey can get

ha^c ^H
k aP

£
Cd B

i
ackb

^
rd is hopping around in the dry shrub-

™?™+ ^
WG

^°2- *?a t ifc wiH be ablG t0 90t to its coolretreat and not die in 'the heat on its way there.

Lavkumar J. Khacher
Jasdan, Gujarat

An interesting obAP^tinn on Sirke^r Cuckoo

(T^rrnrn
7 ?"! ^

xP er^n
?
ed ^he' fight between a Sirkeer CuckooS^^Ag^gf^ an° 3

S
air °f St0ne Li2ard <tea tuber-

thTpf W ^cLVT a
dl

?f?
v*red a n^st among the shrubTtlo7^~

Th! ^\ a
"f Tu

a Road
»
Wlth two cnalky white eggs of the bird

£om ttt°
f th

t
S Palr attack

P
d a U^rd whichwas creeping out

camo fm £?Y
+h

leaVa9e nea* the nest
- ™e lizard's mate nowcame up for the rescue, and the aggressor retreated.

R* N. Hukherjee
Simla Hills, Himach al

Pradesh

Communal roosting of Crows and Mynas

article nn7^
U
c
h ^rested to read Sh^i Jadhav Gadgil'sarticle on Crows sleeping with Myna s in May issue of the Nev/s-

ZF2 ?£* alWaYS
?
hat my

-

aS and crows roost together. One
raiW ^%?°r

U
^
al ro°sting of mynas in the Viramgam (Gujarat)railway station where under the platform sheds thousands "i

arat;

nTGntloL
W^h0Ut a Sin9lG X™' ***** of VirSgam'Se? suf-ficient food from Passengers thronging there day and nioht I
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At Rajkot I have seon communal roosting of crovs exclusive-
ly on trees near Rajkumar College compound. In the Rajkot
Palace compound I have seen crows and mynas roosting together
in the same manner as described by Shri Gadgil.

Suxsinhji S. Jadeja
Rajkot Dairy, Rajkot

Appointment of Tree Wardens

I was very happy to read the news about Tree Wardens, It is
a pleasant surprise that Government is serious about preserva-
tion of forests. But how will the appointment of Tree Wardens
prevent tree cutting? All that the Tree Wardens will be able
to do is to report about tree cutting. What action will follow?
As it is tree cutting goes on openly and does not need any
reporting. I am given to understand that there are 22 forest *
guards for the Borivli National Park which has an area of c.
2b sq. miles. This number is quite sufficient to prevent tree
cutting, if they are serious about their duty and do not collude
with the tree cutters.

We shall also have to consider the problem of giving alternate
occupation or employment to the Adivasis of the area. Honey
culture is a good alternative. We have also to tackle the pro-
bLem of sadhus in the area.

I would further suggest mobile courts in the area and strict
measures such as hard labour (even for a -day) for an offender.
There are many points requiring detailed discussions before we
make concrete suggestions to Government.. Half-hearted measures
will not succeed and will only aggravate the situation, I there-
fore suggest a meeting of interested persons before finalising
things with Government.

Bansi Mehta
11 Firdaus Manzil

Band Stand, Bandra, Bombay 50

Zafar Futehally
Editor, Newsletter for Birdwatchers
32A, C. D. Barfiwala Marg
Andheri, Bombay 400 058
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ONE WEEK IN LUCKNOW (4th to 11th January, 1972)

D. Ray

Kikikik ' . Kikikik i Chirarik i called the Pied Kingfishers ( Ceryle
rudis ) as they flew back and forth across the canal. From where"
I stood on the eastern bank, I could just make out six king-
fishers sitting in the gloom on the opposite side. First one,
then another came flying low over the water, leaving ripples at
each downstroke. They would approach kikiki-ing. hesitate, then
flutter back again.
As soon as I move away, the birds calling loudly, flew to the

bank where I had been standing and after a bit of fluttering
disappeared into it. It was then 6.05 p.m. and almost dark.

I located the nesting hole the next day by searching from the
opposite bank 25 metres away. It was below a slight overhand on
the east bank 30 cm above the flowing water. Subsequent measure-
ments showed the hole to be 8.3 cm wide, 7.7 cm high and sloping
gently upwards. It was at least 104 cm deep, at which point my
probe got stuck. There were faint scratch marks on both sides
of the entrance and' a bit of loose soil along the centre of
the tunnel. There were no marks from faeces and no pellets were
visible near the mouth of the hole.
Most of my observations dming the next seven days were done

from half an hour before dawn till en hour after sunrise and
from one-and-a-half hours before sunset to half-an-hour after.

Qjoting from my diary for the 6th: ' I had positioned myself
"on the west bank opposite the hole at 6.10 a.m. It was then
still dark with the stars visible. The east had a pale yellow-
ish tinge. The redrwattled lapwings (Vanellus indicus) and the
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spotted owlets (Athene brama ) could be heard calling freely.
By about 6,20 a few crows were flying around. At 6.30 a medium
sized bird flew by and settled on a jamun tree. It was a white
breasted kingfisher ( Halcyon smyrnenesis ) perched on a branch
with its beak horizontal. From time to time it would raise its
head slightly and give a single cheek ! . sounding like a squeaky
door.
At 6.34 faint wheezy kooin-kooir. . teerf-teen sounds could be

heard from the hole across the canal. The first bird emerged
at 6.37 and with loud chi-r-rik, chi-rarik flew across and
settled on the bank. It was followed in quick succession by
five other birds which settled nearby on the bank.

The birds settled in two groups of two and four with some
distance (c^ 3 m between them. They kept up a constant keen-
keen, tooin-tooin interspersed with chi-ra-riks. Finally, three
of them flew west and started hunting for their breakfast, over
a large patch of shallow water next to the canal. * The others
flew upstream.

The birds appeared to be a family'of two adults with two male
and two female young. The younger birds were as large as their
parents, with equally long bills. I could only distinguish be-
tween the adults and the young by their calls and behaviour.
Both the adults and the young wore fishing, sometimes alone,
more often in groups of two or three. The young were partially
dependent on their parents for food. Whenever a young bird was
near an adult it would look in that direction and gi»e wheezy
kooin-kooin, teen-- teen calls. They would also pursue their
parents while flying, giving the same calls. These seem to be
the begging calls.
When engaged in fishing, especially if they were flying, the

kingfishers kept up a continual ki-kee . ki-kee
P
kirarik-kirarik .

etc. They were quieter when perched and silent when hovering.
During hovering, the bird faces into the wind, body axis

roughly at 45 and the dagger-like bill pointing. almost straight
down. I timed a number of hovers selecting at random. Out of 44
observations, the 2-4 second hovers accounted for 59^ and 3
second hovers alone were 36# of the total. The longest hovering
period recorded was by a youngster. It lasted 18 seconds. One
to 10 seconds was more common.

The pied kingfisher's method of fishing is well known but
will still bear repeating. A hungry kingfisher will fly over
the water and start hovering at -a likely place anywhere from
2 to 10 m above the surface. Usually the bird will move on and
hover over three or four different spots before making a try.
It may also drop a short distance and hover again. Finally it
will dive head first. If the vertical dive is from a height,
the first part of the dive is usually with wings open. Two to
one metre above the water, the bird closes its wings. It hits
the water with a splash and disappears.
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At this point, in the dives I have been able to watch closely,

I have observed the bird bobbing out, wings closed, bill in line

Fig. 1. Bobbing after a dive

with the body and the axis roughly 70°. The bird slides back

almost out of sight. Then it rises again, takes off heavily

and continues fishing. The initial bobbing is so fast that one

is likely to miss it altogether if one blinks at the wrong

moment. I cannot say for certain if this bobbing occurs after

ways difficult"to~tell whether they caught anything at all. The

young were always seen to perch before swallowing. They were

quite inept about it.
Surprisingly, almost all observed feeding of the young v/as

done in mid-air. This somehow has not been mentioned in any of

the books I have come across. Quoting again from my diary " two

birds came flying down the canal one following the other. The

bird flying above was holding something whitish lengthwise in

its bill. The pursuing bird swung up and for a moment their

beaks touched. I could not make out whether the food was trans-

ferred or the first bird swalloed it."

Again one of the kingfishers came flying down the can al

at 4 m height, calling with a fish in its beaTc.* Trailing behind

and 2 m below came another bird. Just then a male (young) which
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was sitting on a v/ire above and ahead of them pursued the
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fcivd WL-Tk food

Figs, 2 and 3. Flight paths

leader. After a small chase the leading bird looped and with
its bill and body vertical, transferred the fish to the bill

of the male. This bird then flew to the bank and proceeded to

swallow it." It took quite sometime about this as it could not
get the fish into the correct head-first position.

I saw this feeding two or three times every day and some
things emerged. The bird (adult) with food would come flying
and calling towards the hole. It would be pursued with wheezy
begging calls by any young nearby. This second bird would
always be flying behind and below the first. The adult would
fly wome distance, turning and twisting in the air as though

to throw off its pursuer. All of a sudden it would brake momen-

tarily in the mid-air and bill down, transfer the fish to the

second bird. At this point the bird receivi ng the food would
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be below the bird giving it and though both birds had their
wings outspread neither would be hovering. Immediately after-
wards the adult would fly off and the young would perch nearby
and swallow the fish. Only once did I see an adult hovering
15 cm above fed a youngster begging from the ground.

Fig. 4. Wing raising ceremony

Sometimes when a bird alighted close to a perching bird one
of them would' raise its Dartly folded wingstiffly above its
body (for about a second). I saw this happen six times in the
eight days. In one case the second bird responded by mounting
(but not copulating with) the bird which had raised its wings.
The significance of this wing raising ceremony is not clear.

The pied kingfisher has an alarm call which sounds like
kikikik- kikikik-kikikik . They gave this call together with
chir-ra-riks whenever I got close and sometimes when owls or
kites flew by. Once when five birds were sitting on a wire a
passing little owlet made a playful swoop. With loud kikikikJ
kikikije i all five almost simultaneously dived from the wire "to
water level, then settled on the bank.

It became apparent in the course of the week that the king-
fishers were using the hole as a roost. This habit ha s been
observed before in Kashmir (Ali & Ripley, Handbook . Vol. 4:72),
The birds came back near the hole around 5.40 p.u. They would
come in ones and twos when all the six would sit calling,
sometimes fluttering over to the hole. The finally one would
settle on the hole and disappear in. One by one the others
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would follow. But for the cha-ha-ha i cha-ha-ha l cha-ha -hai of
the little owlets things would bo quiet again.

A NESTLING VHITE-EYE

Brig. R. Lokaranjan

An unkempt row of odd shrubs and a few tree-trunks rather than
the trees themselves, were visible through the window of a room
I used to work in except for the branches of a small tree. This
one was exciting to observe as I saw its dry twigs suddenly
sprout innumerable green leaves in a matter of days. A small
forked branch of this tree was selected soon by a pair of White-
eyes ( Zosterops palpe'orosa ) to build a nesti My observations
and feelings are recounted in this short write-up.

! The whisperable distance (to quote Lavkumar whose delight-
ful article appeared in the Newsletter of February 1973) and
the eye-level view from the room where I was seated, permitted
easy and close observation without disturbing the busy oair at
their job. So tiny and delicate was the nest that I was at times
afraid to look directly lest the birds should abandon it. I
couldnt risk such a tragedy happening to me. It was very soon
that the nest was occupied, so I knew that the eggs had been laid
and were being hatched. I never cot the opportunity to sec the
eggs, because I did not have the heart to disturb the birds, and
was satisfied by noting from Dr Salim All's book that: ' Sags
2-3, pale blue, sometimes with a cap of deeper blue at thebroad
end ' was all that there was to it. Above all, I did not want
to disclose to anyone around about my discovery of the nest
lest the birds be disturbed by other curious observers.

'

One Monday morning, I was not just surprised, I was most alarm-
ed, to see the sole occupant, a single White-eye chick, feather-
less, ugly, looking quite conspicuous in the tiny cup-like nest
and with its beak wide openi My taking a look using my x 6 bino-
culars even though the nest was close by, must have been the
reason for the start I goti Using the binoculars had become my
routine practice for a really close view during the last few
days. I had missed the previous day, a Sunday, so the clear
largely enlarged view game me the start. There was good reason
for alarm, for even a casual passer-by, glancing in that direc-
tion could not possibly miss the f Ga therless little creature
trying to raise its head up, with its beak open and making its
presence felt. This was happening every few minutes while the
parent birds dutifully kept coming and going, feeding the little
one. This seemed to me agednst all the rules of camouflage and
concealment in nature. My anxiety for the safety of the little
bird started getting beyond a joke. I found it almost impossible
to do my work, in fact anything at all exceot staying on some
S
£ i-

caretaker guard-duty. There was my friend the mongoose
who lived m the roof of the veranda, a coucal in the vicinity
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v/l.ich kept showing up now and then, and my enemies the jungle
crows. A pair of these had taken the young and destroyed a
dove's nest, and also a redvented bulbul's nest from a hedge
at my residence and I had no time for crows anyway. This lit-
tle White-eye would be a tasty morsel if it was discovered,
which seemed most likely.

In a couple of days or so, the little one's bare body had
grown feathers, and the situation changed completely. It was
difficult to locate the chick in its nest even with my bino-
cularsl I had to look and see that nobody was around, then
venture* out to get a straight and close look, to detect a
slight movement before locating the little bird. Each time I
was even 6 or 7 feet away, it would notice my movement and
immediately duck its head. Once down, it would lie so still,
so low in its nest, that I could h 3rdly see iti The rapidly
growing olive-green feathers merged into the surroundings so
perfectly. It was truly amazing now to notice how nature worked;
this time it was the last word in camouflage and concealment.
Only when one of the parent birds brought food did. the chick
cautiously emerge to gobble, and retire as soon as it flew
away.

It was an exciting, unique experience to see the chick grow
up by the hour, more or less. The once feathorloss little opon-
be a ked horror had at first given me such anxous moments worry-
ing about its safety and then given me the undescribablo joy
of seeing the fluffy, tiny, greenish yellow little bird, object
of my keen attention those few days, hop out of its nost one
day and disappear into the wide, wide world with its anxious
parents close at hand. That the little one had survived, seemed
to me in itself a miracle. I offered up a silent prayer to the
good Lord to look after my little love for a day or two more,
and then it could perhaps fend for itself I For forty years or
so, I had not thought of something I learnt, possibly in the
scripture class. in a convent as a little boy, but it came to
mymind then: the tune also, with .the words (which may not be
quite correct)

:

1 All things bright and -beautiful
All creatures great and small -
All things wide and wonderful,
the Lord God made them all. f
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Rt IDS IN A 100 MM RAINFALL ZONE

Bhagwan Dass Rana

This bird survey was undertaken on December 1970 in extreme
western portion of the Jaisalmer* district of Rajasthan State
(26

a
40'N. to 28°N and 69 30'E.to East). The survey areas "ere

Tanot, Kishangargh, Ghotaru, Shahgargh, Mandla and Dhanana.
This whole zone is an ' ocean ! of loose sand showing undulat-
ing topography and it exhibits a variety of sub-habitats
although

r these intermingle with each other. The sand dunes
are, at places, above 100 m high. At Dhanana, south west of
Jaisalmer, bare concentric sand dunes devoid of vegetation
and birdlife were observed.

The vegetation in the region is sparse. Trees arc represent-
ed by Prcsopis cineraria. Salvadora oleoides. Calligonum polv-
oonoides and Haloxylon salicornicum found scattered all through
the 100 mm rainfall area* Shrubs like Zizvphus numroularia,
CaPParis decidua . Calotropis procera and Acacia jacquemontii
were also met with at certain localities. The heroaceous cover
of the region was composed of Tribulus ala tus . Arva pseudo-

tomentosa , Gisekia pharancoides , peptorygium glpucum . Boer-
havia diffusa . Indigof era annbaptista ; grasses In the region
were: Lasiurus sindicus , Aristida funiculata . Elcusine comp-
ressa,~Panicuro turgidum, Brachiaria rgmosa and Dactylocteniun
sindicum .

The rainfall in the region averages 82 to 90 mm annually,
the rainy days being only from 2.vii to 2*ix (pramanik & Hari-
haran, 1952, Proc. Sym. Rajputana Deserti Natl. Inst. Sci.

.

India: 167-78). The mean monthly maximum and minimum temper-
atures vary annually from 24.8°C to 45.5°C and 7*2-29.4°C
respectively.

When we were on our way from Tanot to Ghotaru, ivo were
greeted by the Shikra, Accipiter badius . black vulture, Torgos
calvus. Neophron, Neophron percnop terus and the Crested E.?.glc

Spizp.Gtus cirrhatus . No sooner, our vheicle reached a t Ghotaru,
a group of 5-7 Imperial Sandgrouse, Pterocles orientalis were
seen flying in the Canopy. The Indian Ring Dove, Stroptooelia
decaocto, the Yellow-vented Bulbul, Pycnonotus leucogenys .

White Wagtail, Mota cilia alba and the Orphean Warbler, Syliva
hortonsis were found to be near a water tank situated nearby
Ghotaru Fort. We stayed for two nights there finding them to
be regular visitors of the water tank. The Blue Jay, Coracias
benqhalonsis . Rufousbackod Shrike, Lanius schach were relaxing
on a telegraphic wire near Ramgrargh. At Dhanana and Shahgargh
in the dune tops around hutments, inside temporary buildings
and old forts the rock pigeon, Columba livia . the House Spar-
row, Passer domesticus and the House Crow, Coryu.s splendens
were found. A Green Bee-cater, Merops orientalis was in the
treeless tract. A huge number of Crested Larks. Gaierida
cristata and the Short-toed Lark, Calcndrclla brachydactylla
were seen before dusk, along the running jeep, returning from
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Mandla to Dhanana. The Magpie Robin, Copsychus saularis. the
Pied Bushchat, Saxicola caorata were found hopping among Halo-
xylon salicornjcum . Cailigonum and -Salvadora bushes. The Kes-
trel, Falco tinr.unculus was emitting a sharp Ki ki ki. sound
from a Salvadora tree.

I was much surprised to see the Indian Courser, Cursorius
coromando 1 icus in the interdunal areas of Mandla region and on

the bare sand dunes the following birdlife was observed: Red-

winged Bush Lark, Mirafra ervthroptera. Blackbellied Finch-lark
Erefaopterix grisoa .

Comparing the birds listed with the birdlife of Jawai Dam,

Rajasthan, published by me earlier, there is a significant dif-
ference owing to the fact that only a few bird species are able
to alter'.rhythm to withstand the winter and summer temperatures
of 100 mm rainfall zone*

JOYS OF THE MONSOON

J- S. Serrao

With rainfall at Cj. 350 mm, with a departure of Cj_ +150 mm from
the normal, a walk through the Borivli National Park via Aarey
on the morning of 17th June 1973 was very exhilorating and
fruitful. The carpet of green was hardly an inch above the
ground; the Park teemed with signs of life all around. The Wild
Plantain ( Musa grandis ) and Karvi ( Karvia callosa ) our two mon-
soon barometers are there on the schedule. During 1972 monsoon
the wild plantain behaved abnormally, having sprouted up in
the last week of May - presumably it was an indication of the
poor rains we experienced (see ! Notes and Comments ', News-
letter for Birdwatchers. Vol. 12(8), August 1972). Karvi was
about 6-8 inches high, and the wild plantain about a foot.
Among the. undergwoth the following appeared to thrive excel-
lently: two species of Crinum (Amaryllidacea) , Curculigo orchi-

oides in flower, Scilla"~indica with its m auve raceme. Chloro-
phytum sp« in white flowers, and Gloriosa supcrba about a foot
in length. Curcuma pseudomontana though hardly a 6 inches
above the ground v/as getting into flower all over the Park,
and in many instances before the single leaf thrown out has
unfurled itself.

The rainless spell following the first outbursts has sent
the nullahs dry. Only such nullahs with pools in., them, had
thin trickles of water. This reflected on the cra b fauna of
the .Pa^k, In the most shady parts alone could be seen the crabs
Paratelphusa guorini anchor P^ mccani . But Paratelphusa Jac-
guemonti was nowhere to bo seen except for a sizeable example
crushed under a passing vehicle and left drying in the middle
of the road.

The butterfly fauna was negligible. A single Yellow Orange
Tip ( Ixias pyrcne ) flitted our way; a pair of Psycho ( Lepto sia

v
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nina) were cngaood in a lively aerial dance, and a single Com

-

^oTTGrass Yellow ( Tcrias hecabe ) was encountered. Half a dozen

or so Common Indian Crow ( Euoloea core) were busily drumming

the leaves of the Sandpaper tree ( Streblus asper) and the Koora

'Holarrhona antidvsenterica ) , either to tesFthe soundness of
#

cne leaf before ovipositing, or in the actual throe of oviposi-

tion. A solitary Paoilio polvtes female form romulus was deli-

qently searching among the sprouting undergrowth for some aspos-

me tic plant for laying. No other butterflies were seen though

the day happened to be a bright one. As the rain picks up one

will be able to see at least 40 of our commonest butterflies

without effort. . . .

As roqards birds, the Mahratta Woodpecker (Pifpidcs m ahra>.

tensis) was present in number never encountered before. Between

Culvert 8 and 11. more than a dozen individuals were counted.

Every few yards a roadside tree held either a pair or a single-

ton, and they flew off with a clich-r-r-r-r-r as they detected

At the south end of Culvert 8 an Indian Robin male (Saxico-

loides fulicata ) was seen carrying something dangling in its

beak." "We mistook it for food for the young. But on a clear

search of the spot where it dived, a half built nest was found

in a Calicopteris floribunda stump - a rather belated attempt.

The male came repeatedly with loads of building MtulaV

W

the female was nowhere on the scene. A batch of Bays Weavers

(Ploceus ohillppinus ), some of thorn already in nuptial plumago

wb'io chirping on a silk cotton sapling by the side of a rice

field, but were soon disturbed by an urchin.

At Culvert 12 could bo hoard the hc-will-bea t-vou of the

Spotted Babbler ( Pellorneum ruficcps ). From the Valley came

the faint whistles of the Idle Schoolboy. As water conditions

improve his activities will increase and so his whistling calls.

The White-headed race ( blvthi ) of the Greyheaded Myna (Sturnus.

malabarica) is with us in Bombay. Numbers wore seen freely

mixed with the grey-headed bird. A Barred Jungle Owlet iGlauci-

dium radiatttn ) perched on an exposed branch in the va.lley was

tHo object oi swearing of a gathering of bulbuls, tailor birds

and other tinies. The Black Drongo ( Dicrurus adsimillsjin many

cases appeared nursing young; one was seen carrying a large

insect in its legs. Quite a few of them wore seen aggressively

darting at passing kites and crows.
—*..«'***

Franklin's Wren- Warbler (Prinia hodgsoni - Prinia gracilis

of old) whose status around Bombay and Salsette intrigues bird-

watchers again imposes itself on our attention. An occasional

male pours forth his tinkling chiweo-chivvoe-chivvee-chip-chip-

chip-chip from an exposed twig of a bush or shrub, while the

rest of the group keeps up the chip-chip chorus. And the

cross-word-puzzle or what's your trouble of the Indian Cuckoo

T^clIIuTliuxr"ogte"rus ) could be heard in the Pongam Valley.

The mirth of the life-giving rains could be noticed in the

rr
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b-liaviour of two pairs of /ishy Swallow-Shrike ( Artamus fuscus ).

A pair each was. perched huddled together on two tad palms about
60 ft apart; bcaking each other with the abandon of a pair of
lovers in the City's Municipal garden. Alternately a pair would
takb off and hover above and around the other pair. The latter
would take off to meet the seeming intruders, and after a bit
of chasing the two pairs would return to their, re spe ctivo
perches. No malice was evident when individuals of either pair
came close together in the chase. Perhaps it was all play sot
in motion by the salubrient weather.

NOTES AND COMMENTS

Last week the Editor had the good fortune of being in Castell-
abato, one of the most beautiful areas of the Mediterranean
coast # A morning's bird outing with Max Nicholson indicated how
very shy the birds of Italy are compared to those in our country

,

Obviously the long history of persecution by netting has left
its impress on avians, and perhaps it will be many decades
before the effect of the now civilized laws preventing the net-
ting of birds for commercial purposes will have its effect on
the psychology of avians.

The only birds which were not too afraid of humans wore House
Martins. They were nesting in the verandas of buildings and a

few of them were engaged in territorial fights for air space.
Goldfinches look beautiful v/ith their red faces and prominent
golden yellow wing bars. There was a Sardinian Warbler, a Rock
Bunting, some Greenfinches, and a Herring Gull; and that '-was

the lot for three days of birdwrtching

* * # *

Half the year has run out and we have only received subs-
cription from a 150 people. Will the others kindly oblige?

CORRESPONDENCE

Pied Crested Cuckoo and rain

Among the buehes on the bank of a perennial rivulet, I

saw three Pied Crested Cuckoos for the first time in the season
at Cj.8 a.m. on 16. vi. 1973. as I was visiting the area regu-
larly every morning it could bo assumed fairly safely that the
birds most probably had just arrived either the previous even-
ing or night. The first shower of rains fell on the morning of
26. vi, i.e. within a week of the arrival of the Pied Crested
Cuckoos.

This observation porta ins -to a village in Broach district
of Gujarat.

Lalsinh M. Raol
Jamnagar
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AN kPPEAL

BIRDS IN URBAN ENVIRONMENT

Dr Harmut Walter of the. University of California, Los Angeles,
is interested in studying the worldwide problem of Birds in
Urban Environment. While some bird species suffer from the
reduction of habitat due to urbanization and become rare,
endangered, and eventually extinct, others seem to go readily
along with man-changed or man-mado habitats and <jven profit
from the changos. Dr V/altor is collecting data on urban habit-
ats from different parts of the world in an attempt to analyse
the various factors involved on a comparative basis. He has
circularized a questionnaire, and bird watchers living within
Indian towns (with a population of at least 20,000) and cities,
can help in the early stages of his investigation. Select two
built-up areas of 10 to 20 hectares in your city, (1) residen-
tial, and (2) a business or bazaar quarter. List the 10 most
numerous bird species present in each in order of their numeri-
cal abundance. If even a rough estimate of their population
density can be given, that may bo useful.

The information may please be sent to mo c/o The Editor,
giving your name and address, the town or city and the approxi-
mate area and type of urban habitat reported on.

Salim Ali

Zafar Futohally
Editor, Newsletter for Birdwatchers
32A, C. D. Barfiwala Marg
Andheri, Bombay 400 058
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THE NEWSLETTER : A CRITIQUE

Kumar D. Ghorpade

The Newsletter is now over twelve years old and I feel it is

about time we took stock of its achievements and shortfalls
over this span of years with a view to suggest its future
tasks as a responsible medium for ornithological work carried
out in this country. I have, therefore, attempted to present
a reasonable assessment, and unbiased factual review of the
Newsletter and in addition have advocated some changes in its
future policies and its role in the furtherance of Indian
Ornithology.

From snail beginnings in 1961, the Newsletter has certainly
gained in stature and importance as the only publication in
India devoted solely to ornithology (Pav£ published from Baroda
seems to have stopped appearing). We have seen many improve-
ments both in its format and contents through the years and
it certainly has quite a large following of enthusiastic bird-
watchers to its credit. It will not be wrong to suppose that
it will increase its readership -<nd assort itself in coming
years as the prime medium for the advancement of the science
of ornithology and promote an awareness among the Indian people
of the pleasures and fascinations of birdwatching.
However, a more critical insight into the Newsletter from

the point of view of the serious ornithologist rather than that
of the casual pleasure-seeking birdwatcher reveals a sad lack
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of sufficient scientific Information. In proportion to the

largo amount of ! printed ' natter that has filled the many
issues so far, I find the relatively small amount of usable

_

new ornithological knowledge particularly lamentable. It is

precisely this chronic deficiency of the Newsletter that is,

in my opinion, instrumental in its present want of utility

and ornithological objectivity which will undoubtedly affect

its acceptance in higher ornithological circles as an useful

periodical contributing something of importance to the science.

An analysis of the contents Of this year's issues from the

point of view of their information and expedience will serve

admirably to bring homo the point I am trying to make. Of the

19 articles appearing in the first four numbers of 1973, only

7 (or 36.8^) satisfy both these demands. More specifically,
those are the notes on the Redbreasted Flycatcher, behaviour

of two house crows, weaver's nest, Imperial Eagle, birds in

a Sussex garden, birdwatching in a drought, and the Booted

Eagle in Saurashtra. The others would probably not find a

place in even the most lenient of scientific journals and seem

to be superfluous, at lest in my view. 7\. Varch number was

particularly disappointing, only the article by Owen Martin

and the * letter ' from J. S. Sorrao contributing anything

^

worthwhile to ornithology. Neelakantan's * trip to Ponmudi f

exemplifies the sort of article that serves more to baffle
than to educate the genuinely interested reader. Besides

briefly listing some l(i bird species from this highly intcrst-

ing area of which the identities of six ( 'swallows, leaf-

warbler, scimitar-babbler, small sunbirds, minivets, few wood-

peckers') are not specified, the three-page discourse _ contri-

butes nothing by way of ornithological information, Likcv/ise,

Dharmakumarsinhji's ' Birds and.Cricket and Mrs D'Souzn's
N

1 An amateur birdwatcher ' arc further examples of unobjectivc

and wasteful writing. It is rather hard to believe that an

experienced and generally useful contributor like the former

could dish out such meaningless material. I felt that what he

wanted to communicate could have been confined to a small para-

graph without losing any of its supposed value, instead of
1 padding ' it with so much irrelevant material.
This brings me to another aspect of the articles in the News-

letter on which I wish to focus .attention of its contributors.
This is the practice of sending lengthy and somewhat ' flowery !

discourses of the author's birdwatching exploits in a particular
area. It is to be noted here that the actual birds seen are

only mentioned (usually by their ' common * names which are

mostly ambiguous) casually whereas the terrain, the author's
personal extra-ornithological observations and other varia
fill up the article. I make no pretence of knowing what the

editorial policy of the Newsletter is, but I suppose that such

articles are accepted with a view to ' encourage ' contribu-

tors and their birdwatching and of providing other less dis-

criminating readers with a sort of vicarious pleasure once a
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aging their birdwatching « ( Newsletter 11(6): 9). The editor

had retorted to this silly view by asking contributors to

write more carefully and take trouble to check over with ref-

erences end went on to add * .... we have now reached a cer-

tain standard of which we arc proud and are fortunately in a

position to be somewhat more discriminating than we had been

in previous years ! . This is the sort of editorial policy one

wishes to see in future as it can only result in better, more

informative and carefully compiled articles. If anything I

would like to see a more stringent weeding out of redundant

material and strict adherence to a rigid policy of providing

articles nothing short of the best with regard to their infor-

mation content and utility*
I am convinced, after an appraisal of available facts from

my own experience and those in print that the main cause for

this tardy state of affairs of Indian Ornithology is the gener-

al outlook and background of birdwatchers in the country today.
* Birdwatching x rather than f Ornithology ' seems to be the

preferred vocation and it is taken to mean watching birds for

personal pleasure than zs a scientific t—^W to which one

could contribute his share. I see a tendency to watching birds

in groups and a desire to undertake joint • field outings

though I fail to comprehend how any real birdwatching is possi-

ble in such a melee. A pair of binoculars and the field note-

book have been my only companions whenever I have gone bird-

ing seriously and even then have found some shy species ex-

tremely hard to approach, let alone f watch ', so just think

what results one would achieve by birding with a groupj

Another observation is that the majority of present-day

birdwatchers seem to be more correctly termed tick-hunters

(see Newsletter ll(l2): 1 and Animals 11(7): 326) in concord-

ance with their obsession fox ticking off the number of bird

species seen by them in their lifetime. Here the subspecies

is hailed as a blessing since it increases the number of

_

* birds f that coula be seen by almost twice as much (this

problem as well as the cne of ' common ' names is discussed

by me in a separate article). That birdwatching should entail

hard work does not seem to be realised by most enthusiasts

who perhaps use it only as an excuse to escape from the rigours

of everyday life or to advertise their * affluent hobby in

social circles. Any hobby, be it stamp-collecting, aeromodel-

linn, or what have you needs to be organised to servoany t

Useful purpose, and I wonder how many of our fellow birdwat-

chers maintain a diary or field notebook of some sort and do

some reading on the subject in their spare time? In many
Newsletter articles the author unabashingly states that his

material is taken entirely from memory ' which, by experi-

ence, one knows is not to be trusted at alii How else can we

explain this apparent abundance of Indian birdwatchers and

the paucity of scientific information on Indian birds today?

It is interesting to reflect on the fact that almost all our
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knowledge of Indian birds is due to dedicated British ornitho-
logists and 'to the incomparable Dr Salim Ali

f
and rather dis-

appointing to note that the share of other Indian workers has
been relatively insignificant.
How then can we remedy the present state of Indian Ornitho-

logy? What can we do to add to the excellent work done so far
on the birds of the Indian region and fill in the gaps in our
knowledge of them? A few answers and suggestions ate provided
hero but the real effort, I am afraid, will have to come from
the 250 or so subscribers of the Newsletter ,

The first requirement. I feel, would bo a complete chance of
attitude towards birdwatching by bird lovers in India today.
By considering themselves as potential sources of new informa-
tion on Indian birds and by giving their hobby a sense of pur-
pose, they could ! kill two birds with one stone e

. In addi-
tion to absorbing maximum enjoyment from pursuing birds in the
open air, they could obtain a sense of achievement by attempt-
ing to contribute something new to the science of ornithology
by their own efforts. After they pass the preliminary stage
of learning to identify correctly the commoner birds in the
field and acquire suffice it knowledge of Uiu jiology of birds
from standard books, they should invariably maintain personal
notes of their field work on birds. Those notes should be
technically accurate: nothing should bo put down which is not
a fact: unconfirmed or dubious information should be marked
as such. Nothing should be presumed or guessed; inaccuracy in
even the slightest way is extremely damaging and should bo
avoided at all cost. Most bird books give you a good treatment
of how to watch birds as well as how to keep notes and the like
and one would do well to follow these instructions. One study
which every birdwatcher must necessarily take up is the prepa-
ration of a faunistic list of bir<! species occurring in his
town or district (preferably the latter) by maintaining copious
notes under each species on all a spects, from food to behaviour,
habitat to nesting, status to migration.

The second major requirement can be fulfilled by the produ-
cers of the Newsletter themselves. The v^st amount of informa-
tion (mostly new) gathered fcy birdwatchers in India has to be
communicated to others to be universally appreciated and this
is where our Newsletter which already has such a following
comes as a ' gift from the gods '. The increase in subscription
by 100# has only resulted in the acquisition, • of dubious value,
of a printed cover. With a little more effort and cooperation
of ito subscribers, we could get the whole Newsletter printed,
even if it means converting it into a quarterly or bimonthly.
Such a transformation would give it a new image and automati-
cally improve its content and importance. This, in addition to
the appointment of a full-time editor (or sub-editor) and an

;pccies observed in a definite
area over a period of time, thus far rejected by the editor,
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could be included with advantage, contrary to his opinion (see

Newsle tter 12(9); 12). These are but a few of the changes that

I f<«ol ?ro necessary if Indian Ornithology is to progress and

reach the levels attained by the science in several foreign

countries. . ;' „ „.
Finally, I wonder how many of us realize that this year

(1973) is the 100th anniversary of the rounding of A. O. Hume's

monumental Journal devoted to Indian Ornithology - Stray

Fo^tho^s? Wc could honour this even appropriately by convert-

ing our Newsletter into a worthy successor to Hume's journal:

it could toko up the burden of carrying Indian Ornithology

from where Stray Feathers left off. It has about the same

function to perform even now, which in Hume's own words in his

preface to volume 1 is '
.

., . .

The Avifauna of India and its dependencies, already includes

organ of its own, in which the observations and discoveries 01

professed ornithologists, working on tho :, 'i- amongst the liv-

ing birds could be promptly and conveniently recorded

should tempt tho innumerable » bird-fanciers ', who will not

call themselves (though they-Mten truly are) ornithologists,

because their acquaintance' with scientific nomenclature is

small, to put on record some of the multitudinous facts in

regard to the distribution and habits of birds that, as tra-

vellers and sportsmen, arc daily brought to their notice. *

Those of us who have seen Drs Salim Ali and S. Dillon Rip-

ley's HANDBOOK OF THE BIRDS 'OF IND£v AND PAKISTAN and have

read it intelligently, will have noticed how little we know,

even now, of the habits, nesting and even distribution of many
of our species and will have realized how much wo can add to

this by our own efforts. Wouldn't it be appropriate to dedicate

what little birdwatching we do to chc cause
a
of promoting an

increase In the existing knowledge of our birds and use tho

Newsletter as the medium for presenting our findings? Until
now the Newsletter seems to have lacked a sense of purpose -

is it not our duty to give it one?

BIRDWATCHING AROUND PACHMARHI, M.P.

S. h. Amladt^^^

During the first week of November 1972 my wife and I spent
five delightful days in* Pachmarhi, a hill station in the Sat-

pura Hills "x>f Madhya Pradesh. The town and sanatorium as it

is called, stands 3500 feet above sea level on a plateau with

and area of 23 square miles which consists of patches of forest
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interspersed with wide open grassy glades. The predominant rock

type is sandstone which is easily eroded by wind and weather.
As a result of this the many low hills surrounding the plateau
present a ruggedly beautiful aspect especially in the soft even-
ing light. In many places the plateau falls away steeply into
heavily forested ravines and deep gorges formed by the swiftly
flowing streams which have over the ages cut their way through
the rock. The forest on the plateau and the higher slopes are
of the mixed deciduous type while those in the ravines are
evergreen. In the lower reaches of some ravines tree ferns >

abound. Six miles to the west, and contiguous with the plateau,
Dhoopgarh, 4429 feet above sea level, dominates the landscape.
This is the highest point in the Satpura Range, or in Central . .

India for that matter. During our footloose jaunts to various
places around we always carried Dr Salim Ali's The Book of Indian
Birds and Indian Hill Birds .

The first bird we saw was a Racket-tailed Drongo ( picrurus
paradiseus ) which flew across the road while we rode the bus
from Pipariya station to Pachmarhi. This all-weather road wends
its way through beautiful forest and for &ou*a distance towards
the end follows the coep gorge of the Denwa river. Near the bus
stand and bazaar of Pachmarhi town we saw the birds usually
encountered in such surroundings, viz. House Sparrow ( Passer
domesticus ) . Common Myna (Acridotheres tristis ). House Crow
I Corvus splcndens ). Jungle Crow ( C. macrorhynchos ) and Pariah
Kite ( Milvus migrans ) • but I do noT recall having seen them in
numbers large enough to have made their presence felt.

The Mew Pachmarhi Hotel where wo stayed was almost deserted,
only 2 or 3 of the 48 suites being occupied, and we had the run
of the garden and grounds around. Here the Megpie Robin ( Copsy-
chus saularis ) gave its sweet call every morning. About three
or tour Blue Jays ( Coracias bonqhalensis ) were most often seen
sitting on the roof top and trees nearby and raucously calling
out to one another. One morning I decided to test the reaction
of a Blue Jay perched 0n a bare branch about 25 feet above me,
and threw a stone in/an arc above its head. The dull witted
bird curiously watched me in the act of picking up and throwing
the stone and, without even a flicker of a feather, foolishly
looked at the stone sail up and then all the way down till it
hit the ground, I tried this four times, once even hitting the
tree very near its perch, but the jay sat on unperturbed. In
exasperation I gave up trying to teach this bird to bo wary of
human beings.

The grassy lawns around the hotel were the foraging ground of
a pair of Grey Wagtails (Motacill'. caspica) and a couple of Spot-
ted Doves ( Strep topoiia chinunsis ). The babble of the Jungle
Babblers ( turdoides stria tu s) and the calls of the Tailor Bird
( Orthotonus sutorius ) which seemed to say sweet-you . sweet-you .

sweet-you could be heard off and" on throughout the day. These
birds wore seen every day of our stay.
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One morning on our way to the Jatashanker cave, which lies
to the north of the plateau, we saw and" heard an Ashy Wren-
Warbloi ( Prinia socialis ) in the shrubs bordering a stream. /

Oaa fer.ee post hard by a Rufousbacked Shrike- ( Lanius schach )

omitted feho characteristic chur-r-r-r-r but did not 'i'ly off'
as

|

assed by. Wc skirted the Government Gardens which had
ito v.n complement of birds, some Rodvcnt^d Bulbus ( Pycnonot_us_
£&&*£) i a P*^ ir of Small Minivets ( Poricrocotus cinnanomcus )

and a pair of Tree Pies ( Dendrocitta yago bunda ) . Tree Pie s were
the most common birds on the Pachmarhi plateau; they made them-
selves very conspicuous by their variegated calls and by flying
from tree to tree.
Opposite the Government Grrdens is a large open maidan with a

row of six or seven banyan trees ( Ficus benoha'lensis ) and a few
Pino trees (Fltjs lonqifolia ). an introduced species. A succes-
sion of cackling and guttural calls coming from that area first
drew our attention to five Common Grey Hornbills ( Tockus biros-
tris ) hopping from branch to branch. We saw them again in the
same area a few days later.

The last stretch of th* route to Jatash^n^or is a foot traiJ
following a stream which passes through evergreen forest. As
one approaches, "the cave the path is hemmed in by awe-inspiring
cliffs of sandstone with vegetation clinging to the nooks and
gullies between the rocks. Here wc watched a White Scavenger
Vulture ( Neophron percnopterus ) as it soared upwards taking
advantage of the wind which funnelled into the gorge. Under
some large boulders near the stream a Malabar Whistling Thrush
[ Mviophonus horsfieldi ) scurried about and looked at us with
curiosity as we movec on. The end of the trail took us to a
large cavern from which an underground stream emerged. Taking
my torch 1 wont about 50 feet into the narrow depths and saw in
the distance a clef:; in the rocks from where the stream emerged,
I did not see any geckos or bats here.
One of the most beautiful views in Pachmarhi is the waterfall

called Rajat Prapat. The path to this place courses through
fine deciduous forest and after a mile-and-a-half one reaches
the brink of a precipice overlooking the deep gorge of the
Denwa river. Across the valley, Rajat Falls, a thin white rib-
bon of water, plunges 350 ft over a sheer rock face into this
gorge. On our way "to and from this incredibly wonderful spot.
our morning* s worth of birds consisted of peafowl ( Pavo crista -
tus), rather shy and wary; Largo Green Barbet ( Mocalaima ?cv-
laMcaJ, Shikra ( Accipitcr badius) . Tickell's Blue Flycatcher
IMuscicapa tickolliae ). and, best of all, a group of four
Biackhoadcd Yellow Bulbuis ( Pycn.'notus molanicterus flaviventris ).
the northern race with prominent black crest. We watched the
bulbuis for a long time as they chased one another among the
trees, i lashing black and gold amid the green foliage, all the
while uttering sweet liquid notes.
On an open maidan near the road to Mahadeo Caves we* saw a

solitary Black Drongo ( Dicrurus adsimilis ) one morning. The
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other birds, seen were: a pair Of Pte4 Bush Chats (S^xi^pla

caprata), a male Redstart (Phoonicurus ochrurus), a lock of

I out faiall Indian Skylarks [Alauda fluiaulaj t
a few P^ts

( Anthus novaosoolandlac ) and^paT^of Indian Robins (Sa*ico-

loTdLT"fulicnta), lhere is a small lake of sorts close- to the

town and hero we saw some Wiretailod SwaUos (H^u^ smithii)

on the wing as well as.porchcd on' electric wires. Oddly enough

we did not see any water birds around this body of water. On

the top of.RajflirHIill, which commands an excellent view of

the entire "plateau and the surrounding countryside, we saw a

single Blue Rock Thrush ( Mqnxicola solitaries). One fact that

surprises me most is that during our wanderings among the

frowning crags of Dhoopgarh or the natural rocky amphitheatre

and caves of Recchgarh, -or anywhere on the plateau, we did not

come across a single swift or martin, birds one would associate

with rock formations. Perhaps we did not look for them hard or

long enough.
During the five days in' Pachmarhi tie saw ^r.ly 35 species of

birds, a rather meagre tally compared with 135 listed bv B. B.

Osmaston (J
T

Bombay na>_. Hist. Soc , Vol. 20; 453, 1921). Arc

there any among our members who had better luck? Our own Bon-
vli National Park, though hemmed in by a teening metropolis,

has a greater diversity of birdlife, so 135 birds for Pachmarhi

seem a small number especially when" the region is so richly

forested and has perennial sources of water. Is this due to a_

paucity of observation rather than scarcity of different species?

Repeated sorties by our members may provide sn answer.
• i

WHISKERED TERNS FEEDING

J. S. Serrao

While crossing the .Mahim Causeway with-Mr Humayun Abdulali at

c. 6.15 p.m. on 7th July 1973, we stopped to see a tern that

passed in front of the car, and were treated tc the fantastic

sight of the Whiskered terns ( Chlidonias hybrida ) fishing. in
1 troubled ! waters in the sea off Mahim Causeway; The weather
during the day was squally with intermittent heavy showers, and

the papers on the 8th morning reported winds at 30 knots lash-
ing Bombay on the 7th.

The terns flew in from across the east at a height of c. 100
ft. Cn reaching the sea they started closing their wings by

slow degrees till they gradually dropped to about 3-5 feet above
water, and started hovering on quivering wings. From this height,
facing always the wind in a group of about 20 individuals, they
dropped on to the water picking up tid bits, and slowly progres-
sing c. 50 yards seawards. At the end of the beat, they would
not turn round and fly back -to the starting point, but allowed
themselves to be wafted by the wind, their bill s_ still pointing
upwind/ reversing as does a vehicle down an incline. Similarly
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a change in the feeding site was not acquired by flying round
to another site, but by tilting their flying gear at slight
angles to the direction of the wind, and getting themselves
wafted far away. Though the birds were always facing the wind
with their tails towards us, the white on the leading edge of
the wing as well as the almost squarish tail was a pointer to
their identity.

The manner in which they left the sea was also spectacular.
They hovered on rapidly flapping wings and after gaining suffi-
cient height allowed themselves to be carried by the wind still
facing the direction of the wind. After being thus carried some
distance they turned round and made in the direction of the
Mahim Waterbird Sanctuary.

Ihoir manoeuvre was so enthralling that Mr Abdulali could not
resist driving home for binoculars, waterproof and a lighter
vehicle to follow the terns to the Sanctuary. In the Sanctuary
we found them fishing in a rabble as is normal with terns. Visi-
bility was fading, but the terns wore still fishing when wo gave
up at about 7.20 p.m.

BIRDS FEEDING ON BAJRA ( SORGHUM VULGARE) CROP

B. D. Rana

Crop contents study as well ^s visual observations on a large
number of bajra fields in various localities of Rajcsthan reveal-
ed that there are seven species of bird pests found attackinq

li. stria tus. U_ malabarica and P. domosticus,"l.r"maf'p.^r7'''ca
aP? Ei dcmesticus stay on the earhead and pick up the -r^ins
while P^ kramori either cuts down or picks up the whole earheadthus causing severe damage to the crop at maturity. Y. P. Beri
ft. Raiiada & R. K. Bhatnagar in 1972 reported that P. krameriand P. domesticus are visitant birds on mustard crop (livF
gists.1 Newsletter 11(7): 47). '

;omolo-
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NOTES AND COMMENTS

Arrival of migrant birds in the Indian region

Mr A. Vittery who had recently been to Pakistan writes from
London as follows:

'..... Already the first " autumn " migrants arc in evidence
- yesterday (l2.vii.1973) I had Greenshank, Redshank, Marsh-
and Wood Sandpiper for the first time; Green Sandpipers have
boon with us for over a week now. !

;

to Vittery had paid one ail-too- brief visit to the Murroo
Hills and made several trips to the Balloki headworks on the
Ravi river.

Nest of the Whitebreasted Watorhen

pie Editor is happy to record at last that the nest of the
Whitebreasted Waterhen with four eggs was discovered by one
of the watchmen of Dynacraft Machine Co. Prvt. Ltd at Jogeshwari,
Bombay, on 30th of July. The nest is kept under observation and
more information on this will follow. Ac watchman earns his
reward of RslO/- which was the prize announced for any one who
found the nest during this season.

CORRESPONDENCE

The Crow in Kodaikanal, Palni Hills. S.India

I was surprised to read the article about the mysterious
absence of the crow in the Palni Range, Kodaikanal, by Br A.
Navarro, S.J. ( Newsletter . May 1973). During April-May in 1971
I have seen crows ( Corvus macrorhynchos ) at Kookal and Vayalk-
kadu in Kodaikanal. At that time the Bombay Natural History .

Society had a bird landing camp at Poomparai in Kodaikanal and
I was working in the camp as a Research Assistant. At Kookal
near the forest rest house we saw some jungle crows twice and
at Vayalkkadu only once. But we have never seen a .crow in Poonw
parai or in Kodaikanal town area. I have written this in the
log-book of the Camp and if Br. Navarro is interested ho may
also contact Mr P. B. Shekar of the 'Bombay Natural History
Society who was with me in the camp.

K. K. Surcndran
Kerala

£The question of crows in Kodaikanal needs further investiga-
tion. In a booklet published by the Sacred Heart College, Shem-
baganur, Milgiris entitled A Museum of the Palnis the following
statment occurs; Incidentally, the House Crow so abundant in
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the plains is absent from Kodaikanal and from all settlements
above 3000 ft ' . This statement is also corroborated by Fr
Norman Fuller, S.J. who worked on the birds of the area in the
sixties. More information is obviously necessary and we would
request any one who happens to be in a position to throw light
on this subject t. please write to us. As far as we can judge
the present opinion of ornithologists is that the crows occas-
sionally come to Kodaikanal but do not treed in the area. —
EdJ7

Some birds of Gudalur . Nilgiri's Dist

During the month of July, as I walked along the roads to
my school I was able to see the Purplorunped Sunbirds ( Necta-
rinia zeylonica ) on tops of lantana bushes. They were not so
very prominent during other months. They are found mostly in
pairs, sucking nectar from lantana flowers so abundant in the
locality. They come out and feed during the time when the rain
breaks. In our garden v^.cre there are plenty of orchids, the
Yellowchecked Tits ( Parus xanthocjonys ) snd Hedwhiskored Eulbuls
( ryenonotus jocusus ) visit the garden frequently this season.

Miss Rama Subramaniam
Gudalur P.O., Nilgiris

Zafar Futehally
Editor, Newsletter for Birdwatchers
32-A, C. D. Barfiwala Marg
Andheri, Bombay 400 078
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ON THE SIZE OF BIRD FLOCKS

Madhav Gadgil

A number of our bird species, roughly one half of our total
bird fauna, flock at sonto time of the year or other. Sizes
of such flocks show a tremendous amount of variation. It is
ccmmonplaro to see a flock of a hundred or more Red Munias
on a ripe ,1owf*i field an October, and the number of Spanish
SpareovG flocking a': a winter ro<r. st ru.is into tons of thou-
sands. On *ne other hand, onu seldom sees more Lhan ten
Jungle Babblers in a single flock. Reavented Bulbuls come to-
gether in flocks only rarely, and even on those rare occasions
there are no more than six or eignt in a single gathering.
Such variation in flock size poses a number of intriquing
questions. I will address myself hero to one rather specific
question, namely the distribution of flock size for a given
speios - and the spoiies I choose is the Indian or Common
Myna, a bird I am very fond of, for as EHA remarks, no bird
seems to be more uniformly in good spirits.

But first let me explain what Is meant by the distribution
of flock size. If you watch the mynas busily feeding during
the mid-morning you will occasionally see a solitary bird;
most of.ton however you will sec1 them in pairs. You v/ill also
see some in threes, fours, fives or sixes. One of my typical
counts showed, one solitary, thirteen pairs, two threes, six
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fours, two sixes, and one flock of seven. I did not encounter
any in fives, nor any in flocks of more than seven. The flock
size is obviously not constant; however two is the most fre-
quent size, four the next most frequent and so on. Such infor-
mation about how frequent the various flock sizes are is termed
as the frequency distribution of flock sizes. *•**'

Biometrics ans love ruch frequency distributions. Any distri-
b':*;:'on is of course specified by the o' ire information as pre-
sented above. However, we try tc descij.0, any distribution by
as few numbers as possible. Average flock size is one such num-
ber, variance in flock size which is an index of how much the
flock sizes depart from the average is another such number. If
the distribution is not symmetrical around the average, then
skeWness, an index of this asymmetry is a third number. Wo try
to find general types of distributions so that given the type
and some numbers such as average, we will have a very good idea
of what the distribution looks like.

Let us go back co the inid-mornino flock si^e distribution of
mynas. Although hero ~he distribution is sperifiod by some eight
numbers; we find that i slncip number is q»»3te adequate to des-
cribe the whole distribution once wo are toiu cnat the distri-
bution belongs to the -yp- nsmed after the mathematician Poisson
with the proviso that birds almost always occur as pairs and
the~ flock size of zero is nonsense. One can then only tell
that the most frequent flock size is a pair, and the entire
distribution can be pretty accurately guessed at by anybody who
knows about statistical distributions.

All this may sound silly to a birdwatcher. Why should a bird-
watcer care? But there is very good reason why he should care.
The reason is that the form* -of the distribution tells us a lot
about row birds behave. For example, a Poisson distribution
arises when the chance thct a certain event will take place is
ra trier srt>ai3« In -he present context, that event is the coming
togtther ;>t rrre than >. _ ^air. The particular distribution oi
flocr sizes ir the r.lc-morr.:Vi^ a^iseo because eh" birds tend
to ke^p ir. ?^,irs ana only --jcely oo more th?n or.o pair join
together. Wid-mor.iing is ths busiest time for feeding. The
Foissor. distribution suggests that foraging in dispersed pairs
is the most efficient methoc of feeding.

This contrasts with the state of affairs in the evening. One
of my eveninc censuses shoved that sixes and eights wore very
common. There were twentynine sixes and thirtyscven eights.
Fouir and ten; were loss common being twelve and fifteen res-
pectively. There were just two pairs and three flocks of twelve.
Odd sized floc;s were quite rare • thus there were no fives,
and nines, one three, one seven and one eleven. There was only
one flock large? than twelve, of size sixteen. This distribu-
tion is obvious.*/ rather different from the mid-morning one.
For one it is mote or less symmetrical. In fact, it is the
so-called normal distribution. Many living things fit this dis-
tribution, for example the weights oi r.ll birdwatchers in the
Borivli National Park. From the view point of flocks :f mynas
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this means that coming together of pairs is not at all such a
rare event in the evenings as it was in the morning.

These flocks then start on their journey towards their night
time roost. If one counts the number of birds in a flock as
they fly towards the roost, one discovers that their size dis-
tribution has chenood markedly. It is no more symmetrical as
the oerlicr normal distribution. The mean flock size may now
bo owelve, with many flocks of sizes cV.ht, '-on, twelve, four-
teen and sixteen. Hoy^ver, now the distribution has a long
tail. There are occasional flocks of as much as eighty birds.
The distribution has thus become markedly asymmetrical. Such
a distribution becomes symmetrical just like the normal dis-
tribution once again if one plots the sizes on a logarithmic
scale. The distribution is therefore known as log-normal.

l£>g-normal distributions are known in man^ other contexts.
- .

m
For example, the distribution of income ir ?. population is log-
normal. There is a nice explanation of how s:ich a Jog-normal
distribution arises. R is si.nply a -cnseque.ice of ' them that
has gets '. It occurs in c system in which tlie rich get richer,
and the poor poorer. I.o. *\e n^ckr, -f myr. .-? ^."ying towards
the roost show just $-jcn a process. /• largo flock attracts
other birds much more strongly. .Hence larger flocks gain mem-
bers more easily, while smaller flocks lose members more easily.
This process converts the normal distribution of the flocks in
the evening into a log-normal distribution of flocks flyinq
towards the roost,

I hope that I have shown that looking at the size distribu-
tion of flocks may not be quite as silly as it sounds at first.
A Careful study of the phenomenon does suggest a number of thinqs
about the behaviour of bird flocks - about bow they change in
size and how they come to be of the size they are. The behaviour

things. For example, tne size distribution eft the flocks flying
towards the roost in May bjo-esfes that one of the partner spends
the night at the nest, while the other one flies to the communal
roost. The size distribution of flocks in August, just after
breeding again gives much information about the average breedinq
success as the basic unit of the flock at this time is not Aust

h +
p
fif*-

but tho pair with its vounq - A study of the flock size
distribution of any of our many flocking species is bound to pro-
duce : rcsh insights into the natural history of the species* And
this brings me to the moral of this essay - that it is very 'much
worthwile to make careful quanti J itive studios of any phenomenon
we observe. Natural history phase of Indian ornithology is now
drawing to a close with the completion of Salim ^li-aiploy's
monumental Handbook. We must now move on to more rigorous quan-
titative aspects.
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AVOCETS ( RECURVIROSTRA AVOSETTA ) AT KANKARIA LAKE, AHMEDABAD

S. R. Amladi
•*•

During the course..of an official visit to Ahmedabad I had the
opportunity to spare the morning of 30th April 1973 for a quick
visJt to the Zoo and Kankaria Lake in the company of my colleague
Dr A, S. Dhattiwala,

As we approached the lake we could make out a rather small,
flock of waterbirds in one part of the lake close to the zoo.
Scanning the area with a 10 x 50 pair of binoculars rewarded'
Us with a superb close-up view of perhaps 40 to 50 avocets
swimming in the water. Some of them were seen to ' up end '

•'

probably to probe the bottom mud, for it was in a shallow part
that the birds were floating. Sparsely sprinkled among this
assemblage were a few Shovellers (An?> s clypea taj and about a
dozen Lesser Whistling Terl ( Dendrccygna j?v~n:ca)« Feeding in
the mud were near the Lc.r.k so : lie Bl ;_> tk winged Stilts ( Himantopus
himantopus ) and a few Co;r.mon Sandpipers ( Tringa hypolcucps )

.

I particularly mention the sighting of the cvocots because
neither Mr Zafar Futehally (Newsletter, Vol, I2(l2): 4-6) nor
Mr Sumant R. Shah (ibid. Vol. 13(4) t 4-6) mention having seen
this species during their extensive itinerary of Ahmedabad and
its environs. Obviously the avocets were later arrivals.

Later that day we met Mr Reuben David, Superintendent of the
Ahmedabad Zoo, who told us that during his tenure here ftis was
the first time he had seen waterbirds ever come to Kankaria
Lake, in flocks of thousands, a circumstance possibly caused
by the drought.

It is surprising that fte food resources in the Kankaria
Lake had been ignored by waterbirds over all those years. If
this body of water is favoured by the waterbirds every season
in future, ore wonders pbout the ecological effects that might
be produced as a consequence of the introduction of a new
element (i.e. hordes of waterbirds) j n the biological environ-
ment of Kankaria Lake. If the lake is presumed to have been
in a state of biotic equilibrium till now, its seasonal encorach-
ment by so many avian predators, feeding on the small plant and
animal life, would not be without any effect on the equilibrium.
This is a problem that merits attention and study by naturalists
residi&fl, in the area.

ON A ROOST OF THE ?HITEH5AUED (BLYTH'S) MYNA ( STURNUS MAIABARI-
CUS BLYTHII )

K. K. Neelakantan

Wtork connected with the State Wildlife Board took me to Peechi

Dam, 20 km from Trichur (Kerala State), and I had to spend two
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tion uave me an apportunity to watch a large gathering of White-
' d Mynas goinu *.o roost, and dispersing the next norming«

On the 31st evening, at 17.30 hrs we (Mr Mukundan, Deputy
Conservator of Forests, and I) noted a flock of sone 50 White-
headed Myr.as resting on a leafless tree in the jungle close to

the dam and only Bbout 2 or 3 furlongs from Peedu House, They
w;rc indulging Xil an endless, lew chaptering. From time to time
--locks ?f the same species, (Mfag frci. ; tfc.rent parts of the.

neighbouring forest, joined them. By 18.00 hrs the^ entire gather-
ing of sorr.c 500 birds had flown to two or three tall casuarina
trees standing in front of Poechi House. V.eiQ they roained for
nearly half an hour- producing a monotonous, harsh, deafening
chatter. Small flocks of mynas from all points of the compasf
kept coming in and jostling fox places on the already over-
crowded branches. Continuously, the birds p layed a sort of
musical choirs as &-me would suddenly hop av.«/, fly up, circle
the tree, end cone back ^ jai;i, only to find trcir original
perches usurped by ocaers. To duscri ue the excitement and the
noise is just impossible^ At 18.20 hrs 99# of the assembled birds
left the casuarinas s 'vi*- ly and fl--w swii I , down, appaiontl,
to a clump of low, gr.vft-raango'^xeec stancUnij close ta the
ca suarinas. I a ssumed that they had ajllgono to roost in those
thickly foliagid, dwarfish mango trees which covered the
ground like so many igloos or huge green baskets. Soon, the
few remaining mynas also took the s#ie route and disappeared.

The next morning at 6.0C the Whiteheaded Mynas had already
left the roost and were sitting close-packed on the casuarinas,
chattering very loudly and excitedly. The one sound they all
repeated over and over again was' kroech-krroech-krocch . At
6.05 almost all the birds suddenly exploded from the casuarinas
in two flocks. But they did not go far; veering sharply after
flying no -"ore than 50 yards, they rushed back to the Casuari-
nas and chattered vA In renewed vigour and in greater frsozy.
Mfianwtila small groupa of 2?«50 taxd*) kosS Jrlylno in to join the
main asSetkbly,' mostly fror. Lne west. After a while, in ones and
twos, some flow off to the east (towards the forest and the
hills). At 6.10 most yf the birds left as one large flock. A
few, however, remained on the casuarinas. Also some 25 to 30
birds from the main flock flew back and again began chattering.
Long before the Whiteneaded A'yna-s had left the casuarinas, Com-
mon and Jungle mynas (comparatively very few) had started their
day an<J were busy fcoding. At 6.14 there was a large influx of
White «*aded My* .s from the southwest, but, after spending a few
moments on the casuarinas, half of 1hese fiw off to the east.
After that there were frequent d partures involving only small
numbers; and it was only at 6.21 that a second large flock shot
off into the forest. At 6.25 there were still enough mynas loft
on the casuarinas to make their presence felt by their chattering.
I was not able to watch the last of them leaving the place.

During ta day (i.e. between about 7.00 and 16.40 hrs) not a
single Whiteheaded Myna was to be scon anywhcic around the dam
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the neighbouring forest patches. But the few Jungle and

\qp MynaS remained all day. That evening, at 16,40 hrs a

beheaded Myna was noted flying northeast to southwest past
Pe< chi House. Though I frequently took a look at the leafless
tr*.e cast of the dam where the mynas had first been noted the
previous day at 17.30 hrs, till 17.45 no mynas were found there
in at Jryt 'F^twc.-j 17.45 and 18. lo I was otherwise occupied; but

i
i

friend and I mar-aged to get out jur s in time to occupy a

better vantage point than that of the previous day. From there

wo noted that the mynas swooped down almost en masse, and flew
low over the graft mango trees in front of Peechi House, mak-
ing for a couple of talJer, equally bushy (thcugh only above a
height of 10-12 fuct) mango trees standing one on either si-e
of the major junction of roads, some 200 yards from the Casua-
rinas. These trees were c. 30 feet tall and stood very close to

a street lamp (bulf-and -shade type). Wo found that the White-
headed Mynas were joined by some 30 Common (and/ex Jungle )

Mynas. At 19.3o hr? tl»o Unit' headed *!yna8 wp~c still chatter-
ing from their roost: byt after 19.00" hrs tha voices of the
* black ' myaas (till rN«" ''rovnod by the "r"^nt of J~hoir nu-
merous though loss vcj-ligious kinsfol.-) b' came more evident.
At 21.15 hrs we examined -I.c roost-trees by the beam of a
o-cell torch and were able to see only a very small number
(not more than 5, and all Whitehcadedj vfrich were on the top-
most twigs and had no ! cover ! just below their perches.
There were no birds at all on the baie portions of the branches
and twigs anywhere on the two trees,
« few ' observations T that occurred to me are given below:

;eheaded Mynas of this place spent the day foraging
it and avoided the inhabited area; yet, tc roost, th<

(1) The Whitehe;
in the forest a nu avoiuea ^ne mnauxiiu area; yet, to roost, tney
:ame from allover the forest to the brightly lit and noisy
township.
(2) Even, trie re they preferred c covolo ei tre-*s standing on
either sib of fcno rov 1 and closest "t- ci street levnp. Did the
presence of the lamp \:.vl the proximity of human habitations
guarantee better protection than trees standing in the forest?
;3) From wha. little wo could see of the birds actually seen
asleep, wo were led to conclude that all of them hid themselves
Ln thick leaf-clusters f though quite a few appeared t be on

'

perches where they would be vulnerable to attack from above.
In fact we felt that most of the birds were on branches close
-.o the periphery of the iepf-canopy and concluded (hypothoti-
;all> that the/ stood a better chance of escaping if they could
:ly .up and off as soon as there was some serious .threat. Our
movements, and voices as well es io powerful beam playing on the
branches and leaves weren't threat .enough even to make them fly,
The only reaction from the birds was a .little, movement and a
low chatter which subsided as soon as we .had moved off«
%4) Elsewhere in the area there were large mp.rijo acd other
thick-foliged trees close to bright, fluorescent lamps. These
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lamps, however, appeared to be switched off round about midnight
whereas the bultJ-type street lamps burnt throughout the night.
Did this fact have e bearing on the mynas 1 choice of roosts?
(o) Lastly, according to Dr Salim Ali's Birds of Kerala the
Whiteheaded Myna breeds in February, March and April; and I have
seen occupied nests with young being fed in the nest in April
and early Way at Peri/ar, Yet a i Peecbl en the 31st of May and
the 1st of June I riid not find any sti fc^og iifferer.ccs in
plumage among the birds seen there. Could this particular flock
have been composed entirely of adults? - or, perhaps, even of
males alone? Unfortunately, tnese qustions did not occur to me
when X had a chance of examining the flock more cbselyl

BIRDLIFE IN GUJARAT

K. S. Lavkur.ar

This academic year finds ^e working at the email town of Dhoraji
some 14 miles north o'

T
' ,r% T:a^b. Gir^ : r i* r v'orderfvl sight from

here. The entire countysia is intensively cultivated ana there
are plenty of fine trc^s, ? 11 the commoner ones and quite a few
of them arc very gracious banyans shading roads ancl wells. A
few large, gnarled acacias (babools) are also surviving though
like their kind in other parts of Saurashtra they will soon dis-
appear.

Birdlife is particularly plentiful and the babools and the
larger trees ensure a sizeable population of Yellcwfronted Pied
Woodpeckers and Brahminy Mynas, I have also heard many Red
Turtle-Doves though strangely not seen any. The Plain Longtailod
Warbler is equally common with the Ashy Longtailed, though nor-
mally the two are attached to different habifats. Redvented Bul-
bul& are fax loss common that I expect, I 'wonder why. A Sunday
amble in the countryside brought *js to a sraalJ colony of 50 pairs
of Clift Swjriicws unuer one of tne axohee of the railway bridge
across the fiver fihadar. 1 h-ve 'only enco seen a colony of this
swallow in Spurashtra. On the same walk we saw a Common Sandpiper
and two Green Sandpipers on the stagnant river pools - the drought
effect is still apparent everywhere. These are our first migrants
and at night I have heard some waders go over. Grey Partridge anc!
Painted Partridge are both quite common among the crops and the
hedgerows are inhabited by more than a fair share of coucals. On
sever '. occasions x s?.w Siackwinged Kites and once a Redheaded
Merlin. Then there e.re quite a few Rain Quail and fewer Rock Bush
Quail mostJy heard of .course. Re^'vinyed Bush Larks, Common Bab-
blers and Large Grey Babblers occupy the eroded wastelands with
odd pairs of Indian Robins and Grey Shrikes. Black Drongos, Kools
and Crimsonbroasted Barbets patronise the avenue trees and Black
Drongos and Redwattled Lapwings are plentiful among the ploughed
fields. At the river a pair of Pie d Wag hails were seen t their song
was very like that of the Magpie Robin, vhich is unaccountably
missing.
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This -is just a crosssection of the biillife casually noted but
does show that I am in an interesting country.

NOTES AND COMMENTS

I see that ISalira *li and Mr J. T. M. Gibfon reflect the viws
of the majority of our readers, -«ho we t light and enjoyable
reading in the Newsletter, and are not particularly anxious to
ensure that it contains articles which break new ground in
ornithology. For such seriouc work there are many avenues
including the Journal 01 t.fc Dombav Natural History_ Society .

However, to write easily and with authority is not an easy
task and only someone who is a meticulous observer like for'
example Neolakantan, Stewart Melluish, Stairmand or Lavknmar
achieve this distinction. The editor hope? that the Newsletter
will continue to receive articles which are pleasant reading in
the first iiittar.ee because this is *he onlv wa/ oi«o can encour-
age a wide section ot wr people to start looking at birds,
and taking an intelligent inz^vo^t >n them. Attractive ascrip-
tions of our avians is 'jfoet we are io-jjeinc ox* The Mcwsiettoi
will not object grapns, ; vjuros, ratios ana suchlike paraphar-
nalia but they must be presented in an attractive packing.

CORRESPONDENCE

Newsletter for Birdwatchers

I have read Shri Ghorpadc ! s critique ( Newsletter 13(8) - August
1973) with interest, and up to a point am even tempted to echo
some of his remarks. For example I also feel there is often a
great deal of extraneous ' padding in published articles which
detracts i ;om their merit rather than otho^ise. Some of the
notes published in fee raw ' - Ju^t as received ex or. the
writer - could do rnai*, more xoanlegfvl by a little judicious
editing an'! the addition *£ appropriate amplifying comments.

high praise for
keeping the Newsletter going unbrokenly all these 12 or 13

the country, introduce them to one, another, and spread general
interest in the hobby in a way that iio'thing else had done before.
Actually this was the initial idea tehind starting the Newsletter
it was never intended to masquerade as a journal of scientific
ornithology. Some of us had long realized that the science could
not prosper and develop in India unless and until a sufficiently
large body of competent aaateur birdwatchers was built up. Thus
Shri Ghorpade's premise that the Newsletter was mflanf +n ho
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a * responsible medium for ornithological work Ca rricd out in

this cou try * is not wholly correct. It was, and is, primarily

Intended as a medium for popularizing biriwatchin^ as a pleasur-
able hobby as the first stop leading to scientific ornithology.

It diU not presume to be on a par, for example, with Pavo which

was aimed at the i ore sGrious scientific worker - one who had
already adv-.^c v<-' n^vonO the sta?e of birdwatchiny merely as an

iiu lligent hobfey. The Newsletter has "fver consciously aspired
at ' finding acceptance in ni^hjf omiu. ^.logical circles ' though
it may surprise Snri Ghorpade to know how much appreciated Hie

paper is in ! hiejier scientific circles ' nevertheless - not so
much for its scientific content but as a laudable first step towards
scientific ornithology fcy first arousing a popular interest in

birds.
With regard to the criticism in the last para on p. 2 about

' lengthy Jis courses of birdwatching exploits ' ending with a
skimpy list of the r-irds seen: the usofulne^ jr otherwise of
such ' disc-juvses ' ir, & matter of opinion* Con -edinj that the
articles are sometimes needlessly wordy, anc* at times oven
1 flowery (plastic Flowftr&il 1 personally - and doubtless some
other readers as well fu^for to lu.vc thi- _^it of narrative
background if Interestingly written, rather then a bare enumera-
tion of the ,birds seen. Without a picture A the ecological
setting a mere list of birds seems to me dull,, flat and unprofit-
ablej The editorial policy for a publication like the Newsletter
should, in my opinion, be to encourage terse readable articles
which are evocative of an urge in the reader to visit interest-
ing birdy places and add to his own store jf experiences. I feel
that in the present stage of bird study in India the foremost
aim and function of the Mews letter should be to continue to
popularize and spread the cult of pleasurable birdwatchiny as
an intelligent on Moor hobby. Only after the cult becomes wide-
ly diffuse? in Ll*e country c?n we expect a body of competent
amateurs capable .t a%iuibut5ns s&*fie^hinG of i-ial scientific
worth. In the earlier stage:-, noxeovw?. .' leei that there is
a distinct advantage In working in small groups rather than
individually as advocated by Shri Ghorpade. This, especially
if there are some among the ^roupf who are relatively experien-
ced and knowledgeable an can provide guidance to beginners and
transmit the infection, as it were* It enables observations to
be compared and discussed, and identifications checked on the
spot.

It : .ems idle at this stag® to talk of converting the News-
lettex- into a ' worthy successor ' to Hume's Stray Feathers
though this coulcl stand as our ideal for the future. It must
be remembered that Hume's correspondents were persons who had
grown up in the British natural history tradition and were .

already familiar with their own birds, even if only as egg-
collectors, before they came out to India. With the' unbounded
opportunities available here, arc* under the masterly tutelage,
guidance and coordination of an ornithological giant like Hume
many of them soon blossomed into seasoned ornithologists.
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Schoolboy egg-collecting
.
and nature study, not to speak of

scientific ornithology, has been practically non-existent
amor,j Indians, -It is only during the last 25 years or so that
a gimmcr of popular interest in birdwatdiing has become dis-
cernible, and wo have still a lon-j way to go. For thehandful
of the more serious workers, the Journal of the Bombay Natural
History Soc -

*
' ty_ --ind othu-r sciorttirlc journals are already avail*

abEl as publication media. What is mox' urgently needed at the
moment than a full-fledged journal oi vi.»ithology is something
that will cater for and help to foster a much wider circle of
keen amateur birdwatchers sorre of whom may hopefully assume the
role of Hume's correspondents in course of time. This, in effect,
is what the Newsletter is and has been trying to achieve. 1
would repeat that what we need most today is to popularize oy
every available means the intelligent field study of birds so
that we may ultimately produce a band of competent amateurs
capable af adding to scientific knowledge: we must learn to
walk before wa can run*

Salim Ali

I feel that K. D. G:*orpade expects more (or perhaps less) of
the Newsletter than the majority of its readers who, I suspect,
are amateurs like myself. If, as I suppose, there are fewer
exact and scientific ornithologists than people like me, who have
neither the time nor scholarship to wsrry overmuch with latin
names and that sort of precision, but who enjoy seeing and listen-
ing to birds and reading of other peoples experiences, then the
Newsletter will have fewer articles aimed purely at the adv3000-
ment of science, and more articles describing the pleasures and
fascinations of birdwatding. By all means publish more purely
scienific articles (these could be marked with an asterisk as
a warning), but please do not do away with the more informal,
chatxy accounts tr«?.t oio so much enioyed bf bixlwatchers Ilka
me who would -a \1>without shame, *: peer course in ornithology.

J. T. M. Gibson
Shanti Niwas

Gulab Bari, Ajmer.

Za:ar Futehally
Editor. Newsletter for Birdwatchers
32-A. uarfiwala wiarg

Andheri, Bombay 400 058
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AND ALL BECAUSE OF THE FALL OF A TREE

A. Navarro, S.J,

Within the compound of the Court of Small Causes facing the
main entrance of St Xavier's High School, on Lokmanya Tilak
Marg, there is a jalciruit tree that for many years has been
the rocsting resort for a large colony of House Sparrows. In
the morning when there is not much traffic along the street,
at about sunrise, the chorus of uniform chit chit of hundreds
of sparrows calling together was so loud and at times so
insistent, that it could not be ignored by the whole of the
neighbourhood.

During the last monsoon, after a heavy shower one night, a

large old mahogany tree by the side of one of the school
gates fell stretched across the road. In the opinion of the
Professor of Dot?ny of St Xavier's College, Prof. P. V. Bole,
the tree must have been nearly a hundred years old.
'A few days after this incident, the whole neighbourhood

noticed that the sparrows were no longer roosting at their
favourite jakfruit tree. This fact struck my attention too.
Since then^I am trying to find the connection between the
fall of themahogany tree and the silence on the part of the
birds, and the roosting spot where the birds have had their
habitat for more than twenty five years.

I did notice however that with the fall of the mahogany
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tree a large gap was opened between the school building and

the Elphinstone School building; the gap is really much lar-

ger than may appear irom the street. I have come to the con-

clusion, since, that the old mahogany tree was shielding and

protecting the sparrow colony from the inclements of the

weather and the danger of night raptors. My final conclusion

is that the sparrows were associating the mahogany tree as a

part of their protective association.
Later, on further observation I found a new roosting resort,

not far from the old one. Watching from one of the windows of

the school building, 1 saw at c» 6.30 p.m. an almost unbroken

stream of sparrows flying through the gap opened up by the

fallen mahogany, their flight being very low. just over the

top of the Elphinstone School building and alighting into the

Elphinstone garden. With this observation it was not difficult

to locate the roosting resort; another jakfruit tree, almost

touching the building, to the right of the sumptuous steps

leading to the main entrance of the Elphinstone School, rho

tree is well concealed by a barrier of banyan tree and other

varieties of garden trees. On my way back to the school, I

stopped for a while to have a look at the old jakfruit tree.

I saw how some of the sparrows on their way to the now resort

were resting for a short while at the old spot and suddenly

the whole group would make a dash for the new roosting spot;

the same procedure took place in the morning, as the sparrows

were leaving the Elphinstone garden. They wore alighting for

a short spell on the old jakfruit tree, as if to use this as

a base to go on and off from $heir newly selected roosting

resort. In fact they were forming large groups; suddenly

these groups would disperse, each individual flying to its

own feeding ground for the rest of the day.

There is a great similarity between the roosting resorts;

both trees are of the medium size, with heavy foliage and well

protected and concealed by other trees. .

I would not like to finish this note without pointing out

that all this has happened because of the fall of a tree. We

have also to bear in mind that sparrows, by nature, are soci-

able birds and are always found associated with the haunts ot

man. Wo know very well that sparrows are to be seen m large

and noisy towns as well as in small, quiet villages.

What happens to the forest birds which are shy and do not

easily adapt themselves to sudden changes of environment,

when large forest areas are being cleared outand not being

reforested any more? Certainly a lot of harm is being done to

the birds as these changes make life impossible for tnem.

Besides we unbalance nature in such a way that the more the

forests are being cleared out, the less is the annual ramtaii.

AND ALL BECAUSE OF THE FALL OF A TREE!!!
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WKJTEBRQWH3 IVLBVL KYCONOTUS LUTEOLU5 IN BOMBAY CITY

S. R- Amladi

The wooded environs of Raj Bh avan, Bombay, especially the
forested part sloping eastwards towards the sea from behind
the buildings on Walkeshwar Road, is perhaps one of the last
remnants of the forests that once covered the islands cf
Bcmbay. TaH trees of l erminalia be llorica, Pithecelobium
soman , Streblus aspor , "Yhc^spesia populnoa and some species
of Ficus . many of t'-.em entwinecT"by lianas, line the lower
road vhich runs throoch this patch of forest contouring the
seashore, Ibe lower read ic not accessible to the public, and
it is probably this isolation and protection vhich has helped
to retain at least a vestige of 1hc primeval beauty of the
area. Once in this T half-acre of Nature * tho only thing that
reminds one that one is in the Bombay City is tho sight of
skyscrapers across the bay. The shruo Lantana^ camara is the
chief ground cover on the upp^i slopes.
On the evening of 7th April 1973 I had the occasion to visit

this place in the company of Mr J. C. Daniel, Curator, Bombay
Natural History Society. V/hile walking along the road (I was
some distance behind Mr Daniel) I saw a small bird about tho
size of a bulbul with a dirty oreenish brown plumage, a paler
belly, light lemon yellow vent and a white sti-'.pe above the
eye or. the brow. I immediately recognized it as tho Whitobrow-
od Bulbul Pycnonotu s .ly.'.ooius. The biro was not alarmed at my
presence and I could approach it c_, 20 feet or so from its
its porch in the shrubbery. It flew off as I want closer, and
when I Caught up with I.ir Danioi wc heard a burst of bubbling
song from the bulbul.
On a subsequent visit to the area on 13th April 1973, I was

lucky to be able to see tho bird again and watch it closely *

with a pair of binocuJ.->rs.
Dr Salim Ali and Hcuayun Abdulali have stated ( The birds

of Bombay and S-lsettc ', J. Bombay nat. Hist. Spc . 37 ( 1 ) ; 102-
103; Dec. 1939) that the bird is'conncn in "tiTe gardens of the
outlying residential portions of the city and suburbs r

.« The
same authors go on to sav chat the bird has been noted at
Warden Road, Cunballa Hill, Phirozeshah Mehta Gardens and the
Government House grounds, Malabar Hill, Haffkino Institute
grounds (Parel), Khar, Andheri, Trombay Hills, Chembur, Bori-
vli, Kandivli and elsewhere ir. the Salsette. On page 103 they
state * we have no recent information as to whether these
birds still' persist, but thanks to the . resence of many suit-
able gardens and compounds in that neighbourhood, they arc
very probably still there ' - this has been written referring
to a pair seen on Malabar Hill in July 19^5.

IXiring the Bird Census organized by the Bombay Natural His-
tory Society a number cf times, this year some of us did encoun-
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tor the Whitebroweu Buibui in the Borivli National Park. It
would be of interest to know whether our members residing in
the areas mentioned ab'-.ve have seen the bird in their immedi-
ate environs or near b '. If the information obtained from all
members is pooled together it would give one a fair idea of
the present status of the bird in the Bombay City, particular-
ly because of the rapid rate at which concrete and cement is
replacing the gardens and compounds.

BIRDS SEEN AT BANDIPUR, KARNATAKA

Shailesh Zaveri, Jyotindra Zaveri & Ameet Zaveri

Last summer we visited five South Indian wildlife sanctuaries
The one that we liked most was Bandipur in Karnataka (Mysore
State). There wo had a very interesting time, watching mammals
and birds during a five days 1 stay from 15. v. 1973 to 19.V.73.
About 50 different species of birds - not a bad record for
rank amateurs like us - were seen. On the first day, we mot
Mr Neginhal, Assistant Conservator of Forests, Karnataka. He,
himself an avid birdwatcher, showed us a fig tree near the
Forest lodges, which attracted lots of birds. In just half an
hour we saw ten different species visit it. There were three
species of bulbuls: Redvented, Redwhiskcred and Whitocheeked.
A Velvctfronted Nuthatch ( Sitta frontalis ) was working dili-
gently on the bark, one to be disturbed when we arrived on the
scene. There were two species of barbots: Crimsonbrcasted and
Large Green, and a female Pygmy Woodpecker (Picoides nanus).
Jungle- and Common Mynas were there in plenty. The Tailor Bird
was the last to come as we left. With such a grand start wo
saw many other species of birds which we had never met before.

One evening we were sitting quietly by a jungle pool, when
a pair of Tawny Eagles (Aouila rapax ) suddenly flew overhead.
They circled about lazily but gracefully for soms time before
flying on to some other hunting grounds. A little later a pair
of Grey Hornbills ( Tockus birostris ) flew up and alighted on
a branch right overhead. Their presence was felt more by their
loud calls rather than sight. Soon they also made off. Some-
where behind us a Lapwing C Vanellus indicus ) had detected our
presence and was proclaiming the f? ct to the whole jungle, so
that no animals were seen later on. This lapwing continued its
pid-he-dp-it? even after dark. When we went for jeep rides to
see animals, we almost aw?lys saw peafowl ( Pavo cri status )

and Goldenbacked Woodpeckers ( Dinop imp banoh alonse ) . Sometimes
in some small glade, Grey Junglofowl ( Gallus sonnemtii ) would
be feeding beside the peafowl. The quails we saw were very
fearless. They would be searching for food along the paths as
our jeep approached. All they would do was to shift about 2 ft
to one side and allow us to pass. They would take to flight
only when we had almost passed them. Once we saw a Short-toed
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,1q ( Circaotus q illicus ) swoop down and alight on a tree
branch. Whitebrowcd fantail Flycatchers ( Rhipidura aureola )

wore very common, making spirited sallies after flying insects.
On ? walk in the jungle after the rains, we came upon two
small birds creeping slowly up the bark of a tree like little
clcck-work toys. Their plumage was ruffled by the rain. Thev
turned out to be Chestnutbellied Nuthatches fSltta castanea )

.

They let us approach very close. This was "in a fairly clear
area. Later On, in the forest, we saw lorikeets and the Blue-
winged Parakeets ( Psittaculq columboides) . A Pied Crested
Cuckoo (Clamator jacocinus ) vps seen hopping along the ground.
Flocks of Whiteheaded Babblers ( Turdoides affinis j wore moving
about from bush to bush. Various other common birds wore also

' sighted. The Jungle Myna (Acridothores fuscus ) was very often
seen in attendance with elephants (even tuskers), gaur and
cheetal - sitting on the backs of the former two, but hop-
ping around the last.

We also saw a few other birds which we could not identify
owing to our scanty knowledge, though we did our best with
the help of The Book of Indian Birds and Birds cf Travancorc
6 Cochin, by Salim AlTT Anyway, it was a mcmoraBTo stay and
the credit for it goes to Mr Neginhal for the introduction to

the birds, and to the birds themselves for their cooperation
in letting us see them.

BIRDS OF THE INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, KANPUR

Sudhir Vyas

I joined the Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur, three
years ago. The first bird sight at the Institute, I remember,
was a pair of Sarus Cranes which flew past the Library build-
ing as the rattling ! tempo * bumped into the campus. Sine©
then three years and an open eye for birds in the campus ha s

yielded a checklist of about 170 specie s.

The academic year begins in August with the wit-wit of the
Rain Quail everywhere. By end of August, tho grass in the wide
campus grows tall, very tall in the water-logged depressions
that lie scattered ^bout. In these places "I have seen some
very interesting, species - Bronzewingcd Jacanas, Painted Snipe,
Ruddy Crake, Red Munias and a mixed group of Blackheaded Munias,
(Two of the chestnutbellied type and four whitebelliedaiTiong
the munias stayed here throughout the last monsoon.) Neither of
them is supposed to be here, near Kanpur. I presume they were
escaped cage bird.s.

The same .grass holds nests of the Blackthroa ted and Striated
Weavers - both * firsts ' for me, though later I have seen the
Blackthroated near Lucknow too.

Two years ago, also in August, I saw, what I am sure, was
the Kashmir Roller. It was dusk, but the underparts of the bird
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seemed uniformly ireyish (hardly blue). In flight, the pale
}rey wings had a vida black hind border. If it was a Kashmir
toiler, wasn : t it far out of course?
Amongst those little marshes a pair of Saras are generally

present, and if y u wake up early enough you can hear them
1 krooning T in the -' .stance. A pair of Whitenecked Storks are
also often around. I once saw a tiny crake, as big as a
Greyheaded Myna f scuttling into the reeds. I suppose it was
a crake, unless it was a young waterhen out of the nest or
something else.
On the top of our- Faculty building resides a Great Horned

Owl. I have seen only one, but I hope there is another nearby.
There are plenty of nooks and corners and angles in that
building (modern sculpture etc.) and the owl must be quite
comfortable really* In the evenings it comes out and perches
on a ledge and hoots away* Sometimes it remains out in the
daytime and this is a heaven-sent opportunity to admire its
lovely patterned plumage close*. The- little Spotted Owlet
and the Jungle Owlet are both found and often heard and some-
times one hears the hissing of the Bam Owl, which wore so
common at Poona* Nightjars are also common and once I walked
into a group of 6 or 7 birds roosting together. I did not -

know they slept in these loose gatherings. This was in winter
1971.
As winter comes, the grass dries up and is cut by the vil-

lagers, but it is not cropped right out of existence by cat-
tle. The Rain Quail vanish, only the Bush Quails, Bustard
Quails and the Grey Partridges remain. An occasional peacock
turns up. Through January 1971 an Orangehoaded Ground Thrush
s~:uck around in our very well-wooded nursery and in February
1972 a thrush appeared. I think it was a female Tickcll's
Thrush ( Turdus unicolor ).
IIT (K) seems to lie in some sort of a migratory pathway

as every November formiions of cranes fly over. I remember how
a particularly large congregation brought a number of students
out of their rooms to look skyward. They wore quite impressed.
Otner occasional winter visitors are some typical cuckoos,
probably the Common Cuckoo.

Some of the rarer arid more interesting birds that I have
seen here are the Crested Bunting (resident). Sirkecr Cuckoo,
Vorciter- and Greyheaded Flycatchers (winter), Orphean War-
bler, Alpine SwiftJ (There are no ' Alps ' for a hundred and
fifty miles radius.) Three species that I wpuld^nevcr have
dreamt of seeing hero arc the S'triolatcd Bunting Whitech coked
Bulbul and' the Blacknaped Monarch Flycatcher. Unfortunately,
Paradise- and Fantail Flycatchers' are only rare stragglers.
One pair, the only one that I have seen here of Tickoll's Blue
rlycatcher is resident in our nursery. The male shgs every
summer, but I have never located its nest or newly flown
your.g.
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As regards birds of prey, kites are for once not common.
Shikras are. A Kestrel usually hangs about the Library and
Faculty buildings every winter. An occasional Lagger Falcon
or Redheaded Merlin turns up, the last always-, in pairs. Honey
Buzzards are resident. Rarely .one gets to a Short- toed- or a
Booted Eagle. Onco^-l- saw ?. fefsh Harrier, a male. It is the
most beautiful hawk I have ever sc-un. And, of course, there
was ! our ' pair of King Vultures which had a nest just out-
side the Campus two years ago.

In the winter of 1971
1

(February) I saw a plover that I could
not identify. It was quite larger - larger than a R.cdwattle.d
Lapwings organge beak and eye? rims, body brown, logs orange.
The wings had bold black and white patches. It was quite shy
and ran about ploughed fields near a semi-dry pond.

Birds at IIT provide lighter moments too. A group of eona-
lyptus trees just outside our hostel was particularly fancied
by a group of jungle crows as a perch and a roost. So they
took the opportunity every early morning to insist on letting
out hoarse kraws. And one often had the hilarious delight of
seeing a sleepy fate appear at a window emitting impotent
shoos at the brilliant crowsj And there was also a smart
group of mangy rhesus monkeys whioh had a bath in the tack
from which drinking wat3r is being drawn, and g^ t thp entire
hostel down with gastro-enteritisl With exan inations postponed
for a week it was all part of the fun.

A BRIEF OBSERVATION REGARDING
(

THE MIGRATION OF HOOPOES,

UPUPA EPOPS (LINN.) IN HIMAOiAL PRADESH

J. R. Dhanze

On 27th February 1973, I had a chance to visit the low altitu-
de area of Himachal Pradesh, i.e. Kunihar and Arki tahsil with
Or R. Bielawski, '-Zoologist-, from the Polish Academy of Sciences,
Poland, He came to India with a special problem with regard to
some species of Coleoptera (Beetles) in India. On our backward
;ourney to the headquarters after doing the needful collection
- observed a pair of hoopoe feeding on some insects in the bed
of wheat at Kunihar, which is a small town at an altitude of
3000 feet.

In the 1st week of fiarch 1973 three pairs of hoopoes were .

seen in the vicinity of my own house near Govt Degree College,
Solan at 4500 ft. These birds were fighting with each other
producing all the while a peculiar hud-hud-hud . I observed the
fighting o'f those beautiful birds for a long time as they hap-
pened to be new entrants in 1he vicinity. Most probably they
were struggling for their food and stay.
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On 16.iii, my Officer- in-Charge, Sori K.K. Mahajan proceed-
ed en a General Faunistic and a special collection of birds
and- mammals for establishing the Natural History Study Museum,
So 1 had another chance of visiting the high altitude area of
Chamba District. Till March 29th I did not observe any hoopoes
but on-30.iii when we reached Gharola, a small village on the
southeastern bank of the River Ravi, at 7000 ft, a single
specimen was- seen on- the twig of an oak. It was collected and
was found to be fully infected by some skin disease.

The following day another single bird was seen*. A local
guard accompanying me stated that he had seen the hoopoe after
c. 7 months in that vicinity, further adding that they inhabit
Hie locality from middle of March to August, and after that
they migrated themselves from the locality.

NOTES AND COMMENTS

Nature Calendar for 1974

The Bombay Natural History Society issues every year a desk
calendar (24.1 x 17*8 cm) printed in four colours and illus-
trated with twelve beautiful nature photographs in colour by
well-known photographers. The 1974 calendar is priced Rs5/-

per copy, postage and packing extra. Persons interested in
buying xhem, please contact

The Honorary Secretary
Bombay Natural History Society
Hornbill House, Opp. Lion Gate
Shahid Bhagat Singh Road
Bombay 400 001

CORRESPONDENCE

Size of Bird Flocks

Madhav Gadgil in his article ( Newsletter . 13(9), Sept.
1973) very rightly stresses the importance of studying the

quantitative aspect of biological phenomena. It is of interest
to inquire about the size of the largest flocks of birds
recorded. Unfortunately, naturalists have usually been satis-
fied with vague descriptions, such as small, medium^ large or
huge. The size of the rookeries of soafov/l *s restricted by
the availability and size of the rocky coast, etc., whereas
there are no such restrictions regarding land birds. Now,
fortunately, accurate data with regard to the North American
Passenger Pigeon are on record, thanks to the ornithologist,
Alexander Wilson. Wilson recorded the size of flocks of
Ectopistes mlgratorius : One passed over him in 1810, contain-
ing more than two billion birds. They nested in vast stretches
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recovery troo^hgd at least one
sts. The last great nestings
the year 1878 and covered about

850 sq. miles. They m'mb'-red an estimated 136 million birds.
This specie s was mercilessly shot down aid the carcasses ship-
pod to market by the freight carload and so decimated that it
could not recover. The last wild nesting was recorded near
Minneapolis in 1395. The iast Passenger Pigeon died in a
Cincinatti zoo in 1914.

Amin Tyabji
The Somerset Place

Bombay 400 026

Newsletter for Birdwatchers

I have read with interest the comments of Dr Salim Ali and
1 Jack Gibson. I would particularly like to support Dr
Salim Ali's statement that the Newsletter should bo used as
a medium for popularising birdwatching as a pleasurable hobby.
In this context, I may mention that some years ago I had sug-
gested that a list of subscribers of the Newsletter bo made
available to all the other subscribers as it provides a ready
reference to birdwatchers in different areas of the country.
In Delhi, since Mrs Ganguli's death sd since Peter Jackson
loft for Geneva, it has not been possible for me tofind a. .'

single person, who could help me or whom I could accompany on
field trips. I am sure there are many birdwatchers in Delhi,
but I have no moans of finding them out.

A. Mangalik
Associate Professor of Medicine

All India Inst, of Medical Sciences
New Delhi

Newsletter and Birdwatchin_q

I fully agree with what Dr Salim Ali and Mr Gibson have
written in the September 1973 Newsletter . I am a member of
the Newsletter right from its inception and have enjoyed read-
ing the experiences of other birdwatchers.

I have always enjoyed birdwatching and it has become a plea-
surable hobby for mo, I am working at an office at Worli, Bom-
bay, and take my lunch on the office terrace. Because of a few
banyan and poepal trees around our building, there is a size-
able number of crows and a few of them arc always there when
I take my lunch. I enjoy 1hoir company and so I throw bits of
bread. In the beginning they were very shy, but when they know
that I am not going to harm them, they come quite near me to
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pick up the bread pieces. Some of them have become very pam-
pered and expect me to throw the pieces exactly where they
sit on the terrace door.
Among all these crows, I have observed one with a deformed

beak. The beak is crossed and the crow finds it very difficult
to pick up the bread pieces I throw at him. In the meantime
other crows snatch away the bread pieces. Once or twice I was
able to feed it when the other crows were not around. But
still he has not gained enough confidence to come near me.
The last time I saw him, he had also damaged one of his locjs
and was finding it difficult to hop along. I have not seen
him for the last one month and wonder if he is still alive.
I wish I had a good camera to snap him. Have any of our readers
seen a crow with a similar deformity

I am anxiously awaiting the arrival of the swallows and a
pair of Large Pied Wagtails. Tho latter come on' the terrace
every afternoon when they are in our midst, and I enjoy their
presence.

B. A. Palkhiwalla
Dadar, Bombay

Zafar Futehally
Editor, Newsletter for Birdwatchers
32-A, Barfiwala Marg
Andheri, Bombay 400 058
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1st Noveaber, 1073.

MRP gggggB! FIELD CLUB

The Annual General Body Meeting of the club will

be held on Sunday 23rd Decenber at 4-3C p.m. at 32A,

Juhu L^ne, (Barfiwala ttnrg), Andheri ,
Bombay.

S.V- NILAIUNTA.

1st November, 1973.

BIRD WATCHES' FIEU CLUB

On the iith November, 1973. there is a Bird-

walk arranged by the B.N.H.S. from 7.00 to 9.00 a.m.

in the BCKIVLI NATIONAL tAiUx. The perticipants will

gather at the junction of the road to the caves and

the Tulsi Lake. Our members ere welcome to participate

IS AJ QcJ<- e^*-

S.V. NILAKANTA.
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THE EDITOR DEPARTS

Zafar Futehally

The Editor is shifting his residence to Bangalore from Novem-
ber and though he will continue to be in close touch with
Bombay and with the Newsletter, for reasons of practical _ con-
venience it is necessary to entrust the editing and publishing
to a permanent resident of Bombay. It is fortunate that S.V.
Nilakanta, with whom all readers of the Newsletter are fami-
liar, has agreed to undertake this responsibility. He could
only do so, of course, because of the willing assistance of
J. S. Se'rrao who has been such a help to the Newsletter all
these years.

The first issue of the Newsletter was brought out in Decem-
ber 1960 and it might interest readers to be reminded of the
comments made by some of the people to whom the Editor wrote
enquiring whether such a venture would be worth while and
what form it should take:
"I do not think the time is ripe yet for forming such a

Society .... I would suggest forming local ornithological
clubs. n

The remarks about the three rather languishing zoologi-
cal institutions is quite true ... How can we be sure that
politics will not invade our Society also. Under the circum-
stances, don't you think it would be advisable to explore
thoroughly the suggestion about regional clubs? n
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" The draft is excellent ... this may be published in all
the leading newspapers and sent to Registrars of Universities
and Colleges and individuals whom we know.

H Needless to say I am all for the Society to be formed and
I am sure if such a Society were in existence, interest in
birds would spread rapidly • •* For the outset I would say we
restrict ourselves to publishing a regular journal once a
year, with contributions from Indian ornithologists as well
as from foreigners ... I wish you all luck in the venture and
am eagerly awaiting further developments. "

" I wish to inform you of my fullest sympathy and support
for the proposal. It is indeed high time such a Society is
organised. "

While I agree that a large amount of work has to bo done
which would warrant the establishment of a Socxty to foster
and look after these interests- I do not think that we have
people sufficimtly interested to be able to count upon their
co-operation for working a new organisation. "

* I think it is an excellent idea to have an Indian Ornitho-
logical Society. I spoke to some friends and they are very
enthusiastic about the idea ... It would not be difficult to
get one hundred members from all over India ... It should be
possible to get recurring grant from the Ministry of Scienti-
fic and Cultural AffaiE for publishing the magazine."

H I assure you of my full support, however limited it is,
in the formation and working of this new Society. •

• It will be difficult to form regional clubs because of
the shortage of competent regional pivots. The best thing
would be to start a bulletin on the most modest lines and
watch the results after a few issues are out.

I think it is now safe to assume that having survived for
thirteen years tho Newsletter has crossed the dangerous period
when so many new-born publications collapse within a few
months of seeing the light of day. There is undoubtedly con-
siderable scope for improvement, and in striking the right
balance between serious contributions to ornithology, and
arousing popular interest in birds. The outgoing editor feels
certain that Mr S. V, Nilakanta will fill ttgfeill excellently.

BROW WOOD OWL ( STRIX LEPTOGRAMICA IND3ANEE ) IN THE NILGIRIS,
SOUTH INDIA

Sarah Jameson

Having tried for months to find time to write these notes,
I was just about to start, when along came tho August News-
letter for Birdwatchers containing Mr Ghorpado's Critique.
This stopped me in my tracksi Would what I was about to
write, qualify as being of * sufficient scientific informa-
tion f ? Then came the September Newsletter with Dr Salim
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Ait*1 and Mr Gibson 1 s views, with which I am in complete accord.
I agree with Ux Ghorpade only up to a point. A certain amount
of r lengthy and soncwhi flowery padding is, I think, unavoid-
able, at any rate from the pens of amateurs like myself. My
shattered confidence having been somewhat restored, I am once
again sitting down to write this* I hope it does not contain
too much T redundant material l and ! pdding ' - and who
knows, my observations may also contain a few grains of useful
knowledge!

In all the years I have visited Coonoor. I have never heard
any owl Calls, till July 1972. In my excitement I regret I >'

failed to note down the date, and even whether it was a dark
or moonlit night. I traced the sound as coming from our small
shola by the gate. This consists mainly of red gums and is in
a very quiet area. There is one magnificent old red gum with
a girth of 14 feet at ground level, and with the aid of a
powerful torch and binoculars, I finally spotted the owl high t"
up in this tree. It was too indistinct to see much except that
it was a big bird. When I came in, I looked up the excellent
table of Owl Calls in the Handbook of the Birds of India and_
Pakistan * Volume 3, and worked out Enat It could~Fe none cvEhcr
than the BrownWood Owl, Strix leptogramica indrancc . This is
the first time I have ever come across this owl.

The secondtime I heard it was in August on a moonlight night
at about midnight on my return from dining out. I do not know
how long it had been calling, but I tape recorded 18 calls
before the bird was silent. The calls were coming from near
the $op of the same big tree. As I was standing at the foot
of the tree, I was able to hear the initial tok . which, oven
at close range, is very faint, but it seemed to me, which
later I confirmed by the tape, that not EVERY call is preceded
by this tok . Perhpas it was not uttered each time, or perhaps
some calls were so faint that they could neither be heard by
me nor recorded though I have very acttto hearing.

I again heard the owl calling in November, from the same
big red gum, and then for the fourth and last time on January
1, 1973, at 9.30 p.m. It was very cold and eerie, and fortu-
nately I did not then know that next morning I would see a
Russell l s Viper cross the drive, and go into a hole in a wall
just near where I was standing* I recorded 23 consecutive
calls. On playing back the tape, I timed the seconds between
each call, and they vary from 12 to 15 seconds apart for the
first recordinc in August, and from 9 to 14 seconds apart
in theJanuary recording, the majority of calls in the lat-
ter being 10 or 11 seconds apart. (The timing was from the
first tok or tu to the first tok or tu of the second call
etc.) In the majority of calls I can distinctly hear some-
thing like this: tok.. tu hop hoo hoo. the first two hops
being very fast indeed, and the last hoo longer and slower.
The calls which were not like this were tok.. tu hog hoo .

saiim Ali ! s description of the call is tok.. tu (
' with a



long lucent over the u) Iv-'o., which I take to mean that the tu

Is rather drawn out. x certainly heard no calls which were of

only wo syllablos. ."very single one I heard was of either 3

cr A syllables, I was struct by the curiously penetrating
quality of the calls. Admittedly the surrounding area is very
quiet, but I heard it through several closed doors from the
side of the house opposite to where it was calling in the

shola, a distance of c^ 80 yards. The breeding season is
given as January to March, and only the last time I heard it
was during that period, and then only just. Alas I have never
heard it since. Although our compound adjoins forest land, and
it is fairly well wooded round here, it Could hardly be called
heavily forested. I never managed to see the owl by daylight,
and as far as I know, there was only the one bird here.

In the Birds of Southern India , by Baker and Inglis, 1930
edition, this owT is described as ' Strix indrance indranee .

Male length 18«b inches, female 19 inches. This owl is not
Uncommon in the Nilgids and their slopes but is less common in
the V/ynaad. Sometimes it is found in pairs, sometimes singly.
It generally keeps to the shola s during the day, coming out
at dusk; but I have flushed it from among rocks. It is very
fond of perching on the roof of a house at night and hooting,
remaining often for an taour or more... seems to see well dur-
ing the day, and once disturbed is by no means easy of approach.
It is not infrequently flushed when beating the sholas for
game. Bourdillon obtained fee eggs of this bird in Travancac
in January and also took a single egg, probably a second lay-
ing, on the 1st March from the same place.
Whistler has very little to say about it. • In Southern

India and Ceylon another respresentativc of this group (i.e.
the MotlodWood Owl) is the Brown Wood Owl ( Strix indranee) a

Birds particularly vocal during moonlight nights and in the
breeding season. Also utters a vari±y of weird, eerie shrieks
and chuckles, in addition to the loud bill-snapping. Was intro-
duced in the Laccadives in the 1870 ! s under a harebrained
governmental plan for combating a plague of rats ( Rattus rufes-
cens). The grossly incompatible ecological conditions on these
unforested coral islands, which the planners seem to have over-
looked, soon brought an end to the birds but not to the ratsj
For an amusing account of this venture see Hume, S.F. 4: 433-4.

I quote from Salim Ali's Birds of Kerala .
! Size: about

that of the Pariah Kite. Singly or pairs, in well-wooded
country., presumably resident. Not common. Affects forested
low country as well as hills. I have come across it only at
Peermade (c^ 3000 ft). Distribution outside Kerala: Southern
India north to Mahableshwar on thewest, Goomsur on the oast.
The Himalayas west to east"are occupied by the race nowarensis .

while Ceylon has its endemic ochrogenys. A fourth race connec-
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tens nas recently (1950) been described from Bastar district,
Madhya Pradesh. '

It seems from Baker -~nd Inglis account that the Brown Wood
Owl .was more common in these hills than it is now, I would be
very interested to hoar of other readers' experiences with
this bisrd, particularly the calls. I never once heard the
shrieks or chuckles or bill snapping.

A HIMALAYAN HABITAT

Ananta Ultra

Birdwatchers and naturalists move about in territories which
are as enchanting as the fauna and flora they observe therein.
In October last, my brother and I were returning from Jaldapara
Rhino Sanctuary. Wo decided to pay a few hours 1 visit to the
Mahanadi Sanctuary for watching birds.

Mahanadi is in the district, of Darjeoling. It nestles in
the foothills of the mighty Himalayas. The solitude of the
sanctuary, with its cool climate, dense foliage and sparkling
rivulets spelled an over-powering charm on ourselves. We start-
ed from Siliguri in the early morning on 28.x. 1972. On our
approach, we were greo'ted with a majestic view of the Kunchan-
jungha. The Forest Rest House was pleasing and hospitable. The
Chowkidar deputed a peon, Mar Bahadur, to be our guide. Through
solitary hilly pathways we started for a clearing created by
the rivulet Panchsnadi, running through the forest©. The jour-
ney itself was like getting oneself lost in a fascinating world.
As we got near the clearing bird calls mounted in number,

variety and intensity. To our bitterness we discovered that as
newcomers to the Himalayan birds, most of the calls were unknown
to us. On the basis of our anticipation and experience we could
identify only a few of the species; others eluded our identifi-
cation.

Following a beautiful song in the foliage, we discovered the
Greyheaded Flycatcher. Though small in size it has a powerful
sweet voice. Ihen we came across a drongo with a square tail,
a Crested Yellow Bulbul, Chestnutheaded Bee-eater and a Pariah
Kite. It was our first encounter with a Crested Yellow Bulbul.
Its black crest was most distinctive.
Moving ahead we found a Common Iwra and a Magpie Robin -

the former whistling melodiously. The yellow colour of the io-os
ioras seemed deeper in hue than the colour of their kindred
in the plains.
On the stony bod of the rivulet we found a Whistling Ttaviih,

White Wagtails and Grey Wagtails, On the branch oi a nearby
tree a Spotted Forktail was discovered. Along the edge of the
rivulet, wo found among the trees nuthatches, a Whitefronted
Bulbul, and a Spider Hunter. From the calls coming from the
dense forests we identified Lineated Barbets and BlUotfi roated
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Barbets. Nar Bahadur stated that the local _ name of the Lineat-
ed Barbet is kutruka. In standardising Indian names of birds
the expression may be considered. The name kutruka is a vocal
rendition ot its well-known calls kutrpo ... ku troi» •*• kutroo .

On ovr way back to the Rest House we were fascinated by a

Scarlot .'-inivet. It was flitting in the foliage like a large
crimson butterfly-

Two other things drew our attention! the first was the

powerful calls of a specie- s of monkey coming from inside the

forests; tne other was the continuous drone of innumerable
crickets which were maintaining a background music in the
lovely habitat. In the local vocabulary, the variety of cric-
kets which drone during the day are called Jhankri and those
who raise their rhythm in the* night are called Chit-ra .

Our short stay was over. We left the lovely Sanctuary with
a resolve to return here whenever possible.

GREY DRONGO ( DICRURUS LEUCOPHAEUS ) IN BOMBAY CM 1ATH OCTOBER

J. S. Serrao

The Grey Drongo ( Dicrurus leucophaeus ) has arrived in Bombay
this year comparatively earlier than what it usually does.

^

The earliest record up to now was of a specimen collected in
Bandra, Salsette

?
Bombay on 22.x. 1928 by E. Henricks of the

Bombay Natural Hxstory Society. The specimen was mistaken for
a Black Drongo ( Dicrurus adsimilis ) while it was collected,
but turned out to be the first record of the Grey Drongo for
Bombay.

Ihe earliest sighting of the bird I have is dated 27.x. 1972
- an individual heard and seen at c^ 12.30 noon in Dr Salim
Ali's garden at Bandra. The day was exceptionally overcast
and cold.
On 14th October 1973 Mr V. G. Govekar and I were birding in

the Borivli National Park. Every now and again we were attract-
ed to the commotion created by drongos in groups of 4-5 — a
couple in such a group chasing the rest from tree to _ trod., to
the accompaniment of aggressive calls. As their 'specific iden-
tity could not be established on the .ving, We thought the
groups were entirely of Black Drongos, settling some scoro
among themselves. However, when the birds settled close to
us we could identify the chp.sed birds to be Grey Drongos. The
resident Block Drongos wore apparently resenting the encroach-
ment of their territories by the migratory Grey Drongos and
were pursuing them out.

Later during the day I saw tp/o more Grey Drongos in Mr^
Zafar Futohally's garden at Andheri being harried by resident
birds like the House Sparrows, Magpie Robins, and Redvontod
Bulbuls.
Master Amoct Zaveri reports having seen a Grey Drongo in

tfafrabaleshwer on 18th October-
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Mahableshwar on 18th October 1973,

^21. x. 1973 a Blyth ! s Reed Warbler ( Acrocephalus dumetorum )

was seen flitting among the 'branches of a drumstick tree
(Moring a ptervaosperaa ) in Juhu, Bombay. This seems to be an
early arrival compared to the observations of Mr J. S. Scrrao
who recorded their arrival on .5th November for two consecutive
years, 1971 and 1?72, in Dr Sallm Ali's garden at Pali Hill
in Bandra. - Ed-7"

R e. v i e_ w

CHECKLIST OF THE BIRDS OF MAHARASHTRA with notes on their
Status around Bombay, by Humayun Abdulali. pp. ii+16. Bcnbay
Natural History Society, 1973. Price R&.50

The Checklist of the Birds of Maharashtra, by Humayun
Abdulali, recently published by- tKe author for the Bombay
Natural History Society, eomes in as one more aid to the
amateur birdwatcher as well as to the serious bird student
in the State. In its sixteen pages are listed 522 species
and forms of birds occurring in Maharashtra and their status
is indicated by symbols placed against each form; those not
met around Bombay and its environs are indicated by brackets
anchor an asterisk placed around or against such forms. The
Checklist should help the bird enthusiast what to look for
in Maharashtra, and to pinpoint the identity of birds he has
seen in the field.
Ihe author modestly terms himself as * compiler f of the

tecklist. but a careful look at it shows that it is more
an o compilation and that he has brought to bear on the

work his experience gained through extensive collecting
excursions throughout the State, as well as through his
association with the bird specimens in the collection of the
Bombay Natural History Society, An instance of the care exer-
cised is seen in the exclusion of the Large Malabar Wood
Shrike ( Tephrodornis gularis sylvicola ) and the Whitebellied
Paradise Flycatcher ( Terpsiphone paradisi leucogaster

)
^Though

the former was obtained at V/agnai (Surat Dangs). c. 21 N.,
73 30* E. , where the foothills of the Sahyadris intermingle
with those of the western Satpuras, there appear to be no
specimens from the intervening, country between Waghai and
linda in the Karnataka - Stuart Baker's inclusion of Bombay
City in the bird's range (FBI 2: 311) being unsubstantiated.
As far as the reviewer is aware, there are no specimens of
the latter taken in the State though it is sight recorded
from Matheran and Mahableshwar.
How useful a regional checklist can be is substantiated

when one admits that it is not always possible to make im-
mediate notes of every bird seen during a bird outing. Such
sightings committed to memory are often loct; but a glance
through a checklist helps to render ones list as complete
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as possible. To the serious bird student the Checklist, toge-
ther with the Catalogue of Bird specimens in the B4HS Collec-
tion which the author publishes in the Society's J ourna

1

from
time to time and the Handbooks by Drs Salim Ali & S. Dillon
Ripley will help in intelligently collecting over the State
and thus enable to fill the gaps in our knowledge.

J. S. Serrap

/Headers interested in purchasing copies of the Checklist
may contact JV S. Serrao. - Ed./

NOTES AND COMMENTS

In accepting .the onerous responsibility of undertaking to
edit and publish the Newsletter, I &m fully aware of my short-
comings and it will be no easy matter to successfully continue
the activities of such an efficient and experienced Editor as
Mr Zafar Futehally.

However, as the Newsletter is mainly sustained by articles
contributed through the energy .and enthusiasm of its readers,
I appeal to our readers to continue their efforts.

In this connection, readers may rest assured that all con-
tributions are appreciated. At times some articles are not
published for many months owing to limitations in the size of
of our modest publication, and the necessity to select each
month a representative variety of matter. Therefore readers
and contributors should not stop writing just because they
feel that a particular observation is not worthy ofpublication
Perhaps even the mere sighting of a bird at a particular place
on a particular date may establish some valuable record. Dif-
fidence and shyness in the recording of observations is one
of the stumbling blocks in the progress of an organization
like ours.

CORRESPONDENCE

Is human disturbance an effective protection for communal
roosts of birds?

;

K. K. Neelakantan ! s interesting observations on the roost of
the Whitcheaded Myna ( Sturnus malabaricus ) have sot me think-
ing again about a remark of Helen Spurway. She told me that
both in Bhubaneshwar and Hyderabad she has been struck with
the fact that the birds seem to prefer the most lighted and
noisiest places for their communal roost. When Anil Mahabal
and I mapped the communal roosts of the Indian Myna (Acrido-
there.s tristis ) in Poona, we also noticed that all theroosts
were located on the periphery of the city, and always in spots

*»

;

;
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with good lighting and a fair amount of traffic around them.

The birds spend the day feeding mostly in the fields surround-
ing the city, but come back to the city for the night. I have
also seen' the Indian Mynas roosting in the railway station at

Viramgam; when I changed trains there one night at 1,00 a.m.,

it certainly did- not appear like an ideal place for a quiet

night's rest. All these observations suggest to me that the

birds do find 60me sort of protection from nocturnal predators

in such well*lit and disturbed spots, and act on the belief
that a disturbed night's sleep is a better bargain than an

eternal one.
Madhav Gadgil

Centre for Theoretical Studies
Indian Institute of Science

Bangalore 560 012

House Crow feeding a .juvenile Jungle Crow

On 23rd June 1972 I witnessed an interesting phenomenon
v/hich I report here.

I was standing on a balcony on the fifth floor of Girnar
Apartments, Pall Hill, Bandra, Bombay (I was visiting my
relatives) idly watching a mixed group of about 20 or so

House Crows and Jungle Crows hobnobbing on the terrace of a

much lower building nearby* The smarter House Crows were
seen to constantly harass their clumsier jungle relatives s

some of which were still not of full adult status. As I

watched them I saw a juvenile Jungle Crow approach an adult
House Crow whose throat was gorged wijth food and beg in

the characteristic fashion: crouched, shivering, with head
thrown back and open gape all the while emitting soft caws.
Naturally I expected the House Crow to ignore the young one
and move away, but to my surprise it did not. On the other
hand the House Crow inserted its beak into the Jungle
Crow l s open gape and disgorged some food. This occurred
three times in succession and the House Crow then moved away
apparently because its throat was empty.

Crows feeding the young of parasitic species which have
hatched in their (the crow r s) nests is well documented. How-
ever, the feeding of young of one species by an adult of a

congeneric, but not conspecific, species especially in an

open field situation surprised me. In a personal conversation
Dr Sa'lim Ali mentioned having encountered this phenomenon in
some other birds. Is this phenomenon not uncommon in nature?
Have any of our members observed similar instances?

S. R. Amladi
Bombay
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Migrant birds in Bombay

On 17th October 1973 at 8.25 a.m. I saw the first Large

Pied Wagtail on the terrace of my office at Worli, Bombay.

Presumably it is the same bird which I saw last year. It is

interesting to watch it walking along the terrace parapet

looking for insects which I cannot see myself, and at times

iump on the side of the parapet to catch the insects. Because

of the slums in the area, the bird must be having plenty of

insects to feed on.

The Common Swallows are yet to come, though last year I saw

tbo first birds on 30th September; or 1 may be not so lucky

to see them yet.
The Green Bee-eaters appear to be late this year.

B. A. Palkhiwalla
785-A, Dadar, Bombay

/The Common Swallows are in Bombay from the first week of

October; the Green Bee-eaters were seen around Bombay in the

last week of September. - Ed^/

S. V# Nilakanta
Editor, Newsletter for Birdwatchers

32-A, C. D. Barfiwalla Marg
Andheri, Bombay 400 058
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NESTING OF THE WHITEBREASTED WATERHEN

Zafar Futehally

In the Newsletter (Vol* 13(8) i 10) for August, I reported that
the watchman of our factory at Jogeshwari managed to locate a
nest of the Whitebreasted Watorhen tAmaurornis fuscus ). On
30th of July I went over to the Dynacraft factory at Jogeshwari
and saw the nest well concealed inside a bougainvillea at a
height of c, 5 feet from the ground. It contained four eg§s
and the bird flew away at our approach.

Subsequently" the Watch and Ward staff of -the factory kept
these birds under observation and I was told that the eggs
hatched on- the 11th of August;.-.and. all the thicks left the .:

nest the~ following day. For several days afterwards they were
seen along the nullah that skirts the factory.

From what I could gather from the watchman's report it seems
that all. the chicks hatched the same day; presumably therefore
incubation starts when all the eggs of the clutch are laid.

Incidentally the Dynacraft factory compound can become a good
study ground of these waterhens, and some of our readers may
like to do intensive observations during the next monsoon
period. f \

I was unable to locate the nest in my own ©ompound at Aodheri,
but kept fairly detailed notes between 4th July and 8th Septem-
ber on what I saw of the Waterhens. When the birds f irst.arrived
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they wore shy, but as the days wont by they became quite
friendly and often come to within 15 feet of my desk in the
study from where I could observe them clearly.

When I saw the pair together, I got the impression that the
legs of one were more yellowish than those of the other, which
were entirely blood red. Perhaps there is a slight difference
in coloration between the male 3nd the female.

The birds are extremely fond of water and had a bath in our
lily pond at least four or five times a day. This was just for
enjoyment, and the. serious bathing from the point of view of
hygiene was done in the little birdbath, a chinaware vessel
12 inch square and one inch deep placed beneath a Gardenia
bush. I once saw the bird with wings outstretched, cormorant
fashion, drying its feathers on the lawn* Every single day
they spent a considerable time preening themselves to keep
every barb and barbecule clean and properly aligned.

In spite of my engaging an urchin for two days to follow the
birds in the garden and try and locate the nest we met with -

no success. Once T Saw a bird fly into a Golden Shower creeper
and immediately afterwards another bird emerged. I thought J
had found the nest at last, but a thorough inspection of the
site revealed nothing at all.
On the morning of 7th September I was aghast to see four

chicks struggling and rolling helplessly on the ground with
one adult in attendance. Apparently the adult was trying to
induce the chicks to roll over into some sort of cover. This
was at 7 in the morning when fortunately no crows were around.
I picked up the lot and placed them below a Roselia shrub
adjoining our lily pond. The next day, I saw one adult and one
chick on the lawn in the afternoon and that was the last I saw
of these birds this season. The multitude of crows, a pair of
Crow-Pheasants, and a number of prowling cats, make life for
Waterhens very difficult, and I would have been very surprised
if any of the chicks had survived these hazards.

BIRDWATCHING IN Th£ TEHRI GARHVKL HILLS

Sohan Singh Saini

The Tehri Garhwal Hills are quite well known to birdwatchers
of India. Some of them have visitbd these areas physically,
while others are familiar through various books and papers on
birds in India.

This year I had a nice opportunity of visiting these hills
during the second fortnight of May and the whole of June. This
is perhaps the be^st s6aeon to see the beautiful birds in this
area» It was not possible to keep an account of all the birds
seen in this tract but I have tried to make notes about the
most commonly met birds and the most fascinating ones. Some of
these notes are reproduced below:
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Nakuii, elevation 3500 ft. The bird first encountered in the
area was a Wedgotailed Green Pigeon ( Treron sphenura ) . I was
sitting in the rest house compound in the afternoon when a
flock of 8 pigeons landed on a tree. Maroon on the middle, a
yellow bar on the wings and red legs could help nie in identi-
fying it. As soon c.s these birds flev. away I sighted a Blue-
throated Barbet CMegalaima asiatica) thrcugh my binoculars
sitting on a small or/ tree far away. I went near the tree but
the bird did not" move. The beautiful plumage, especially the
crimson head and sides of foreneok were really marvellous. I
wanted to hear its call but the bird remained silent.

As the evening drew nearer, Whitebollied Drongos ( Pi. crurus
caerulescens ) appeared on the nearby trees in the fields. Socn
atter I could see a large number of swallows ( Hirundo ru stica )

with chestnut forehead and throat, flying and diving in~"Ene
river. The number of swallows increased gradually as it grew
dark.

In the morning I saw some Slatyheaded Parakeets ( Psittacula
himr.lavana). a few Grey Tits C P.arus major), White throated
Laughing Thrushes CGarrulax albooularis Pand an Orangebellied
Chloropsis t Chloroasis harJwickirTT"

Barkot, elev. 4500 ft. One day, in the forest, I saw an eagle
settling down on a tree. It had a silvery white body belcw
with brownish grey wings above. I identified this bird as
Bonelli»s Hawk-Eagle ( Nisaetus fascia tus). After a few moments
it flew away and settled on another tree. At this moment I
saw the nest towards which it wa- approaching. "This nest was
made of dry twigs arranged on a platform formed by a whorl of
branches originating from one point, about 25 metres above
ground on a pine tree. With ^he help of the binoculars I could
see the bird sitting in the nest, o.i the eggs of which I could
see only two, but could not reach the nest physically.
Near my camp, there was a newly made but unihabited building

and every day I would see swallows (Hirundo rustica) coming
near the building and vanishing. On investigation I founS two
earthen nests of these swallows and both had chicks inside.
Ihe same evening I saw a very brilliantly plum3ged bird noar
my tent. The ashy brown belcw anc' purplish blue above, having
purple sides, lead rae to believe that this bird was the small
Niltava ( Muscicaoa macgrigoriae )

.

Redstarts (.Chainarrornis loucocephalus) , leaping and -wagging
their tails while sitting on a rock were aplenty. Sometimes
they would leap and run in a lovely gait.
Harsil, elev. 8500. The three most common and perhaps the

most beautiful ones, I net-.here were agair. the Whitecapped
Redstarts (Chaimarrornis leucocephalus ). Hodgsor. : s Pied Wag-
*•** (Motaciila aiboides ) and Himalayan Greenfinch (Hvpac-inthis
spinoides). Throughout the day one could see those birds hoppljTg
around and calling in the pines and on the rocks. Jho Greenfinch
was generally met in large flocks flying over and around the.

f
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Sine cree-i giving a very charming sight. I loved to see this
ird, and could spend any amount of time watching them.
It was quite common a. sight to see two Dark-grey Bushchats

( Saxicola fcrrea ) fighting with each other in the air. I do
not know whether it was to throw the intruder away from the
feeding territory or something else, but it was a sight to see
those beautiful birds with bright blac!c and white plumage
exhibiting and fighting in the air. Then after some time both
the birds would separate and could be seen sitting on the
rocks far away from each Other.
Cinnamon Tree 'Sparrow ( Passer rutilar.s ) has also been meet-

ing mo quite often on the road and I vas airprised to see the
extent to which it has become accustomed to human beings and
also the swiftness in its movements. One time a sparrow accom-
panied my jeep for about 2 km.
Another day I had climbed to about 10,000 ft into a forest,

where I met a male Monal Pheasants ( Lophophorus impejanus )". The
bird was disturbed by our intrusion and having seen us before
any of us could see it* made a circular flight accompanied by

long continuous wistling chuckle. After leaving Kulu f this was
the first time that I saw this pheasant, during the past one
year.

On my way back I saw a Jungle Crow diving and then coming up
with a very young live chick of some bird, still crying in its
beak. But the crow was successful in catching the chick in the
fourth attept only, as the chick was also hopping in small
strides. I trial my best to free the chick by throwing stones
at the crow, but the clever crow understood my intentions and
flew to a far away place with its prey. I felt very sorry for
the <hick. Only after a few minutes, on my way I came across a
very young Jungle Crow which was not able to fly but could
only hop. I caught this young bird and thought of the older
crow which might have been enjoying eating the chick, while a
crow chick was in my hands. I made a small platform in the
branches of a tree and perched the young crow on it, and left
it to its fate but at least out of reach of jeckals and dogs.

In this camp I have been meeting Himalayn Tree Creepers
(Certhia himalavana ) . with its pointed curved beak, hopping
from one tree to another, Redbilled Choughs ( Pyrin ocorax
pyrrhocorax ) abounding in the grassy meadows where flocks of
sheep spend the night. This bird, sometimes made a marvellous
vertical dive. Silvereared Mesias (Meaifc argentauris ) have not
been very uncommon during my field visits in this area. The
Whitecheeked Bulbuls ( Pycnonotus leucogcr.ys ) were a little
scarce. Tickell's Willow Warblers ( Phvlloscopus affinis) and
Large Crowned Willow Warblers ( Phylloscopus occipital is) were
encountered throughout,

I could not identify a bird I saw at an altitude of about
50Ct ft and I hope some of the learned readers will help me.
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It was a little small-* than a bulbui with a light blue back,

rusty brown breast and a large white patch below on the neck.

Its road beak was about 2 inches long; tail was 4-5 inches
long, blue and wedge-shaped and broador at the end. It gave a

long intermittent whistle which was rather powerful compared
to the size of the bird.

BIRDING IN THE REMOUNT DEPOT AREA, SAHARANPUR

^ Ashok Kumar Sharma

On Sundayf the 5th August, I started on my routine Sunday out-

ing at 9 a.m. My destination was a beautiful artifical lake
with natural panorama. I reached my destination If 9. 30 a.m.,

and was very much delighted to see Spotbill Ducks swimming
majestically in the lake* the red fleshy spots on their fore-
head distinctly visible against dark back-ground. I made a

sketch of them while looking at them through my binoaulars
from a distance of about forty metres. Unfortunately it started
to rain and I had to give up at 10.30 a.m.

I returned at 12 noon to find two more birds among the Spot-
bills. These were Nukhtas or Comb £*ucks, one male and the other
a female. They were in their breeding plumage. The male had
a prominent black fleshy appendage on its beak. This appendage
grows during the breeding season and falls off soon after
breeding is over. This bird is a permanent resident in our
country and lives in restricted areas. The female was consi-
derably smaller than the male. The male swam undisturbed by
my proximity, while the female was clearing looking disturbed,
and swam around swiftly with its head bobbing back and forth.

On my way home I stopped at a place to have a look at a pair
of Indian Stone Curlews, nesting in a Cherry field. Their nest
comprised of 4-5 dried rootlets and 15-18 small pebbls lying
scattered in the area, about 6-8 inches across. I noticed that
their droppings were not to be seen anywhere near the nest. On
looking around I discovered them at a distance of 6 m. from the
nest. They seem to be very sensitive" about sanitary conditions.
The clutch comprised of two eggs with dark brown and light
blotches all over, the size about that of a domestic hen's egg.
This pair was evidently breeding seond time in succession which
was indicated by the prescenco of a juvenile, always sitting
about 15 m away from the brooding parents. Its~plumage was light
in colour. . •

On my approaching the birds, they became wary but seemed re-
luctant to fly, ax! tried to conceal themselves behind some
plants. All three birds stored at me continuously with their
cold, large eyes. On getting nearer they took off one by one,
emitting klee-klee calls and alighted about 100 m away*
After spending about half an hour there I continued on my

x
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home. I ha <i hardly gone £00 m when a Sirkeer Cuckoo flew across
the" rcfid to perch on a tree. It flitted from branch to branch,
and tree to tree. On a tree nearby I saw a juvenile Bonelli's
Eagle with dark brown eyes. It was looking towards the ground
and soon descended. Even after descending it kept on staring at
something hidden in grass which was not visible to me. It walked
some distance, all the time looking towards the ground. After
thus walking for some distance it flew and perched on another
tree on which its mate was already present. After some time both
of them flew away.

With that ended my birdwatching for the day.

/

BIRDS INSIDE A' STEEL PLANT
. . v'

V. G, Kartha

A steel plant is perhaps the last place one would normally
associate with birds. Some of us may not even expect to find
any in such surroundings.. The place is the very antithesis of
what oneusually assumes to be a bird's natural habitat. Yet fstrangely enough, there is a fairly large amount of birdlife
amidst the smoky chimneys and duty cavernous sheds where the
heat becomes'unbearable even on a mid winter day.

Sometime back the Editor had invited information on activities
of birds in urban settings and un-na tural surroundings. This
led me last November to make a list of birds found within the
pjriaeter of Bhilai Steel Plant. I had of course casually
observed quite a few inside the area before, but now for the
first time I set out on a tour of the whole estaliishment with
the sole purpose of making an inventory. Needless tosay I had
protected l myself with an official excuse to go round lest

my birdwatching meanderings inside potentially dangerous areas
evoked frowns from the authorities. As it was, I was conscious

°l .
many curious stares at what.must have looked like inexplic-

able behaviour on my part. I moved about at some personal risk
craning my neck and peering up at the murlicess above. I did
not take*along my binoculars for fear of drawing the attention
of some security guard to whom my explanations would have cer-
tainly sounded counterfeit.

In all, there wore 17 different species within the exact
boundaries of the steel plant, but none of them had so truly
adapted itself to the steel making environment as had the Blue
RockPigeon, It wa s the most predominent bird that caught the
eye in all the unlikely places. In fact it was ubiquitous through-
0U
hi S Plant i

there were virtually hundreds of them. They had
settled down to;, a. peaceful life amidst all that hustle and bustle,
and heat and grime. They were to be found nesting high up among
the overbad crane girders, between_the-OaJ^ti^^s-ef-ix>af-trusses

f
.
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and underneath the eaves of tall coal and ore bunkers. Thev

could bo seen flying literally through the dense sulphurous
funos^of the coke-ovens, apparently insensitive to the carbon
mon#xidc and ammonia gases that hung over the area. The bun-
ker's spewed out clouds of coal and ore dust, but the pigeons
sat unmindful of it just a few feet from the thundering con-
veyor belts*

I went up one of the columns and peered down on a nest be-
tween two deep crane girders. There was a pigeon baby-sitting
with two fluffy yellow chicks. The nest was a small shallow
dish made of greasy cotton-waste and - of all things -metal
lathe turnings.' Only a little while earlier I had noticed two
pigeons sitting on a nearby heap of muck and pecking at some-
thing. I couldnt believe they had found anything to eat in
all that grease and metal scrap. Then one of them flew away
with a chip in its beak. Was it really searching for steel
building material?

I was puzzled for some time about/the pigeons source of food
as obviously it couldnt have been from within the plant pre-
cincts. I had never seen them in any food gathering activity.
They were always lolling with puffed out necks or volplaing
about or, as I said, infrequently pecking at muck heaps. Then
the mystery was solved when. I discovered large flights taking
• 5w i

m
• Pxant in all directions early morning and retum-

inctoack to it in similar groups in the evening.
The birds went foraging often 15-20 km out into the surround-

ing countryside. The steel plant was for them just a large
dormitoryj Radiating from it there seemed to be regular air
corridors which were frequented by most of the flights. On one
occasion, with heavy clouds providing a low ceiling, and a
strong headwinc}, the birds were forced down to almost bush top
level skimming their way homeward without any appreciable de-
crease in speed. From where I watched, 1h ey had yet another 5
km to go. to the safety for their steely roosts and darkness
was but a few. minutes away. They wouldnt have lost their way
of course, as their dormitory was the biggest and unmistakable
landmark for many a mile around.
After the Blue Rock Pigeon, the most abundant birds noticed

within the plant area were the Common Myna and the House Spar-
row. But unlike the pigeons they preferred more open and quieter
places farther off from the din and .dust. The huge overhead gas
pipe-lines and their supporting structures provided good nest-
ing places: the mynas building on the trestles and walkways and
the sparrows occupying the fissures and crevices on the concrete
columns. The sparrows appeared to be smaller and darker than
their relations outside.
The perimeter of the steel plant encloses a large area not

all of which is taken by mills and furnaces. A lot of spaceL5 reserved ionJfce_open-storage of the myriad items required
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for maintaining the plant. Here the ground is dry and stony

with occasional bushes and grassy plots. The usual types of

birds associated with such topography could be seen hero:

Indian ^obin, Rufoustailed Lark, Common Green Bee-eater,

Roller and Little Brown Dove. Along the narrow pathways in

between massive tarpaulin-covered machine parts, I came across

the seasonal migrants - the Grey-, White- and Pied Wagtails.

Down beside the cooling water channels adjacent to the gigan-

tic blaft furnaces, couple of Paddy Birds had unobtrusively

taken up their motionless vigil at the water's edge, while

Common- and Wire-tailed Swallows flitted along the surface up

and down the length of the canal. Far above, topping the

column of smoke rising from the 100 metre tall chimneys of the

steel melting shop, I could barely make out the soarers putting

to full use the * government-provided • thermals: a few Neo-
phrons and half a dozen Whitebacked vultures. There were also

the Pariah Kites and Tawny Eagles working their boats down the

slope of one large roof and up the slope another, now and then

swooping down to grab the left-over lunch thrown away by a

worker, or some other morsel. Once in a while a commotion
among the pigeon-cotes and sparrow-roosts drew my attention
to the "sudden appearance of their arch-villain - the Sparrow

Hawk.
;

Bordering the coke ovens and blast furnaces^ are two large
_ man-made lakes each about 1.5 km in diameter. Though these are
strictly speaking not within the boundary wall of the plant,
they are actually considered part of the works, storing the

water required for it. In winter these lakes are the resting
place of a vast congregation of waterbirds. A rough estimate
of mine for the past 3-4 years puts the total number, in the
height of the season, around 300 in both the tafcks together.

They seem to be increasingevery year as they are left comple-
tely undisturbed anC unmolested, shooting, boating or fishing
being prohibited here.

F. M* Gauntlett describes a similar scene of a waterbird
habitat against the backdrop of . the Durgapur Steel Plant
/J. Bombay nat. Hist. Soc, 68(3): 619/. But there the birds
are in a much more congenial setting, and farther away from

polluted environments, than the ducks in Bhilai*
I have so far identified the following species in the tanks;

it is quite possible that a few more may be present: Coot,
Pochard, Shoveller, Garganey, Common Teal, Green- and Rod
Shanks, Redheaded and Tufted Pochards, Spotbill, Pintail,
Green- and Common Sandpipers, LittloStint and Little Pratin-
cole, Little- and Large Cormorants, Black and Brownheadod
Gulls, Birds identified beyond the immediate vicinity of the

water .have not been ^included here as they wouldnt, in all
truth, justify the title of this article.
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NGT£S AND COMMBJTS

Astronavigation

The attention of Birdwatchers is invited to the article ' The
Bird that lost its way ' in the November issue of Readers'
Digest. The article explains how the bir<J in this instance a

Manx Shearwater, is able to navigate the oceans by its memory
of the position of stars. Not only is the bird capable of fix-
ing--ika position by its observation of stars, but it must dis-
criminate between stars and planets and ignore such celestial
bodies as the new commet, presently sighted, to avoid getting
confused.

Such a faculty can probably be developed by us by spending
nights and days, under open skies, like sailors in primitive
boats. Literacy and intelligence are not necessary.

Locust menace «

All India .Radio has issued a warning about the approaching
locust menace. This will be in the areas adjoining the arid
regions of India and Pakistan. .

We were all along under the blissful impression that our_
abundant birdlife kept a control over the periodic population
explosion of locusts. It now appears that we have probably
killed off the birds that usee to feed on locus ts and are now
creating further conditions of man-made famines.
All the foreign exchange that these poor countries earn, by

way of allowing various Sheiks to help themselves to our HoubO'
ras and Bustards, will never ccapcofiite for a single day 1 s des-

truction by locusts.

Request to renders

Readers are requested to contribute short notes. These are
much appreciated and make our Newsletter more lively. Also
readers are requested to endorse, contradict and comment on
the views and observations in the articles appearing in the
Newsletter . The aim is to taK© more interest in each others
and bring members closer through lively discussions,

CORRESPONDENCE .

Adult birds ' •oncern for young, of other birds

In regard to Dr S, R, Amladi's observation of a House Crow
adult feeding a young one of a Jungle Crow, it is difficult
to tell apart in the field a young Jungle Crow from a young
House Crow unless they are accompanied by their respective
parents. This difficulty is enhanced when they are in a mixed
lot as observed by Dr Amladi. This is because the young House
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Crow locks the groy collar of its parent*, and has to be told

apart on size, which is relative.
I do not understand the point Dr Amlaoi makes xn regar^ to

such -feeding by congeneric and conspecif ic individuals. Seem-

ingly adult "birds while engaged in such feeding neither res-

trict themselves to congeneric or conspecif ic young, nor to

parasitic chicks hatched in their own nest. Such feeding

appears to be merely a response of an adult to the submissive

attitude taken by a young bird while begcjng food, conditioned

perhaps ,by nature's proviso that the solicitor is not preda-

ccous to* the feeder and vice versa . Thus wo have the example

of a Common Myna ( Acric'.oTncros tristis) feeding a young Pxed

Myna (Sturnus contra ) /_C. M« DfelTs, J^ Bombay nat. Hist. Soc^

19: 985/ An unpublished incident I recall is one reported by a

British Army Officer to Mr Humayun Abdulali in early 1940s,

when I was a stenographer with his firm* Messrs Faiz & Co, It

concerned a Common Myna flying with food in its beak for its

Callow young in a nest-hole. At the sight of a young" fledged

cuckoo bogging food on the ground the myna alighted and fed.../

the waif with food moant for its cwn young. This incident I

cite with Mr Humayun Abdulali's permission.

J. S. Serrao

Paradise Flycatcher in the Malabar Hill area. Bombay

On the evening of the 30th October, we were looking out from

the balcony of a block of flats off Altamont Road when we .saw

something streak past over the parked cars and come to rest in

a tree. It was a Paradise Flycatcher, a glistening black and

white, with rather short streamers - almost half the length one

would expect. Ironicallywe had just been away for a week end

in a bird-rich area across the harbour, but we had to return

to noisy cracker-mad Bombay to see this beautiful creature.

It then flew away into the greenery of the next door garden
- one of the last in this city.

In a recent issue of the Newsletter a correspondent had ask-

ed for information about the presence of the Whitebrowed Bul-

bul in Bombay. Why not initiate a similar enquiry into the

presence of the Paradise Flyc a tcher during its migratory spell

in the city? I have never spotted one here before. Only once

about 12 years ago did I see a young chestnut coloured bird

in a garden on Malabar Hill. .

Shirin' Sabavala
-51 Mehor Apts, Anstey Road

^Tt is a regular visitor to Bombay area from about mid Octo-
ber to about end April - the last date we have is 27*th April.

It frequents shady groves and gardens and in spite of its

striking colours the adult male is remarkably inconspicuous
when sitting motionless. - Edj7"

S. V. Nilakanta
Editor, Newsletter for Birdwatchers
32-A Barfiwala Marg, Andhcri, Bombay 400 058

<=
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